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Preface

The system of handwntmg analysts know as Grapho Analysis is not

to be confused with out-dated graphology.

Grapho Analysis b exact, scientific—^the result of more than forty-five

years of painstaldng research It b a science, now used throt^hout the

dvilized world for both pleasure and profit

What b the basis of the uncanny accuracy of grapho analysis^ The
answer is STROKES The revealing factor is the strokes of the hand-
wnting and not the letter formations It does not matter what language the

writmg IS m—even shorthand reveals the writer

This book explams how grapho analysis identifies character and person-
ahty traits and tendencies These are based in the muid, follow the nervous
system and inevitably show up in handwriting A person trained as a grapho
analyst can reconstruct the inclinations and the emotions of the writer of
any adequate specimen of handwntmg The analyst can, with surprismg
accuracy, predict what the writer will do and how he will react under
certam conditions

It IS, of course, only quite recently that the study of handwriting has
been put on a scienufic basis So it is to be expected that some uninformed
people are still skeptical They should be reminded of the wise words of
John Stuart Mill

"Every great movement must experience three stages, ndicule,
discussion, adoption”
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CHAPTER

Your lusuranee Poli<^

GRAPHO ANALYSIS GIVES YOU PROTECTION
FROM CHISELERS, THIEVES, HEARTBREAK
AND MURDERERS. HOW IT STARTED, HOW
IT GREW UP, WHY YOU CAN DEPEND ON IT.

You may be one of those readers who dislikes most heartily to take

part in a conversation where one person keeps saying, I, I, until he wean
out the pronoun If you are we have something m. common from the start,

hut no matter how I have tned to find a way to get away from this

abominable I, it seems tiiere is no way
My hfe has been devoted to grapho analysis and to the research that

has gone mto it My countless miles of travel, and hundreds of tbmi-ianHt

of letters which were employed for many yean m testing wnten and their

reactions is part of tius history However, you will not have to endure
any more I’s than absolutely necessary to give you the freedom and pro-
tection tiiat came to me penonally as a result of undentanding what
handwriting reveals

• HOW YOU oer protection
When you are promised protection, the word is not idly used You

are protected by knowing people Fint, how they feel; second, how they
dunk, and then how they will act because they feel and act in hne with
how they feel An instance comes to mind that occurred many years ago

An old lady who was a very dear friend had a nephew who was the
apple of her eye Depression conditions made it imposable for him to find
a job She asked my help His handwriting warned me that he was splfiA.
deceitful, and untrustworthy Hoivever, I owed that old lady a deep debt
of gratitude for things she had done, not only for me, but others

So I made a place for the young chap He was bnlhant He had
abihty, but in givmg him the job grapho analysis pictected me I knew
what to eapect, and it was possible to antiapate what was certain to
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» YOUR INSURANCE POLICY
happen He did all right for several months Then remittances that were

supposed to have reached my oilice were not recorded Passmg thru his

office one day I saw him tear up a letter, drop it in the waste basket and

slip a bill into his pocket

That evenmg I searched the waste basket A customer had sent five

dollars in currency but the accounting department did not show the

remittance That remittance had gone into his pocket However, I was

not suipnsed He had a family His aunt had been a fnend of endunng

worth If I had fired him, it would have hurt her, and he became a

gumea pig by which what I had learned from handwnbng could be tested

Weeks and months went by There were no major defalcations, just

shortages of five dollars, ten dollars, sometimes only a dollar or two a day

Then one day he wrote a letter to a customer who owed close to a

hundred dollars If the remittance were sent dircctely to him, he would

square the books for fifty dollars.

That morning the young fellow and I had a conferenee I did not

accuse him of being a thief There was no reason to do so When he

was hired he had given me all the warning I needed, and so if there was

any blame, it rested on my awn shoulders But I had tested grapho

analysis He had helped to prove it by dropping letten mto the waste

basket, taking money, and feeling that he was getting away with it

• GRAPHO ANALYSIS HAS BEEN PROVED STEP BY STEP

This inadentally is how grapho analysis was tested and proved Not

in one instance but in hundreds upon hundreds of cases Men and women,

regardless of age, race or political or church affiliation Even after I

began teachmg my first students the tests went on except yie were both

conducting them They were doing it because they were warned not to

believe anything diey found in their lesson books just because they were

in pnnt They were urged to test and prove every pomt, which bnngs us

down to how grapho analysis saved one of the eayly students’ hfe This

particular lady was charming, hi^ly educated, and a steadfast church

worker She headed committees, entertained the pastor at teas, worked on

committees under his directions She was, if you wish to use a Biblical

phrase, “full of good works ”

Then the long time pastor was compelled to take a long vacation

A new man came to town, and the good church worker took him into her

home, her husband exerted himself to support his wife's efforts to make

the stranger feel at home The man was popular, good looking, conducted

himself well Everyone liked him

Then he wrote a note about a committee to the grapho analyst That

night she told her husband, “He can’t come mto the house again I’m
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going to sec my sister out of state while this man is here” She fulfilled

her mtention, and it was another church member who was r^ed and

strangled That charmmg fellow was a sex driven man with good clothes,

a fine vocabulary, and graaousncss, who was ready to turn into a sex

demon when he was refused what he demanded

• "KNOW THYSELF"
So grapho analysis, as you master rules in the follosving pages, may

help you identify a murderer or a thief One thing is certam As you

examine your own handwriting, you will get a new understanding of

yourself You will suddenly find that some traits you have considered

“bad” are not bad at all Take for instance the lady who wrote me after

getting her analysis pomting out that she was proud “Every night I ask

God to help me overcome gnde,” she said in her letter You will learn

how to rccogmzc pndc from handwntmg, and you will see what an im-

portant trait It IS in making your own life happier, and more successful

You svill he sure of one other gam You will no longer feel there is

any salue to gossip You will not need to have what others think about
someone to guide you, for you will be able to take a page of handunting
and know how the writer feels, thinks, and acts

• YOU CONQUER FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN
You may find that some of yom friends cannot be trusted This is

entirely possible However, that docs not mean that you need to discard
them as acquaintances—^which, after all, is all they have been You arc
not learning to use grapho analysis to set yourself up as judge You are
not learning to analyze handwriting just to find “bad” thmgs in others
Grapho analysis is not a science to use m findmg either “good” or “bad”
but the truth For instance, you may think that deceit is always a bad trait
Instead it is mcicly a trait It may be used for the good of others, or it;
can become a dangerous trait Its value depends on how it is used /

You will gam one other advantage If you are shy, afraid of people
and what they say, you will find that knowing handwriting gives you free-
dom from fear The reason is rather simple The child that fears the dark
IS afraid because he does not understand the dark You are tinurf afraid
because you do not understand people When ymu actually know them you
will have no reason for fear unless you have done somethmg to injure
others Even then you may have only yourself to fear

.u J*"® low fear is a lesson that I learned during
the few years of my research Audiences from coast to coast now tellme that there could not have been a time when I was afraid They do not

I
^ '"hat I knew

r
I memorized but tostand on my feet and talk off the cuff was unthinkable
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Then one day Albert G Bums, founder of the Inventors of Amenca,
told me to go out and talk to a group of inventors from all parts of Amenca
I refused I could not A1 Bums looked at me and said “If you know
^ything about it and beheve in grapho analysis you can ” I He
had brought me to a realization tiiat when I knew and understood people

tiiere was nothing to fear So as you go along with yoiu: study of these rules

you will be gammg knowledge that others do not have You will undei-

stand them, and there is no knowledge as valuable

• A SCOUNDREL EXPOSED
It gives you unexpected protection At the start of World War II

when air mail was not so common as it is today, a letter reached me late

one afternoon It was from a woman who had been framed m grapho

analysis, and it contamed a number of sheets of a love letter “I do not

have any nght to analyze this wnting,” she wrote “It is my daughtci’s

fiance and she wants you to give a thorough analysis We both feel that

because she is my daughter I mi^t be influenced, and this is important
”

Examination of the handwriting shoured that the wnter was a scouii

drel, and jRu^t easily be a murderer It was not an opinion The hand-

writing rewaled the picture as clearly ^ ah' v'ray c^ltMt£9^one So the

report was made, mailed, as requested, air mail and speaal dchvcry

A few days later another letter brought the rest of the story The

young man was a stranger in the community, but he and the young woman

had met, fallen in love, and were to be married almost at once Then, as

a matter of possible cunosity, the daughter let her mother read a letter and

the mother was appalled by what she found Result, the mother and

daughter agreed to submit the handwnting to another analyst, and quite

naturally selected the mother's teacher That analysis undoubtedly saved

the young woman’s happiness, and possibly her life, for shortly after the

engagement was broken the police from another state arrested the felloiv

as a cnminal and took him back to the scene, of his enmes

You will get such protection for your life as you learn and use grapho

analysis You will not get it by merely skimming through these pages,

getting some of the rules m mind, and confusing others Study the lules,

and the example of handwriting, and then use what you learn For moie

than thirty years students of grapho analysis undertaking professional train-

ing have been advised not to behew svhat they base found in lesson books

just because it is in print When you learn something, Ust it, piovc it and

then you have it even if your books are destroyed

• ETHICAL USES OF HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
At this point there is one point that must be emphasiAd Do not

approach the study of grapho analysis just to find out about people Theic
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IS a vast difference between learning to understand people, and finding

that you may feel wiU be juicy Wts of gossip When you ex-

amine a handwriting you aw certam to find some traits that you do not like,

but you are not judge nor jury

You may find unusual talent for danang or pamtmg and you may

believe the dancing is sinful That is your nght, but you still have the

knowledge that the wnter has natural talent for dancing Or you may fmn

evidence that a writer is likely to steal There are many potential thieves

possibly who have never been caught, and possibly some of them have never

actually stolen Handwriting does not reveal that a man has done any

certain thmg, any more than it reveals that he has cancer or tuberculosis

It does show the individual who, gjven an opportumty, will steal But if

you know this, and protect yourself against his doing so from you, then you

have had protection

However, learn discretion in keeping what you learn to yourself If

you were a professional grapho analyst you would be bound by a code of

ethics as bmdmg as the etbcs of any medical man You should tell the

person whose handwntmg you examine the truth, but that does not mean

telling all of her or his family, and die neighbors Gossip is one of the most

reprehenrible things m civilization and has broken more homes than any

other single human weakness Analyze handwriting truthfully, but do not

repeat to others what you have found

• CURING SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
You will be able to do a vast amount of good A well known medical

man told me this story of how he helped a mother who was his patient

The mother had a son in high school He was just squeezing by, sometimes

was not even maldng a passing grade The mother was exceedingly worried,

and this worry affected her as a patient Worry has such effect, you know

Finally the doctor suggested that she provide him with the boy’s hand-

wntmg, with the thought that he might find the answer He did The

youngster was so self-consaous that he did not dare to stand up among the

young folks of his own age and tell what he knew He thought they knew

more than he did, and between under-rating his own abihty and the self-

consciousness he was makmg his high school days agonv, not only for him-

self, but his mother and his teachers all suffered

This doctor, who uses grapho analysis frequently in understanding his

patients, had a visit with the boy He showed the young man from his own
handwriting that he was equal and possibly siipenor mentally to some of his

classmates He convmced him that there was no reason for cither fear or

self-consdousness, then convinced the mother that she could aid by having
her son recite to her When the boy discov’ered for himself that he knew
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and was able to hold his own with other students his own age, his problem
was whipped The boy gamed, the mother showed better results from her
medical treatment, and the teachen found that they had a near>honor

student

• GftAPHO ANALYSIS HELPS PHACTICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Another instance of a similar nature was successfully handled by the

credit manager of a big corporation where he used his knowledge to deter-

mine the responsibility of customers This particular credit manager was

invited to talk on his cxpcnenccs before a large business group After the

talk one of the business men pushed fonvaid and asked for a few minutes

of the speaker’s time "You may be able to help us with our son,” he

said “My wife and I feel that we may have to send him either to a military

school, or let the juvenile court send him to a state school We simply can-

not manage him He’s not a fool, but he has outgrown us
”

As a result of that few minutes conversation, the father sent the lad’s

writing to the credit manager He studied it Then he asked for the ivntmg

of both parents He studied those two specimens, and then visited the

troubled family It was a long and a serious interview, but grapho analysis

had found the explanation of the trouble Both patents had become in-

volved in many personal and social activities They were providing a good

residence, good furniture in the residence, but they were not making a home

for the boy They were busy attending social functions, bridge clubs, busi-

ness conferences

The lad had become a problem because he resented being shoved to one

side He thought his parents did not care about him, but about their sodal

and business lives He had come to hate and fear them, and was merely

striking back Fortunately the parents accepted the revelations made from

their own writing, the boy admitted that was the svay he felt Today that

family is well adjusted, the parents arc happy and proud of their son, and

be in him is making good and is fond of his parents, whom he now reo^-

nizcs as something more than a source of monej He has found that diey

do love him, and he in turn is a svonderful son

• YOV GET PERSONAL BENEFITS AND SELF-PROTECTION
You may have such experiences provided you study grapho analysis,

as you will find it in the follosving pages You may be skeptical, and there

IS nothing that the profession of grapho analysis will like better than lot

skepbes to be convinced

This benefit and protection for you is after all the justification for

writing this book, and because I began the research and stumbled onto the

key that makes scientific handwriting analysis possible, it is necessary for me

now and then to talk about myself Forget that part, will you, and keep
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in mind diat we are both devoting our time to grapho analysis, and what

it can do for you in increasing your happiness, your cash m the bank, and

your happmess in getting along widi people while you earn your livmg

You may have noted that I frankly admit that I stumbled onto the

key that made grapho analysis possible Actually the start came simply

because I got to Sunday School ahead of time The little one room school

house served as the diurch, and them was a long blackboard across one end

of the building On this particular Sunday one of the older boys who had

graduated from the eighth grade had come back over the week-end and
was writing strange symbols on the blackboard

All of the early amvats were properly impressed at how those mysteri-

ous strokes could mean words That was my introduction to shorthand, and
when I went home after services it was swth the deep-rooted determination

that if anyone else could make those strange curlicues mean words it svould

be equally possible for me Somehow that resolution made when I was
eight stuck until I was sivteen and could get my hands on the first short-

hand book

From that time on I studied shorthand When other young fellows

were chasing baseballs I was writing shorthand outlines and loving it One
system followed another until I had managed to Icam at least in a passable
way almost twenty different systems, and if you are starUng to grow grey,
you will recall that m the early part of the twenUelh century there svere
almost as many shorthand systems as there arc wavs of getting a home
permanent wave today

One other subject was essential although I did not know it then I
studied penmanship Not just ovals, but Palmcnan, Zanenan, Ransom-
ciian, and half a doren other muscular movement systems One teacher
after another must have added a grey han here and there because of my
papers Only a few sveeks ago I ran onto an old letter I had written back in
those days, and just at first I thought it was the work of some successful
penmanship teacher, until my eye caught one WTakness

I put long finals on almost every word Very long finals, and tht
achers said “No" and meant it My papcis would be all right for a day

01 two, and then I would slip back into my ongjinal penmanship sm, and
would ^t the papers hack with red ink strokes slashed across fhe tails on

* tErreus and correspondence clubs

whs
® consuming thought After all they had said

did nofl, I'^T® lo-'B strokes which

''titing from those days shosv, that I was mentally about as nLcom-
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poopish as the average, maybe more so) I came up against the problem of
finding why I put those pesky tag ends on there Monkeys had long tails

but I studied myself in the mirror and did not find any more resemblance

dian there was between other people and the simian

Was I putting those tag ends on there because there was something

wrong with me mentally, or was it because I liked shorthand mstead of base-

ball, and had a morbid fear of snakes^ There was nothing else to do The
reason had to be found, and I set out to find it No young fellow ever

wrote more love letters and joined more correspondence clubs than I did

in those days Now and then I found a writer who put on long tails to the

words, but their photographs all looked like nice girls, or fairly decent

young fellows When they did it, however, we certainly had one thing in

common What was it?

• TAUGHT XT SYSTEMS OF SHORTHAND
It was more or less a matter of trial and error, disappointment, and

repeated effort until something happened several years later I had quali-

fied as a shorthand teacher, not of one system but several, but the idea of

learnmg anythii^ about my problem from shorthand never occurred to me
at that time—and then I actually stumbled onto the answer

An employment agency had sent me to teach shorthand in a busmess

college in Shawnee, OUahoma About the second day it was plain that I

had made a mistake The head of the school was drunk half the time, in-

deed he was drunk the afternoon he found that the local business people

were talking about running him out of town, and taking over his busmess

school for me to manage They did get nd of him as a menace to the

morals of the town, and I started to Chicago, but stopped in Wichita be-

cause I had met a business coll^ man there who looked progressive

Actually he was just about broke, but there was a little money in my
watch pocket and we made a deal whereby I would stay and teach short-,

hand for at least a few weeks Possibly he hired me expecting me to stav

until he went broke, but that summer he began advertising me as the onlv

shorthand teacher in captivity who could write and teach seventeen systems

of shorthand Those seventeen systems and that advertising was the answer

to my question Students who had been exposed to shorthand in high

school or other business colleges, came flocking into school. There weie

Gregg, and Spencerian and Dougherty shorthand wnters All the shades

of the Pitman systems, Benn Pitman, Issac Pitman, and a dozen variations

all were enrolled in my dictation classes All I had to do was dictate, and

walk around looking over their shoulders and watch for inaccuracies It was

a scatterbrained bunch for most stenographers will agree that only a handful

of people ever write shorthand as it is taught
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• HERE IS THE BIG IDEA . . .

It was a dreary afternoon and the Dague Business College had not

folded as anticipated I was dreaming of an editorship of a magaane in

Chicago that never materialized, and suddenly back of Frank Gore’s chair

his shorthand notes hit me squarely That is, the idea hit me Frank made

his shorthand notes exactly the way he acted Precise, careful, and almost

copybook nght He acted that way Frank was just as precise as his cousin

diat I dated out of school The rest of the class was straggling their notes

over the white pages until it was sometimes impossible to determine whether

the left to right stroke was intended for an m or n for a curved radier than

a straight stroke

Frank Gore’s notes gave me the key to grapho analysis It was not

handwnting that would answer my questions It was a stroke—an un-

necessary stroke, that I had added to my practice pages that had earned

those red marks for me Strokes were what handwnting was made up of,

not just letters For instance, the longhand g had a down stroke, sometimes
a backward stroke before the upward stroke was started The s was made
with a circle, but sometimes there was a circle inside of a circle, sometimes
two drcles It was strokes, and that is what you will know more about when
you complete this book

From that afternoon the going was fairly easy After I went into
mihtary service there were expenences that were valuable There was
plenty of opportunity to study handwntmg as a reflection of people in my
oiganization and slowly and steadily I was amvmg at some basic con-
clusions There were tunes when some prindple seemed to be venfied, and
then It would be knocked out entirely by something that had been over-
looked

One question has been frequently asked by people who are given to
sta^cal thinking It is a question that cannot be answered There is no
rMord of the specimens of handwriting nor the people who were studied
t«itemly not hundreds or a few thousand One man wrote me once that
he had ^d someone four thousand odd, but I hope no one believed him
His handwnting showed he ivould not tell the truth, and as he was oneo my test cases long after proving the prmciples of grapho analysis, he

y be mterested, if ahve, m knowing that he too was a test Not a test to

a test to prove that a certain
combmation of elemental traits would produce a scoundrel
• STUDIED HUNDREDS OF LETTERS DAILY

dreds f P®0PK there were not hun-

'vere kmd enough to read the stuff I wrote-^nd I wrote ceaselessly except
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when I was cxplonng handwnting, ran from fifty to two and three hun-
dred letters a day I read their letters, their confidences, and I studied

their handwnting Frequently our correspondence ran into a dozen or more
letters Every letter I wrote to my distant correspondent was woided to

get a reaction Aside from this the railroads and buses and cars took me
over more than a hundred thousand miles, checking on individuals

You may say, “the man did not have time to do anything else " You
are correct Many of my pieces of fiction and other magazine copy were

written on portable typewriters m die caboose of a freight tram Other

wnting was done late at night During the day I followed the job that

provided my traveling expenses, and gave me a chance to talk to people,

get their handwnting, study them, and their surroundings

One other point was important My ciqilorations m order to answer

mv mvn question about the tails of my handwnting began when I was

young As years went by I was able to follow through -on cases where I

had been puzzled

If I had been sports-minded there would have been no grapho analysis

If the one and only girl had not marned someone alse, there would never

hare been any grapho analysis

• IMPORTANT PEOPLE HELPED
There is a deep debt that you and I both owe to many very earnest

scholars, men and women who had achieved too much fame to want to sign

agarettc and liquor advertising who permitted me to study their hand-

writing, prepare analyses, and then severely criticize them They did us

both a favor They helped me and as grapho analysis in your hand becomes

a tool to make your own life brighter they helped you

Truly big people are always ready to help It is the stuffed shirt who

docs not know and is scared to deadi that someone will find that he does

not IS the only one who scoffs Really big minds say, "If you have some-

thing let us see it If you are working to achieve something worth while

let us help you ”

This does not mean that all of the people who helped were graduates

of colleges Some of them were and had forgotten it Some had learned

in the vast school of life how little dicy knew

Even “bad” people, assured of anonymity fiequently helped I shall

nc\er forget one scoundrel who, when he learned what I was attempting to

do asked me to take his handwnting, and tell him the truth He sat thru

It quietly, and then spent the rest of the night telling me what had hap-

pened to him in his life, the httle points I had missed, and where I wa'

nght
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• ARE YOU WILUNG TO FACE YOURSELF?
This, my friend, is how grapho analysis has come to you In the

chapters that follow you are going to get a neiv look at yourself When
you find something you do not like m your own handwnting, face it like

the fellow just mentioned You arc not perfect, and when you find things

in your writing that you do not hke, you can be sure they are there And
you can be equally sure that before you finally lay this book aside, you will

have discovered how you can change at least some of the weaknesses, either

discarding them or ovcrshadosvmg and starving them by building stronger

traits that offset them You svill learn hosv you can change your own
svnting and change your character

At this point you may feel like throwing this book down, and sajdng

“I don’t believe it,” which after all would be foolish A man cannot dis-

believe a thing about which he knows nothing—and before you complete
this book you will have learned how to strengthen your own personahty by
changing your wntmg I know I did it

When you know how to use grapho analysis and so iindersianH yourself
you will also have found the key to changing your own character traits

This discovery of how to change personality came about as a result of
demand Thousands of men and women through the years wrote, “You
analyse our handwtiUng and tell us how we feel, and think, and act, but
you do not tell us how to correct our weaknesses Do this, and you will
have helped us more than money or anything else can repay ”

With such a challrage a second period of testing began It was just as
tedious, just as heartbreaking as the long search to find the answer to my
own question about the tails on my handsvnting However, one thought
persisted If handwnting revealed the traits of character of the individual,
would it be possible to change the wntmg, and eventually change the indi-
vidual, causing him to gam traits he wished to have, and nullify those he
wanted to destroy or remos'e from his thinking’

That was how the tests began, and in a later chapter you will be given
the key to how to make such changes This book alone cannot teach you
^1 there is to know on the subject Only a professional grapho analyst can
gniae you m making some of the more complicated changes, but you eat,
change tour character by changing your wntmg
• ™ handwriting changes a life

",
^ example of how such changes can be

h^^r " Steat deal more money thane ever expected to have by getting the franchise for pin-ball

™.3 1”*
*r“

'
had money, a lot of money he did not know how to handle Quite
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naturally he immediately became the saucer of honey around which hovered
men with doubtful ideas that they wanted to finance Charlie invested

and invested until he suddenly found himself without funds His invest-

ments were not paying off His days of being a capitalist were over, with hu
bank account overdrawn He had urged that I accompany him on a trip

to the city, and we had unexpected car trouble It was his car and he wrote

a dieck to cover the repairs That evening I found him in his hotel room
Minting a smcide note Under rather severe cross-questioning he admitted

what he considered his failure in life He was whipped and was not only

broke, but ashamed

“I can't go back and face Mary,” he said “She does not know the

situation, and she can of course go back to her profession and take care of

the children
”

As a result of that conversation he started a very simple handwriting

exercise, and only a few weeks later brcc/cd into the office to report that

he had been made branch manager of a concern where bis earnings would

mount He had something he had never had before He had self-confidence

He had made a few changes in his wntmg—not major changes, and he had

achieved results ' You muII find out how he did it, before you lay this book

aside You will learn, too, what this simple exercise did for me at a time

when I faced great responsibihty

Altogether you will find much in the following chapters that you can

use This IS the only reason for writing this book It is not an easy task,

and as 1 write it there is always the need to omit the pronoun 1 What

giapho analysis has done for me, and for others, is no more than it can do

for you



CHAPTER

You Show How

You Fed
ARE YOU A STORMY PETROL, OR A WALL OF
STRENGTH? DO YOU HATE AND LOVE AND
THEN FORGET? ARE YOU A VOLCANO OR AN
ICEBERG? THEIR OWN HANDWRITING RE-
VEALS BILL TILDEN, ELLIS PARKER BUTLER,
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX, FRANKUN D. ROOSE-
VELT, LOWELL THOMAS, THOMAS DIXON JR„
AND MANY OTHERS.

Do you jump at conclusions when you hear a bit of gossip or when tou
catch half of a TV newscast^ Do you choke up qmckly when you listen to
a revivalist or a pohtical speaker when he bears down hard on your feelings?

^ there tunes when you come down m the morning feeling fit as a fiddly
en suddenly find that you do not care what happens, the bottom of your

world seems to have dropped out Then you feel good if someone gives you
a trord of approval Your day bnghtens up and you feel like going ahead
full steamf

® ®

f you find these questions fit your conduct, there is only one hand-
wntmg answer You slant your writing well forward, possibly not as farM to wntmg of Warner Baxter, the long time movie favorite You are

r*”
feelings You feel, and show how you feel Even if you are
enyone who knows you, or even a stranger can tell how \ou

^flie vvay you move your head, or the look in your eyes

havppv!
hkened to a strong wind If wuha« ever s«m a hay field or a field of small gmm when swept by a highiimd, you have had a nonderful example of htw the streng Id of cX

15
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tional force will affect an individual who is emotionally responsive Snru f.

people, m fact a great many, are not highly expressive of their feelings

Some men and women can meet tiie most upsetting situations and keep
calm and cool and self possessed through cvcrythmg Such wnteis ate
identified by their upright or even their backhand writing

Plate 1 Writing slanted «dl forward shows you are ruled

by your feelings

However, emotional expression is far more common than you may
thmk It IS common not only in Amenca, but among the Latin races. They

feel and show how they feel, their emotional eiqiression rangmg from

moderate to extreme No matter how the mdividual reacts, however, it

shows in the handwnting Take yourself, for instance * If you wnte far to

the right, you are impulsive, and frequently act first and think afterward

If you are calm and self-possessed, you wnte more nearly vertical, or even

backhand

People show how they feel in varymg degrees For example, it is not

possible to say that every warm-hearted person grows hystencal in face of

some situations that affect the feelings This is not true For this reason it

IS important that you become familiar with how to measure the degree or

amount of emotaonal expression You do this with an Emotional Expression

Chart, which is reproduced here

This chart has five lines slanted upward along with one vertical line

One of the slanted Imcs is made to lean backward, and it is just as im-

portant diat you understand the value of this slant as any of the forward

slanted Imes The forward slanted lines are all used in determining the emo-

tional reaction of the individual wnter The vertical hne shows the poise.
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or lack of emobonal expression, v^lc the backward slanted stroke is slanted

so that it IS eictreme, representing the extreme of the slant of backward

writing

You need an actual Emotional Expression Chart for your study You
can make one, either from a small square of glass, or thick plasdc Merely

place either the glass or the plastic over the chart illustration here, and trace

the chart with India Ink There is one disadvantage in using a home made
chart, the ink is likely to smear, and so your chart becomes messy to use

If you prefer, you can secure the professional chart for only a few cents *

EMOTIONAL CHART
F. A BC D E

Platf 2 Emotional Expression Chart
measures the amount of emotional e\
pression shemn in your handwriting

In order to use the chart effectively you mihi^leam the value of each
of the dividing hnes, which represents degrees o¥ slant These rules follow

1 Wnting that is vertical or slants frorji A to B shows that

judgment will rule The wnter will meet emergencies svithout

grossing hystencal, and unless the circumstance is unusually emo-
tionally disturbing, without showing any emotional reaction The
sertical wnter may be said to be ruled by the head rather than the
heart However, ssnters who slant their wnting to come under or
close to B arc not totally lackmg in expression They may feel
deeply, but they do not show hosv they feel

2 ^\^tlng that slants from B to C svill be quick to respond
sjunpathetically or in a mild svay to emotional situations They are
not plungers, they do not impulsively break into a conversation,
or act svithout some thought, espeaally if there is a matter of im- i

portance under consideration
'

^
^\^tlng that slants from C to D is evidence of a promptly

and scry expressive individual Such svriteis will usually shots'
^ces of tears sshen speakers tell a particularly heart-rendmg story.
Thc> act promptly, and very often act or speak solely on impulse
and without thinking

’

D to E IS evidence of extreme emo-
tional response These are the writers ssho are whirlwinds as sales-

• Av,.w.lc fnw, Gnipho An,l,»„ Swirl,. I„r Spnngfidd,
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men, lecturers, actor^ wnters, and m similar fields They sweep
everythmg before them, and then suddenly, and to themselves

fnghtenuigly, go sour or find that they cannot produce This is

true because they bum out emotional force, and are temporanly

exhausted emotionally It is a sinking thing about such wnters

that even a mmor surprise of a favorable nature will revive the

emotional expression which is so lutal to their relationships with

others

5 Wnting that slants to the left of center is just the opposite

of emotional expression It reveals the wnter who is not even

judicial, but one who pulls back mto self He cannot be judicial,

but instead is affected by self and self-mterest, past normal self-

interest This rule is general, and you will leant about the ex-

ceptaons a httle later There is nothing difficult about recognizmg

the exceptions, so you can accept this rule as it is wntten, in a

majonty of cases

These are the rule^ and it is highly important that you get them clearly

m mmd It is even more important that you leam how to use your emo-

tional chart on the wnting itself, so that your detennmation of the indi-

vidual’s emotional nature will be accurate Throughout the steady growth

of grapho analysis use through the years, two young men have devoted

enough tune and study to it to become profesionally skillful One of these,

Glenn Wallace, prepared the fallowing explanation of how to use the emo-

tional chart that will make it easy for you

“In the first lesson of the General Course you are told that your Emo-

tional Chart IS for use in measunng the slant of the UP-STROKES of hand-

wntmg FOR MEASURING THE UP-STROKES OF HANDWRITING
“Your first reaction was probably this ‘Where do I start on the up-

stroke and where do I stop’’ This is simple Most up-strokes start up from

the base line of wnting Some do not The only up-strokes >ou can

effectively measure are those starting from the base Ime Thus vou base

your starting pomt The up-stroke continues to go up until it either tuins

to the left or nght, turns down or stops In other words, when the up-stroke

stops going up, you stop measunng it

"The lesson goes on to say that any up-stroke can be measured This

IS true, although individual students find it easier to measure some strokes

than others The main pomt here is that you should never bast the slant

of any wnting on a single up-stroke Measure several strokes and consider

all your findings Some writers vary the slant of their wnting Some will

have up-strokes that are almost exactly the same slant all the time

“When you first start determining slant of handwnting it will be
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necessary for you to use your chart Later, after you have had considerable

practice, you will be able to place a page of writing on the palm of your

hand, hold it at arm’s length, and accurately determine the slant Keep this

in rmnd and after you have measured several handwritings, start holding

the writing on your palm and see if you can determine what the slant will

be—dien measure it and diedc yourself

“Here you have the word ‘trade’ with die up-strokes properly marked

as they should be measured

Flats 2A Measuciqg the up-strokes for

emotional expression

“Once agrin—^the rule is very simple. You start where the up-stroke

starts up from the base Ime and stop measunng it when it stops going up
You should easily understand the marking of ^s qiecimen

‘However, all up-strokes are not made m the same mariner jn which
those in the first specimen were executed Some writers mal«« their up-
strokes part of a large loop The principle is still just as rimpla

Flats 2B Measunng the up-stroke of
looped letters

“You pay no attention to the curve of die stroke You start where the
stroke left the base line and started up, disregard the loop, and stop mcasur-
ing where the stroke stops going up.

“Following this you have several lUustrations showing specimens withvan^ and varying slants—all clearly marked to .give you a good under-
Standing of how to use your Emotional Chart

Every up-stroke is not marked in the spedmcns that follow Thevan^ IS mcluded here to help you see die variations that may occur.’’

Hn n r
chart They are simple and you

how to use it One thing is certain, you can-not nope for accuracy without it

* ^Mtysis IS A WORKABU TOOL^ '"ithig untd you know
P ace It, the next thing to do is conader your objective. You are
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Plate 2C Vuiitioai in up-stnike letters (or use is practice snth ]rOur Etna

bonil Expressian Chut

not merely learning to measure handwntmg You are learning to analyze

and measure handvnnting in order to understand pec^le, hence^ people are

your final interest Ri order to accomplish this, there is no way better than

to get acquainted widi famous names m history—and then get out the old

letters from aunts and uncles, possibly some of them may have been puzzles

to your family Further, you are learning these rules to use, not just to play

with, or to occupy a few spare hours
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You have a workable tool, one that you can depend on, but until you

put it into actual use you may be like one of the early students of giapho

analysis She knew her rules She knew what handwriting reined about

a writer, but when it came to actually applying it and depending on what

die knew, she failed to do it Like many other women, she was ready to

rnnri.tpr giving up her career and become a housewife Then she met a

man He was nice, gradous, considerate, and he loved her. That was the

thrilling thing about It His mterest in her was something that increased

every day, and then he asked her to marry him

She had his handwnting It revealed that he was not only a scoundrel,

but a dangerous character as well, but die laid the handwriting adde After

all, she had studied grapho analysis, she knew it worked, but die had not

applied it So she nuuned him She did not dispose of her property, but

when he suggested a trip across the country, die went along It was her

'car, because there was no reason for them to own two cars They would

be together from then on

However, as they drove across tiie long miles from the east to the west

coast, the law was just behmd them They arrested the wonderfully nice

man for murdering other vnves who had been the apples of lus eye, and the

dream of his life He had murdered them The woman who had not

applied her knowledge of grapho analysis had some temfying days, and a

great deal of adverse pubhdty in popular detective magatines, but die was

not murdered However, she had learned her lesson, and during many years

that followed, used what she knew She finally married, but not until die

had analyzed her fnend's wntmg

So use what you learn as you leam it, step by step Look for the emo-
tional responsiveness of the writer, first Then you will leam to follow that

ividi how the individual thmks whidi you will cover m the next chapter

Now let us look at some people who have made headline in America, and
study how they will act emotionally

Place your emotional Expression Chart on plate 3 Follow the instruc-

tions for placing it carefully, and you will find the wnter, Handin Garland,
was very expressive of feelmgs, actually an extremist This meant that he
felt intensely, showed how he felt, and lived as he felt This means that he
would act before thinking, would speak or talk on impulse based on how he
felt at the tone

Although he lived a great many years ago, you now can understand
him, and further, you will be able to reconstruct something of how he
urote—for he was a famous fiction wnter What kind of fiction fits a highly
emotional personahty» Ask yourself the question and then consider. TTtgh
emotions may bc^turbulent, quarrelsome, but you can take my word for it
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HOTEL JEFFERSON
loa-ioo KART IIITB ST

WHW ToiiK an
J B.aiMmnn rMnima

<=S»

^ C^ArU^ ^

42-^. <r.

Plate 3 Letter written by iichon-wnter Hamljn Garland, showing his extreme

emobonalism as measured oy the Emotional Expression Chart
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Aat he wis not a fighter. Instead his writing, as you vnll ^ it

later and study it as you gain more knowledge, shows a gracious gra

Sv Sse frirdli^ goes with emotional expressiveness He wrote

V heart rules® Hietefore, he could write ficti^ dratw^
\ teach the sympathies, and the heart strings of his readers If he had been

la lehsious^Sr, he would have been an evangehcal wnto, but he was

no”^ was a fiction writer, and fiction and emotionalism, heart appeal, go

widi romantic fiction

Plate 4 ElU 'Wlieder 'Wilcox Tal-

cnled voter who became vety popular

and viddy read

He would plunge into a piece of fiction impulsively and every line he

wrote had to have heart appeal He was also an emotional weaker, that

would capture his audiences, hold them ^ellbound, not by what he said,

but by the ’wannth of the way in which he would say it He 'was an able

man, but his abihty 'was secondary m his spealdng and his writing He felt,

and he readied out in written and spoken words to touch the feelings of his

audiences

In plate 5 you have a similar emotional makeup, one who would appeal

to the fedings of leadeis and listeneis Ella Wheeler Wilcox was the most

popular emotional poet in the early part of the Twentieth Century Count-

less thousands of school boys memorized and dehveied her famous verses,

“How Salvator Won”, m the dosing days of school Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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was ruM by her feelings She was talented, a fact about which she wascM^ely modest She wrote me on her way to Europe Uiat she had no
right to claim talent “My mother always wanted to svnte" she said, "and
Uiat lonpng svas transmitted to me Therefore 1 am merely doing what mymomcr longed to do but failed to make come true. I’ve never really wodeed
at being a writer 1 feel what I want to say and I say it

”

PLATF 5 Hand^riUcic of Q!a Whce!cf Vf^ilcox gt\es >ou dear pjcture of her
pcrsonahl) and of the iund of she excelled in

Just as in the ease of Hamlin Garland, who wrote plate 3, she wrote

romantic verse and stones Thousands of those who are grandparents today,

were her most ardent fans However, the point that is important to you is

that her letters written back in the early part of tlic century give you a

picture of how she wrote because she wrrotc as she felt If you hear either

of these names spoken in conversation you will hasrc no need to refer to an

encyclopedia to know something about this man and svoman Their writing

has given you a clear picture and as you gam new rules you will be able to

come back and get better acquainted with them

You have an entirely different emotional nature in plate 6, which b
the handwriting of an internationally famous tennis player The wnting is

dehmtcly backhand, which means that he not only looks after himsdf, and

looks at matters without bias, but that he goes to extremes in pulling back

into himself rather than showing how he feeb While the other tsvo writers

were cvtrosrerts, this wnting by Bill Tilden is that of an introvert, who is

not going to rush in anywhere
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Vv3"V«* Qjbw/^—

^

dv

^
V^ viLjMtjoi^d^ -<iy ^lr»***^ .

^Uruu. Q^kiA^

««M. flx. cSfcr Wotfl^

" R>^
Plats 6 This hsndwnbng of Bill TiMen is thit of sn introvert

The wntmg in this illustration has a great many heavy strokes, and

heavy strokes have thdr own value m addition to what they reveal about

emotional expresdon or lack of it Take for example the illustration, plate

7, which is umfoimly heavy all the way through It b not smudged, but

heavy J Jeffeison wrote with pressure on flie pen, and left a strong black

hne from start to finish This illustration is to particularly emphaaze clearly

a new rule which you must make your own m order to understand not only
how a wnter may express his emotional nature, but how strongly he is

affected by emotional circumstances Fust, however, examme plate 8, where
most of the Imes are rdatively light Give fliese two specimens some
thought, for one is hght, and the other is heavy, although not exceedingly
so Now here are your two new rules to add to the ones you have already
had on emotional expression

— 1 Heavy wnbng reveah a wnter who soaks up emotional ex-
periences like a blotter He is greatly hurt or pleased today, and
m six mmths may have fotgotten the incident, but the result of
his emotional expenence today has become a part of hb perma-
nent nature. He has absorbed that feeling and will be prejudiced
by it long after it has been foxgotten as an incident
^2 On the other hand, when the lines of the writing are relaUve-
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gone
“ ®ffec‘ wjll be

p^^pTjs^ ;S'£.?ssi^ 1”
«as not only exp^^irolToTl fl

fjia^^CA.

ft.*TB 7 Actor Jowpli Jeffcnon'5 huidwriting introduces s new rule

• THE PROBLEM OF INTROVERTS AND EXTROVERTS
Jweph Jefferson was one of the great stage performers of fifty years
He put feeling into ins acting, the same erqrressive feeling that made

ry Cooper famous and tkatRlade little boys sit on hard plank seats and
applaud their hero, William 5 Hart Both Goi^r and Hart won their
^mts as actors by their ability to portray emotions on the screen, while
JciTerson was confined to the legitimate theatre

You have undoubtedly gathered by this time that all hi^y expressive
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emotional people axe fundamentally actots. They feel, and they want to

stir feelings in others They appeal to the emodons of others They love

it, even though they do not recognize this fact about themselves This

creates a problem in thousands of family arguments when one member of

the fanuly slants the writing far forward, and die other is a vertical or

badihand writer They look at things differently, and neither understands

how the other faces hfe.

During the courtship the strongly emotional one looks at the calm

pcnse of the backhand writer—although they pay no attention to the

writing, and find strength there, but later tiiat strength becomes a bore for

tile expresrive one On the other hand, the calm, self-possessed part of the

team who was fascmated by the warmth, and emotional fire of the expres-

sive one frequently becomes less fascinated After that there is conflict The
two who mi|^t easily still be in love grow farther and farther apar^ simply
because neither understands the emotional structure of the other.

1

ifov-

0

If^ ^ «“‘»8 «f -“thor

Ml Tilden could not be as eicpresave as Ella Wheeler Wilcox, or

«» .«» »,d b. „
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When you become familiar with these two distinct approaches to life,

you have the key, not the total solution, to many social, family and business

problems Such problems may exist in your own life, and in this case, these

rules may help you more than many hours spent vnth a psychologist, for

grapho analysis is a branch of psychology a growing branch which is

gaining more and more recognition solely on its merits

' The vertical writer whose pen-strokes arc heavy may love just as deeply

and sincerely as the most expressive man or woman can ever do, but it is

not possible to show it

Plate 8 was written in 1927 by one of America's great humorists, the

famous author of “Pigs Is Pigs'* which is still a classic of humor writmg

1,-^ nr c: ^ jr: d\ 1

1

1 , t n
•0*.T S''

It c

«

i

C>.CLd, '*4 ‘I ^

(jul fi.]

Plate 9 Strong sense of

color, tone and flavor shovrs

up in the handwriting of

mystery stoiy writer Hariy

Stephen Keeler
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EUis Parker Butler was cool, collected, as far as his feelings went His

humor was pure humor, never emotional appeal He never ridiculed, as

he might have done if he had been dnven by his emotions He never wrote

a Ime that did not leave the reader pleasantly m good humor There was

such complete freedom of rancor or emotion, that men and women regard-

less of race, or religion could read and enjoy his keen wit

'/K writer whose strokes are heavy reveahng d^th of feeling, reveals a

strong development of a sense of color, tone, and flavor As an illustration

of how this works out, an editor sent me a handwriting many years

“This man is a writer, but I would like to have you tell me from his

writing what you beheve he will write If it is fiction, what kind of fiction?

If it IS factual material, what will be his approach?"

You have a specinien of that writer’s work in plate 9. After studying

It I gave the answer that it was li^y to be fiction, because I could not
flunk of any other subject that will permit such a wide range of color m
background, and sr^ested that such fiction would almost certainly be laid

in the orient because of the strong color shown in the ivnflng I had never
heard the man’s name, let alone havmg read one of his books, although
I was promptly accused of knowing what he wrote because the rnurlnmnnc
from the handwriting were so accurate The writer of this qieeimen is

Harry Stephen Keeler, who has produced close to a hundred mystery books,
filled with intngue, and many of them laid in the Far East

become familiar with flus last rule covering heavy^
writing you have learned that such wnting has three distinct values, all
registered by flie weight of the writmgi' first, tiie heavy writing shows depfli
of feelmg, the capaaty to absorb emotional eirpenences and make them a
permanent part of the writer’s personahty; second, the capaaty for deep
lOTjudices, loves and hates based on the absorbed emotional eimenences as
toey have occurred; and third, that heavy wnting is a register of the fact
ttat the writer possesses strong development of the senses, tom;, odor, color

l

P«=Panng dishes with fine flavors
I wU show tins na^ abihty by their heavy wnting Public speakers, and
\actors, suA as Jefferson, and Frankhn D Roosevelt, reveal capacity to usewords with telhng effect by the waght of then- pen strokes

D R^lfs chats". After he was through speaking .7ise™v

Tw I
‘r ^ ‘’f 'vhat he said bemuseTil'

Je way he said it that held his audience It was his tone his choice IfZZAe color sense he showed that influenced voters Td X.
'
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Oie who sold himself to the American voter on four different occasions

There are some wdio feel ffiat history has smce revealed that he betrayed his

fnends, sold out those who trusted him, but ffirough it all he never failed

to get votes because of his capacity to qieak over the air and influence

tnillinn« If FiunUm D Roosevelt had elected to go on the stage rather

than enter pohtics he would have ou^layed Gable, Bill Harti and all of the

offier emotional stars

Flats lO Ftsnklm D
this hindwntiog

Roosevelt was a steal emotional actor as mdicalrf br
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Another great word painter who has held top appeal with the public

for many years is the wnter of plate 11 Lowell Iliomas As you have

listened to him it has not been possible for you to miss the deep, under-

lying strength he has put back of cverythmg he has said There is

strength in his voice, but it is poised strength, not a belter skelter wind

storm He has never played on the emotions of his listeners, but he has

held them by his emotional strength, just the same Study this wntuig

closely Every line is heavy in proportion to its size The wnting is vertical

to backhand—^it is not the wnting of a plunger, rather a man who could

face great danger without losing his head—calm, endunng, a man whose

affections arc deep rooted, whose capacity for dislike is just as great Where

Roosevelt was expressive, Lowell Thomas shows a deep emotional strength

that b held in check, but not actually controlled It is a strength that is

deep, and lastmg

Finally, here is another speamen of wnting of a man whose whole

history resrealcd the effect of emotional prejudice Plate 12 svas svntten by

PtATr 12 Author of "Klansman," Thomas Dixon, Jr, whose hamlwnuug

shows deep and lasting pie;udices
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the famous southern novehst, Thomas Dixon, Jr., whose Klansman and

other boohs swept Amenca during the early'part of the 20th Century. This

wntmg is heavy, showing deep emotions whidi you have already learned

mean a capacity for deep and lasting prejudices

Thomas Dixon reflected the view of the Old South after the Civil War,

and his fiction bristled with bitterness The weight of his handwriting

strokes revealed his capaaty not only for permanent prejudices or feelings,

but it also showed his careful selection of words for strong effect He was

an artist, prejuificed but still an artist who revealed his technique m the

depth of his pen strokes

^ • THE CALM AND SELF-POSSESSED WRITER
You mus^ after examinmg these various specimens and considering

how the writers worked and lived, have a very clear picture of what to

eiqiect from both the deeply emotional writer who is expressive and the one
who is not You must have figured out for yourself that the light Ime
writer may carry memories but not prejudices based on accumulated emo-
tions Tlus IS true The l^ht wnter may storm, and rant or reach a point
of near hysteria m the face of tragedy or disappomtinent, but such indi-

viduals, r^iardless of age, merely have their emotional storm, and it is for-

Pwte 13 One of the most funous of penmanship experts. H P Behrensmeyer
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gotten Those who are vertical or backhand wntcrs never have the emo-
tional storms, but remain Calm and self-possessed through circumstances dial

might easily prove the temporary undoing of the highly eiqiressive man or

woman

There is, however, one question that has been asked smce the very

first class taught in grapho analysis What about the handwntmg of a

professional penman^ liiey are trained to wnte in a certam way Does

their handwntmg reveal their feelings, or does the traming put a strai^t

jacket on them so that their writing does not reveal their feelings and the

way they think^

This IS a sensible question However, it accepts as a fact diat all

students of Pabnenan, Zanenan, Ransomcnan and other penmanship

manuals stick by the letter formations they learned in school Even the most

loyal of the penmanship enthusiasts will not claim that this is true For-

tunately we have two answers One is this handwriting of H P fiehrens-

meyer, one of the most famous of all the penmanship experts, whose slant

reveab the strong emotional response that won him thousands of fnen6

among the young men and women who attended his penmanship classes

through more than fifty years of teaching

As you study his writing you can recognize the strong emotional leqion-

siveness of the man, and know for sure that you could not be around him

for a few days or months without knowing immediately how he felt when

he came in touch with any emotional situation that affected or interested

him Mr Behrensmeyer could not have had the emotional detachment

diovm in the writing of Lowell Thomas, or Keeler, or Elhs Parker Butler

He simply had to show how he felt because he was built that way He felt,

and he had to rfiow it m the way he walked, the way he talked, by the

look m his eye, and in everydiing he did

• HOW SCHOOL TEACHERS USB GRAPHO ANALTSfS

There is still another answer to this question If an expert’s hand-

wntmg revealed how he felt just as if he had not been an expert, can a

professional penman loam to analyze handwntmg, and with what result’

Here IS a comment from one of the first professional penmen to study

grapho analysts—a woman who has used her skill to assist her husband m

selecting personnel in his busmes throughout their maraed life

“The modem trend m education is toward the development of the

individual child Hie usual courses m a teacher’s training are necessary

for successful teaching, yet they are often so theoretical and general as to

be of little use when the teacher is confronted with a room full of ehilten

,

each child a concrete example of the ideolt^ presented as theory during

the trainmg period
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“Although teadien are urged to study the child as an idividual, yet

they have no way of doing this, except by months of contact and observa-

tion The results are haphaaard and too often in error

“Grapho analysis gives the teacher a saentific and accurate means to

analyze and understand the character traits, diought processes, complexes,

reqionses and talents of each child Negative qualities can be uncovered

and turned toward improvement Fontive qualities and talents can be

pomted out and encouraged Thus, these children are often saved years of

unhappiness and maladjustment because the teacher has been able to help

them understand themselves

“My knowledge of grapho analysis has been a priceless help to me as

a teacher. I have also used it consistently to give me more self-knowledge

This latter has resulted m better healdi, greater poise and peace of mind,

and more abihty to help others I smcerely feel that grapho analysis should

be a part of every teacher’s education
”

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 2

(Correct answers for this examination will be found in die back of the book

)

You can start analyzmg handwriting now. Not by guess-work, but by
using the tested rules you have studied in flus chapter. Each of the speci-
mens mcluded in this test were chpped from just ordinary mail They are
rimilar to handwritings that you will find m your old correspondence and
in the handwntings of fnends who may ask you to start telling them what
you find

The questions following each specimen are simple ‘Yes” or “No” or
selective answers You can ansiver them correctly if you have to
use the Emotional Expression Chart They are no more complex or^ you would be asked in a readent cdass The questions are very simple
but do not let their simpliaty fool you They ate just as important as they
are easy to answer, provided you have mastered the rules on pmntir.nnl ex-
-piession You are not likely to make mistakes, but after you have answered
the questions under each specimen, you can check your accuracy with the
correct answers as they are prowded m die back of this volume

^ honesdy attempt-

^ to learn to grapho analyze handwntng On the other hand, when you
as many as five of the questions in this or Zy

i ^ ^ until you cZsee where you made your mistake
^
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.^‘''9tdce»/ Q,

^f^Se>at^

Specimen A

EXAMINATION
1 Does this writing show an impulsive writer^

Yes No

2 IFtll she slop to think thing/i over before taking acaoRi*

Yes__ No

3 WiU the writes feetmgs influence his or her decisions^

Yes__ No

4 l^oultl you expect to find the writer of this specimen always light-

hearted?

Yes No

5 WiU this writer go to extremes in reacting to emotional situations^

Yes_ No.

6 Or will the writer’s approach to an emotional appeal be m-

different^

Yes No

7 Will the writer of this specimen absorb emotional experiences and

as a result be influenced by feelings regarding situations that miqr

have been completely forgotten^^ Yes No

8 If your answer to the above w "No", are you making the deter-

mination OR the hght lines of the writing^

Yes No

jC//

Specimen B
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9 . WovM you say that the writer of Spectmen "B” is more deeply

emotioniil than the writer of Specimen "A"?

Yes No

10. . Or does the heavier toritmg show a deeper emotional nature?

Ybs ^ No

9. -U -t
Specimen C

11 Is there any Shfference in the way the writer of Specimen “C” and

Speamen "D” lotZl respond to an emotional situation^

Yes No

12. . What IS the difference? WM wnter of "C* show feelings more
quickly than the writer of specimen “U”?

Yes No___

14

13 If you made the writer of these specimens angry or otherwise emo-
tionally disturbed, which would show feelings more quickly?

Specimen “C” Speomen “D"__
Examine Specimens "C”, “D” and “E” and determine which of the
three writers would be most expressive of emotions

“C” «*n” “E"

-a t.
Specimen E

'‘>VU,
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15 . Would you expect the writer of Specimen “E" to have emotions as

deep as the tenter of specunen

Yes No

16. . Of the five specimens in this test, which writer would be most

Itkdy to pUe up hurts and then explode in a terrific storm?

“A”_ “B” “C”_ “D"— “E"__



CHAPTER

Do you thiiik?-Hot$?v

DO YOU THINK FAST OR SLOWLY? ARE YOU
A LEARNER OR MERELY CURIOUS. WHAT
HANDWRITING REVEALS ABOUT RABBI STE-

PHEN WISE, NORMA SHEARER, BETTE DAVIS,
WINNIE RUTH JUDD, HAZEL GOODWIN KEE
LER, JOE E. BROWN, W. C. HANDY, S. S. VAN
DINE, THOMAS A. EDISON AND OTHERS.

How you think is highly important to your success and happmess.
It IS equally important that you imderstand how other people think or

undeistand, because if you possess a keen, comprehending nund it wiD be
easy for you to think that others have your own capadty for understanding,
and you may be frequently disappointed Or, if you think slowly, accumu-

*

latmg ideas from which you finally formulate a plan of operation, you may
be fearf^ of doing busmess with those who do not seem to think at all,

but grasp ideas and formulate conclusions without apparent effort

• THREE KINDS OF THINKERS
Every teacher has had students who never seemed to study but who

made better than average grades Parents and teachers have shaken their
heads and muttered, but the boy or prl who did not seem to devote any
time to study, but turned in good recitations was still there to be reckoned
vnth Educators puzzled, when diere was no puzzle about it The students
who did not seem to study and sbll learned merely possessed exceptional
comimhension They could read 'a book, and because thdr minds were
workmg very much hke sewmg machine needles, penetrating as they read,
they learned without die dow steady gnnd of laborious study

On the other hand the slower student who really has to work to learn“not necessarily slow or stupid Such students merely think differently
h«ause their minds are geared to a different type of approach They ate

39
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slow thinkers with less penetration—less comprehension, but they were still

good students

You may have belonged to either of these groups, or you may be one

of tliose who were not satisfied widi what you learned out of a textbook

You bad a driving to leam, to find out why, and so you asked questions

that possibly even the teacher could not answer

These three classifications or groups are each important, and each has

a vital part of your life and the life of your country We must have the

1 men and women who thmk and undersUnd so rapidly that they do not

seem to need to study,''we must have men and women, young and old,

whose desire to leam caljs for them to ask questions, to inquire into, to

invcsbgate And we need^just as mudi, the other group Mho must take their

time to leam, and who are covered by the frequently repeated comment,

“It takes a long time for him to get ^ idea, but when he finally gets i^

he knows "

first thinker is the one whose wntipg is filled with sharp, needle

points These points reveal comprehension m proportion to the length of

the needle points above the Ime They are most frequently shown m die

, m's, n’f, f'f and the upper point of the s, but may occur in any stroke com-

bination Plate 14, which was made espeaally for this book, shows what

Platc 14 Sharp needle points levwl a penetrating, comprehending mind i

You will notice these needle pomts are long, penetratmg, regardless of

the siae of the wntmg In smaller wntmg the needle pomts are shmter ut

the wntmg is smaller If the points m the second line were found in me

wntmg of the fint hne, they would not show enough penetrabon to

the wnter as having a penetrating, comprehending mmd. But in eacn oi
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*ese lines the points above the line are long, penetrating, very much like a

hypodermic needle

In the third lin^ however, the pomts are not penetrating They do

not show penetrating comprehension Instead, they merely prick the sur-

face. Possibly this will be clearer if I give you the illustration that has been

used by so many dass teachers of grapho analysis to emphasize and darify

this particular type of thinking

Plate IS Gtantland Rice
achieved an international

reputation as a fine obsen-
ant sports writer His hand-
writing contained many
penetrating needle points

showing a sharp grasp of
• ' his assignments

If you have ever seen a loaf of bread dough, you know that after set-
ting to raise it forms a tough outer skm If you press on the dough with a
finger, you make a dent, or possibly penetrate the skin, but your finger, or
the folk you use, does not penetrate the loaf

Following are four illustrations that will danfy this penetrating think-
ing for you These have been chosen from vanous walks of life because no
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matter what a man or woman does, good, bad or indifferent, the individual
shows more than ordinary comprdiensum You analyze handwriting with-
out outside informatuin You do not need it and should not be
by It

The first specimen is the writing of Stephen A Wise, which he sent

me many years ago when the very idea of grapho analysis was new You
will notice ffiat he was skeptical He was entitled to be There have been

handwriting analysts for hundreds of years, people who read a book, or even

wrote one, who depend on hunches to make their determinations You
are not doing this You can understand for yourself without drawing

pictures why the sharp points portray a comprehending mmd These

strokes penetrate They are long, and sharp, and like a needle go mto a

project deepfy and smoothly

Plate 16 HandwtiUng of Kabbi StEpben A Wise shows in iuiusdsI depth of

feeluig

The Wise wnting is heavy You already know that heavy wnting

reveals deep, absorbed emotions that pile up, and in his case there was no

emotional expression Just depth Rabbi Wise was a doubter, but evidently ,

his analysis must have changed his view, for hif secretary wrote that diey

were amazed and promptly asked me to do an analysis of her own wnting

In plate 17 you have for study one of the long time motion picture

actresses who remamed a public favonte for many years Norma Shearer’s

m's and n’s, as well as the last part of the “h” m "wishes” are pomted She

did not have an initial stroke startmg at the hne and going up to the ap»

of the small "I’s”, so these two pomts must be counted too The small ' r
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in “from” is sharp pointed, so that out of about forty strokes, not letters, ten

of them are strokes that penetrate like a needle.

Both of these writers possessed the ability to learn without diovnng

great effort They could walk into a room, and mentally see all of the

people there almost at once They were comprehending, far above that of

Plate 17 Notice the pointed m's and n's in Norma Shearer's handwriting

In case you are a teacher, or supervisor and have children, or adults

under your supervision, do not expect them to grasp ideas as quickly as

Rabbi Wise, or Norma Shearer. They may need rqieated explanations, but

when they have finally mastered a subject, they will never lose it And m
mastering it they have accumulated a vast amount of contagious knowledge

diat will support thdr final conclusions

You may say at dus pomt that both are vertical wnters, but that was

mere chance, just as m the case of Bette Davis Her pubhcity agent sent

me just one hne of her writing, and common sense told me tiiat I should

not have attempted an analysis You may have seen handwntmg analysts

in public take a signature and analyze it At lesut tiiey smd they were ana-

lyzmg the handwriting. Possibly tiiey were telling the truth, but not ail the

truth You cannot analyze what you do not have A signature may be long,

and in such cases there are strokes enough to identify a lumted number of
traits, but that is all It is not possible to make an accurate and complete
analysis from a signature or a few lines of writing

At any rate, Bette Davis found my comments ‘Srery true m most re-

flects,” but that was not an accurate analysis It was a well deserved re-

buke Very early you may fall into the same trap that caused my error
You have only a scrap of wntmg, and the evidence that you have all pomts
one way, so you make a statement If you had exammed more writing you
might have found other traits that either offset or at least affected tiiose
you had found, and the picture would be changed
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ThK consideration of the cfTcrt of one trait on another, sometimes

cmphasmng it, at other times limiting it, is called evaluation It is evalu-

ation that makes it possible to pin point even minor traits and their cfTcct

on the conduct of any individual writer

\ .ft 'V\Aa

r\ YVU-.

W-I VJUL Vuvjtor ato|>wjfe a-uJ-

"VvAOJUw^ C-LjuuJa^o

Ok- to ^>va. —

OdXU IjulaxJ^

PiaM 18 Awlysis of the Datis
f SStaiW

there was not enough wnting for a complete mtiysa Then she

letter
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You will have already noted one marked difference between plate 16

and plate 17. The fint is ^vy writing, showing deep emotions^ strong

prejudice^ and lasting love or hate, or other emotion. The Norma Shearer

writing is not quite as heavy as die Stephen S. Wise writing. It is smaller

and the strokes are defimtely lighter, but diere is depth of feeling here as

conqiared with the writing of Bette Davis

'“KVUJLO

A-iJU <je-«x.
.

'?yVu *7%ajj —

^ A --yiiuJAjLM/ULJLaL.^

ArOtCl^ —J--0

jULP "M
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You have two types of thinking In plate 19 In the second line there

IS a set of two sharp pointed in each word, the n’s In the line above and the

line below the m’s and n's arc made like wedges, or inverted v's In order

to be absolutely accurate, take your pencil, and count the number of needle

pointed letters just as you have already done in the four words in the

second line, and you will again in the fourth line, and so on throughout

the specimen

This IS the writing of Winnie Ruth Judd, who was convicted of mur-

dering hvo women, and sentenced to the Arirona Penitentiary She had

been a perennial escapee, the efforts having their roots in a mere desire to

get away, not to commit another crime This wnting shows that she must

have been mentally busy Penetrating thinkers must have somethmg to

occupy their minds It may be association with people, woric they like,

hobbies, anything to keep their active minds employed

Plate 20 Hus kind of

wribng indicates an in

lellectually thinly mind

In plate 20 you have a speaally drawn illustration to show you what

to look for when checking for a writer who explores, who seeks knowledge,

whose eagerness to dig out facts is pnmary Such thinking habits are identi-

fied by the stroke combinations that look like the letter v upsidcdown The

true investigative mind has a great number of these combinations which

may occur in the last part of the b, the m, n, or in some particular letter

'formaton peculiar to the individual writer Take plate 21 for example

This IS a very fine example of an exploratory mind, a writer who is always

looking to learn more, and willing to work at it

This, by the way, is the writing of Hazel Goodwin Keeler, the success-

ful novehst wife of Harry Stephen Keeler, whose handwnting you studied

in the second chapter

Hazel Goodwin Keeler started life as a magazine illustrator She dio

good work but illustraUng a story does not provide an opportumty to find

out about things Her mind required that she leam, inqmre into, and she

turned to fiction because she had to dig for background to bmld suc^sfu

stones As you use this principle you find that a great many highly skillful

accountants make these inverted v’s Many medical men who am specialists

have the same thought habit

The eagerness to learn is also clearly shown in the wnting of the lo:^

tune motion picture favorite, Joe E Brown Some of the strokes m Joe E
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Brown's writing, however, are not exploratory Some of them, as in “hand-

writing” show keen and immediate understanding

Now, before we go any further vdth the study of exploratory minds,

let us turn back and remember that you are not merly studying hand-

HAZEL GOODWIN
KEELER

^ nA4<»>viAJc^-'

£mJI a-oo-yp*

tt sujsc:^.

A/wv

Pun 21 Wntlenby one
with an exploratory mind

«4.C/'^«vv*'W^Cu^

nnx,r''to yTu l^ved

curiL aborTuJ iSr S"* 'T" i^P « “"elusions, or be

>n your house would th K»
***>^'1 improvements on your lawn, or
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If you have considered the poise shown by the vertical wnting you

know that not one of the three was highly impulsive because they would

not jump at a conclusion There is nothing exploratory in any of these

three spedmens so you could tear your house down on the inside and they

would not bother about it Further, because aQ these ^ecunens reveal keen

comprehension, the wnters would be able to read, see a play, or watch a

TV program, and understand it without difficulty

PtATE 22 Revealing handwriting of Joe E Brown, Inig-tune movie actor
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• HOW TO RECOGNIZE FAST THINKERS

If either of these three specimens were written by an application for

employment and you were handling personnel, either in your own home, or

in busmess, you could safely make a notation, “You will not have to draw

pictures to get them to see what you are talkmg about They will be a step

ahead of many when it comes to understanding” They will grasp ideas

readily, they will not have to be told and retold, simply because they

possess die type of mind that is fiequendy described in the phrase, “He
dunks like lightmng ” Business executives frequently puzzle thdr associates

because “they do not take dme to think ” The associate is mistaken The
sharp or needle pomted writer thinks so fast and so clearly that by the time

they know the details of the project they understand it

Rabbi Wise would understand and more because his comprehension
points are longer than the Bette Davis qiecimen Her page of writing shows
that she would grasp just what was necessary to know She would not
necessanly be interested m understanding any subject fully Why? Because
the comprehension pomts are relatively short They penetrate the surface of
a subject but they do not probe

At times Joe E Brown would dunk so fast or comprehend so easily

that those around him might dunk he was jumping at conclusions, but his

emobonal slant is not that of a plunger He rm^t understand fully and
t^pletely but it would be the result of penetration rather than an emo-
tional reaction

However, plate 22 shows far more desire to explore, and to learn than
it does speed of understanding Joe E Brown’s wnhng shows that after he
had mquiied mto, had explored enou^, he would then be able to compre-
hend readily solely because he had first accumulated knowledge by ex-
ploring

Another man, famous in the world of entertainment is revealed by
the wntmg in plate 23 Study this specimen closely. There are a great
many upsidedown wedges, and there are also some needle points that
reveal great speed m understandmg This is the writing of the grand old
man of the Memphis Blues, St Louis Blues, and Beal Street Blues, W. C
Handy His composibons ivcre exceedingly popular in the early part of the
Twenbeth Century and are sbll familiar to millions of music lovers Handy
built a huge musical publishmg venture He was a musician but he was
also a business man, and an explorer. He kept leammg, not just music butev^ing of interest to him He got the answers, because he wanted to
find them When he had them, he made them part of his thinkmg and then
his conclusions were immediate He ivas equipped with general taowledee
and a new project within the scope of his knowledge would be handled



Plate 23 & 24 W C Handy, compojcr of "St Louis Blues" was an alert

thinker all his life—this ES^es with his hsndwnting analysis
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promptly. You may have heard the ejqiresnon, “he sleqjs with one eye

open ” and this fits W. G Handy, whose musical compositions made him

world famous, among all peoples and races

Your last illustration for study in connection widi the learning or

inquiring mind is this short specimen written by Dolores Del Rio, when
she was at the height of her moine career. Her writing is large, and tiie

inverted v’s are long and sharp If you had a spade digging into the earth

PiATE 25 Wntten by Ddoies Del Sio at the height of her movie caim

you would get a lot of soil on the spade, if you dug as de^Iy into the
earth as she did with these sharp wedges Notice how she makes both the
1*8 and the ‘V’ m Dolores They are bodi sharp wedg^. Keep always in^d that It is not the letter that county it is the combination of strokes
You would not recognize that final “s" as an "s", but as you have studied
tte examples in this lesson you recognize it as a well developed mmhinah„.,
of strokes revealmg exploratory thinldng

You have covered a great deal of ground only if you have given at-
trobon to Ae rules and Ae handwntmgs Aat illustrate Aem Possibly you
wiU agm Aat it is time to test your abihty to observe, and recognize keen
comprehension, and Ae exploratory mind

an
one-time movie star, David Manners, and is» client combmabon of Ae two types of Ainking-keen comprehension»d Ae exploratory nund. Take your pencil, and check Arough carefully^ many stmkes reveal keen comprehension? /How maJ rS £^toratory thinker’ Some are needle pointed, oAers ^nJ^^ you are s^ on each point, take your penal and mark Ae numberdown carefully because if you were told now where to finH a!

you might easily do like many puzzle fans, cheat by lookmg ahead^Sta^
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fes pecimm and make your own decisions Keep your count because this
simple specimen gives you an opportumty for self-exammation

You are now ready for a study of the slow, carefully, creative
who accumulates knowledge, and uses each bit gained much as a mason

»c ^

Pt.A'i': 26 How manjr of these stidces on the Davnl Mmneis haiuiwntiiig

reveal Inen compre^iension’

builds a stone wall Every item of mformabon or knowledge gamed is im-

portant, but the wnter reaches his conclusions only after accumulation of

knowledge As a result his handwntmg reveals the effect of his building

processes This special illustration was, of course, drawn to give you an idea

of what to look for as evidence of the creative mind

You have an excellent example in plate 28, which is the wntnig of the

OAJt

*

Plate 27 Good example of the handwriting of a creative thinker
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famous mystery novel writer, S S Van Dme, whose books sold in vast

quantities in the early 20’s, and are still wortii reading if you are a who-

Ainnit fan Almost all of the m’s, and n*s are broad across the top.

Van Dine was a slow, careful, cumulative writer. He fitted each word

/J

i CU./0

a //

Plate 28 S S Van Dme who aeated good mystery stones

the brick in a patio floor Each piece had to fit If he had not been a writer

he rmght easily have been a creative worker, but he would never hayp been

an artist, because this writing lacks many of the qualities that are required

for natural artistic creative effort where hnes or colors are concerned. We
ordinarily think of a builder as one who works with his hands, but Van
Dme was a bmlder with words, and created his stones just as a mason builds

a wall Each part had to fit

As you read in Oppenheim’s letter, he doubted that his writing would
reveal his character, 1& tiiought habits He was usmg a pen for a spedal
purpose, and he did not question whether his writing would reveal him.
Instead, he rneiely doubted However, he was honest enough not to try to
add any funny curhcues to his page His handwnting showed no love of
show, and he vras honest, so he submitted his normal, although infrequent
handwnting This was natural for him These pen strokes tiiow this fact,
and when he found that his handwriting had told the truth he was equally
frank He had not believed He saw \ihat his wnting said, about him and
he believed

Because Van Dme and Oppcnheim thought alike they worked alike
It was not a matter of genius, brause you are not studying talent just now
Instead, you ate learning to understand the thinking haKts of each man
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Plate 29 E Phillips Oppoiheim was a slow, cstelul, ’ thinking' writer His

handwriting shows it
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so that you can understand how he wrote, not why They did not write

alike m the sense of what they said, but in the way they said it

You too will have those who doubt that you can find anything in their

writing Some will laugh, or sneer, but when you know your rules and tell

exactly what you find—^when you are honest in what you tell from hand-

^vnting, you will find most people will admit your accuracy, and you will

have gained their respect

In plate 30 you have an original of Edison’s dgnature The “m” in

--'Thomas is an almost perfect illustration of the qmet, cumulative or builder

type of thinker

The actual hves of these three men show how perfectly their pen-

strokes fit their ways of hving and working Edison never hurried Instead he

Plate 30 'Pctleet lUostn-
tion of the vmtiqg of a
creitne thinker

spent endless hours in his laboratory, proving each pomt before he attempted
to produce what his mind had set as a project Oppenheim was a slow,
careful, almost tedious wnter, fittmg each sentence mto its place with
mechanical accuracy Van Dine, too, created rather than wrote books His
writing shows none of the fimdity of thought that is so characteristic of
Earl Stanley Gardner, and many other top fiction wnters of today

Plate 31 does not resemble any of these three groups The reason is
sery srniple The writer won a contest conducted by movie houses m a
grwt central city The young chap was sent to Hollywood, where the
publiaty department had to do something with him, so he was given amall
parts Then he svas sent on tour He smiled and told jokes but he hadnew les^d tiro Aings, and in a year he was forgotten He was just one
of the fellows who did not think He breathed, he ate, and slept and played
bu outside of a vivid imagination that he did not knotv how to use, he did
not have anything A "nice” boy, but a lad without any mental cultivationHe was not a fast thinker because he had no mental aliveness He was notn invMtigaUve thinker because he svas not interested in learnmg anythingAnd he not a builder or creative thmker, simply because he <hd ^thave anything he wanted to build

• '"W TO IDENTIFY A NON-THINKER

find ™ specimen gives us reason to stop and think You may easilvspecimens of wnting that you will examine, and find strongly rLnble
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this page You will find other traits, because every person is a composite of

many traits of character, but when you look for the evidence of thinking

you will not find it However, such situations arc not hopeless A man or

woman can change mental habits once they become faimhar with the need

for change If this young man’s parents and teachers had insisted that he

become interested in something while still in school, seriously interested in

cantMBtin

SAfWEL J IMimME

^olelJ^Q|4(dbauc|>

W^itmorejflotel (3o

Lsmm
BAirmeitE avenue
AMBlWCiriMmEET

Emte 31 Handwriting showing no desirable traits
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It, there IS no reason to think from this specimen that he would not have

become aware of the thnll of learning, and doing

As It tvas, this handwnting provides a picture of a chap who merely

shd along from day to day, not interested in anythmg giving nothing to life,

and getting nothing out of it When you start the next chapter you will

learn how to recognize pnde, and you will be able to turn back to this page

and find that he was very proud He was happy when he got his movie

contract after winning the contest He was proud of having won, but when

It came to the showdown he had nothing to offer simply because he had

not learned to think

Unfortunately you will find a great many writers who lack ability to

tlunk, not because there is somethmg wrong with them, but because they

have not been influenced or compelled to think When they get a job they

go through the operations of doing what they are told, or an operation

where they can watch someone else, and copy what they have learned bv

observation, much as animals will do

.^2^

Plate 32 An analysis sho>hs this tu the handwriting; of a non thinktr

When you analyze such handunting there is only one thing you can
honestly do Qmctly and firmly urge the ivnter to become interested in
something, some study, some activity where he will have to think to hold
his oivn It can be done, and inside of a year you will not recognize the
writmg of a fellow who follows your advice Right in line with plate 31,
here IS another, plate 32—a lad who came to me for an analysis very early
in the history of grapho analysis

fU .

a bad boy He was a thief, but it never occurred to him
that he should not be a thief He did not hesitate to pick a pocket, or
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wander through a department store and take away a dozen pairs of ladies’

nylon hose when such hose were luxunes He thopght it was smart to roll

drunks, and to disappear He visited my office frequently, and ive had

many long talks A fnend offered to finance Jerry in high school It did

not appeal to him He did want a shack by a nver where he could sivun

every day, and where he could fish He would go through penods of

ambition, when he would ask to be sent to a farmer's home where he could

work, and when such opportunities came along, he would always take along

a hugh roll of western stones He read them, and forgot them as fast as he

read them They made no impression He did not have a movie hero, nor

a western hero such as the Texas Rangers that he admired, even from a

distance

He rarely stayed on with a farmer more than two or three days, pie-

ferrmg to get up m the middle of the night and take off He did no^

however, steal from the farmer, because he recognized that the fanner was

trymg to help him It was just too much bother to be helped He did not

have the usual boyish hobbies, and refused to be interested in diem for

more than the length of tune it took to tell him about them The last I

saw of him was many years after I had given up the effort to arouse some

sort of mental activity He had drifted in mamage, and was punpmg for

a strmg of girls It is probable that he never had a genuine thought m his

entire life

There are people like that m this world, and you will find some of their

handwriting to be analyzed You will not enjoy doing it, but there is a

possibility always that you may, by being truthful, arouse a desire to dunk,

a recognition that thinking « necessary

• REPORT ONLY WHAT THE HANDWRITING SHOWS

There is one simple basic prmaple that every grapho analyas stutot

has had to learn Do not try to find what is not m the handwntmg An

m cases where you do not find, do not improvise If you have an aettve

unagmabon. or a flair for showing off your knowledge, put a guard on wtot

you say Sbek to just what you find, and you wid gam accuia^, ^
acquamtances and friends wll recognize that you possess a

do not have, and will respect you Fake your analyses m

what you knoiv, and that is how it will end

a faker, and anything you may have learned ^1
ther tell the trudi You can say unpleasant dungs tactfully and the

orAetudi iviU protect you But before that, know what you say is actu-

ally m the handwnting, and you are telling the truth
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EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 3

(Correct answers for this examination wll be found in the back of the book )

You can save yourself time, patience, money and happiness by recog-

tiwing from a page of handwriting how the writer thinks AVhen you are

worlMg widi a stranger whom you must instruct m how to do a job, you

can tell from only a few lines of writing whether he will understand readily

or must be told over and over again simply because his mental response is

so slow that he cannot understand from a single telling

On the other hand when you can determine, as you can can, that a

man, young or old, has an eager inquinng mmd you can expect him not

only to understand when given mstructions, but to seek to learn more

If you have a friend who takes a long time to accumulate facts before

amvmg at a conclusion, it will be a real help if you can take his hand-

writmg and recognize diis fact Some people must think out a problem;

they must gather facts before drawing a conclusion They do not thmk as

rapidly or form deasions like one with either keen comprehension or an

exploratory mmd and is contmually stnvmg to learn more

Assuming that you have studied the illustrations and the rules in this

chapter, you should be able to answer all these questions accurately If you
cannot, you should go back over the chapter, read it, study each specimen

carefully and you will fold where you erred Then and only then, should

1 This IS the handu,nting of a jamous neuscaster Does he under-
stand or comprehend rapidly or must he take fits timeto under-
stand a project'^ ^

a. Take his time W Understaisd instaiitly.

2 . . Does he have deep andlasting emotions, capable of hating or
loving over a long period of time, or does he go through an emo-
tional storm, and then for^t till about it?

a. Deep emotions iB Short used emotions
he shotv how he feels or does he possess the poise to face

diffculties without showing hu feelings^
la Shows them b. Possesses poise, does not show feel-

ings
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4
handwriting analysis

Dj. the u,rurr of Speamon “ET in Chapter 2 show keen cow

ZhZT
”" or arc t&e« time* wlwn she comprehends easily and

a Keen COMPREHENSION AU, THE TIME b SOMETIMES KEEN.

somehhes not

Speomen G

5

6

This IS the handwriting of a man who became world famous a
generation ago Although he has been dead for a long time, hts
name is still familiar to mMions of people, proving that the
rerard you leave in your handwriting is as important as the im-
pressions you leave while you are alive Study the V*” in these
tiMi lines and answer the following questions

Was he comprehending or an exploratory thinker?

Comprehending b Expeoratort

After studying Specimen "B" in Chapter 2, check the proper
mental habit

a Comprehending b Expeoratori o Seott thinker

Spfcimen H
7 Does this writer show the habit of exploring, constantly eager to

learn or distnver more^

Yes No

8 Whs do sou sas this^

a Tops oi “m’s” and “n’s” are weee rounded
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b Tops of “si’s” amd “n’s” abe not weu> kounde^^t aue

MADE LIKE UPSIDE DOWN “v’s".

9 . . Refer to Specimen “D” in Chapter 2. Sfudy the specimen care-

fully, then check betow whether the writing showed comprehen-

sion, exploratory thinking, or slow and logical thinking, based

on accumulated reason.

a COKIPREHENDINC b. EXPLORATORY. C SlOW, LOGICAL

10 . . Referring to the same specimen, decide which of the following

statements most accurately fits the specimen

a Highly expressive of emotions that are quickly exhaus-

ted, WHILE he thinks WITH LIGHTNING SPEED

b Objective, does not show emotions, and has a very ii<>-

QUIRINC AND EXPLORATORY MIND

c. Deeply and vert expressively emotional, always eager
to learn and inquire into.



CHAPTER

Your T’s Tell On You
SENSITIVENESS, PRIDE, VANITY PURPOSE OR
LACK OF IT. THE DREAMER, THE ENTHUSIAS-

TIC, THE INDEPENDENT. WHAT TS MADE BY
JULIA MARLOWE, CRUIKSHANK, ROSE PASTOR
STOKES, PAUL WELLMAN, DR. FREDERICK

COOK, LORD LYTTON S/IT ABOUT THEM.
COURT OF LAST RESORT CASE OF THE GUILT-

LESS WOMAN.
You can get more facts about a wnter from the small letter “t” than

from any other single letter For example, you can tell from an “a” or ‘‘o

whether a person is frank, deceitful, or given to kidding himself with half

truths A professional grapho analyst will find other values in the hvo

circle letters

With the small “t" you have a stem You have a start for that stem,

I c , the stroke that may start from the base line and become part of the

stem, but the initial stroke is not necessary You can have a "t" without

a line that starts from the bottom (Sec plate 33), A t-stem may be tall or

short, and it may be crossed with a bar that is wntten above the t-stem or

just above the small letters m the wnting, or again, it may be half way up

the stem The cross bar may be light or heavy, long or short, and finally,

there may not be a cross bar at all The cross bar may not be a bar, but a

tied stroke, as in the plate below

All of these venations provide an opportunity for you to determine

the truth about the wnter’s vanity, pride, sensitiveness enthusiasm, persis-

tence, ambition and many other very important character toits

For this reason, it is highly important that you give close attenbon to

these plates In the top line of plate 34, you will find the t s are exceeding y

62
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tall m relation to the height of the small letters Actually, if you undertake

to measure them you will find them fiiiee or more times taller from the

basehne to the upper tip tiian the small letters of each of the handwntings

^^The relation of the t-stems to the lower letters is what counts For example,

if you have large writing, and the t-stems are as high in proportion as in

this specimen, then vanity would be shovim Or, if the writing were very

small, and the t-stems were still as high m proportion, the vanity would still

be shown These exceedmgly tall Fs show vanity, or pride gone wild

Plate 33 The small letter

"f IS the grapho analyst's

most impor^t letter The
"t" tells a lot about the
rraiter

yt ^ yt/

Plate 34 Showing vanity,
or pnde gone wild

• THE SIGN OF VANITY^ a witer, and if so, you will recognize how he acts.He Ms he IS much better on his job, or m his neighborhood than he actu-
importance m any organization Summed up, he

nks far better of himself than his accomplishments justify Such wntersare vain, not proud
wmers

,h„J t’s are very
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There is a very good reason for this He does not care whether you

like what he has done or what he plans to do He thinks for himself, and

will exert himself to sell himself long, either socially or on the job He is

independent He will think and act for himself, and will take the responsi-

bility for his own decisions The short t-stem writer is not bothered by

customs He will conform to dress, or other requirements if it is absolutely

necessary, but he will be just as ready to ignore these social amenities as

to follow them, if it seems important to him to do so—or if it does not

seem important to him to conform to them

Independent writers arc independent people Frequently, they arc

leaders, cutting across red-tape to get a job done They are not good "yes”

men Never Nor do they expect others to agree with them Independence

IS shown by short-t-stems, not because they arc merely short, but because

they are short in relation to the body of the writing

These tsvo rules apply to d-stems as svcll Indeed, all rules that apply

to t-stems also apply to d-stems

PlATC J5 The loops re

\cal a sensitive writer

In plate 35 something has been added to the t-stems, as well as the

l-stems This change makes a difrcicncc in the story told by the stems

nstcad of a stem standing straight and stiff, you have a looped stem In

hi> top line the loops are latge In the second line the svnting «

lid the loops are also smaller—but each is large in proportion to the body

,f the line of svnting These loops mean that the isnter is very sensi^

;.„h ssriters are easily hurt They are slighted when no

ni.int They are snubbed sshen no one has thought of snubteng thM

rh. s mas not look for chances to be hurt, but as far as th«r fri^ds

II iiihboi s are concerned, there isn’t any it ason for them to te hurt

W heic the fs arc very tall, showing the svritcr is vain, the

. » lx m«e In *« S-M pto. 1«- 1"“ P“'

^

nto a suincrable position He expects others to look up to hii^ and P

nm at his osvn value Therefore, when they do not, he is hurt
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On the other hand, the short-stemmed \vriter, regardless of whether it

IS a d-stem or t-stem, is not going to be bothered. He may be sensitive, but

he casts the sensitiveness to one side, just as he disi^ards the expectation

that he wear a stiff collar when he wants to wear a sport shirt

• ARE you OVER-SENSITIVE?
svill find a great many wnters who are sensitive, but very few of

them arc vain In fact, more arc mdependent Most of the people whose

writing you will examine as you study these rules will be just men and

women who are doing their best to get along in the world, conforming as

nearly as they can to common standards of conduct Few of them will be

leaders, and some of those who are independent will lack other qualities

of character to make them capable of spearheadmg a business or odiei

activity As far as sensitiveness is concerned, it is nirithcr “good” or "bad”
although It IS a liabihty You may find, for instance, sensitiveness m >our
own writing If so, why not stop and ask yourself whether you gain any-

thing by bemg easily hurt Does it make you any happier to feel that some-
one has intended to hurt or slight you^

You will not be able to say “yes” to this question and as long as you
cannot, why bother to continue being sensitive You would not actualK
undertake to carry a fifty pound bag on your shoulders all the rest of your
life You will admit to yourself that it would cramp your style of living
and hurt your personal appearance, yet going through life ready to be hurt
or im^nmg sl^ts is just as silly and useless The next time you feebthat
someone has hurt you, slighted you, passed you by, laugh about it, or at
least ignore it Before >ou know it, the sensitiveness will grow less and vou
will be happier

• STORY OF A SUPER-SENSITIVE WOMAN
This matter of useless sensitiveness was brought out by two neighbors

of mine Betty was a remarkable woman She never gossiped She never
talked about the neighbors I\hcn some inquisitive man or woman in the
neighborhood asked her about another neighbor, Betty just did not know
t was an exceedingly admirable trait, just one of many that she had But^ company, she knew that
Betty would not pay the slightest attention to the huge lady who had on avmd dr^ Jo knew this and felt perfectly safe in remarking to Betty “that
she might have peeked out of her kitchen and seen the woman ” It was an
rfle remark based on Betty’s remarkable record for never spj-mg it

“*“6 more, but Betty rushed madly home and that

i»h .Sjrt^ “I’ “

o &
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on, she inquired why and was promptly told by Betty that she "had not

pecked, and that is was a nasty thing to have said ” Possibly it was, but

Betty’s sensitiveness did not make her any happier, and it did show a weak-

ness in getting along with people that would not be an asset to her, no

matter where she lived First of alt, Betty knew her own reputation for

not prying She knew that Jo was not accusing her of prying, but to other

neighbors, it left a doubt It was bound to do so Was Betty so absolutely

# free from curiosity about the neighbors or had the joking remark struck

; home!* They weie bound to ask it, and Betty's standing as a neighbor

would never be the same again, just because she was so uselessly sensitive

about something she had not done, and was not accused of doing

This illustrates the point that sensitive people do not need a reason for

being hurt They are hurt, and that ends it If you are one of fliem, and

you can get the truth from your handwriting, just remember that other

people are too wrapped up in their affairs most of the time to bother to

hurt anyone else, and so your hurts are just dead wood

In 36 you will not find vanity, but you will find sensitiveness that

IS exaggerated This is the wntmg of a one-time famous movie performer,

and later a TV star His life had been unhappy, because he had been in

an almost constant state of being hurt, or getting over a hurt You will

notice that all of the t’s and d’s are not looped, but half of them are, and

four out of this number are huge loops, showing supersensitiveness His

\iliX ^
0/9

Plate 36 TTie wnlet of this l»ndwnt|na

hirt ind offended A gtapho anslyiis helped him correct this tamt
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handwntmg was analyzed dunng the early part of his career, and he says

that it helped It did

He caught the su^sbon to get over his sensitiveness and he fought it

earnestly with the result that many of his difficulties were irohed out You
neier giun anythmg by being easily hurt, and when this man, who is still

famous in the entertainment field, realized fiiat his sensitiveness was a handi-

cap he had the good sense to try to nd hunself of it It worked for him,

and it ivill be worth your while if your fs and d's are looped, especially wiffi

such huge loops, to stop whenever your feelmgs are hurt and see how silly

it IS

• WHAT THE mPORTAHT T-BAR REVEALS
When you have covered these rules and made them your own, your

consideration of the small d is done, and you are ready to consider the

effect of t-bars on the facts revealed by this one small letter. T-bars can
be above the stem, or they may be m between, high, or fairly low, between
the top and the stroke just above the level of the small letters The location

IS important

The t-bar may be loi^, short or medium in length They may be
heavy, exceedmgly heavy, or very h^t It may be written ahead of the
stem or followmg it, which affects the value as well Your start, however,
is with die location of the t-bar on the t-stem In plate 37 there are four
t-bars on the first stem in trait These bars are much heavier than the ones
that cross die second t, and the value is mudi different > A relatively heavy
t-bar shows purpose, or expresses what so many dunk of as will power A
light cross-bar shows a purpose that has less force back of it The purpose
may exist all right, but the force of the purpose b lighter, and die writer
will be less likely to carry out die purpose that he may have The li^t
t-bar does not reveal a dearly defined or strong purpose

In diis plate the bars are all short

Jj-ATS }7 What the ooss^iai on the small ”t
teiJs you

They merely represent bars, ful-

0^
PtATE 38 Cross-bars

BctlOa
i^resenting ciirying
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filling a technical puiposc as taught m penmanship classes They cross the
stem They show conformity, exactness, prcasion The writer was fa-gKf
to make them that way, and he complies with what he was taught How-
es cr, in the next illustration, plate 38, both t-bars are much longer '/They
represent carrying power, action They not only cross the stem but they
carry on, they are no longer merely precise t-bars that were made because
the copybook showed that it should he crossed They move They have
carrying power, and in the language of grapho analysis, they represent

enthusiasm

You haw undoubtedly known a great many highly enthusiastic men
and women You may be one of them, and you may be sure you are if

you find that you make your t-bars long, sweeping Such writers not only

have purpose, but that puipose has hfc, it is activated, it moves forward

with verve, and the quality of influencing others All of this is mcreased

as the t-bar is made heavier

Hosvcver, you must return to plate 37 with its numerous cross-bars in

order to understand how the purpose that is shown affects the conduct of the

writer In order to simplify this, you will find the cross-bars numbered I to

4 When you find a t-bar written down lewl or almost level with the tops

of small letters you have evidence that the writer undersells himself to

himself

He IS not necessanly self-consaous, but he lacks faith m his own ability

to make a distant goal If he were an athlete, going in for high jumping

he would never attempt to make as high a jump as he would be capable of

doing He would actually attempt less than half of what he might do if

he svould exert himself This is not necessarily a sign of laziness Instead,

It IS evidence of lack of faith in his own ability If the wnter wrere a frog

he might have the muscles in his lep permitting him to make a ten foot

leap, but instead he would shake his fre^-head, and decide that a four foot

leap would be safer And he would make the four foot leap wnth confidence

that he would land safely

Gross-bar 2 is a normal, healthy condition, but it does not represent

that the wnter is a long distance plaimer, i e , he does not set his purpose

far enough ahead so that he wll need to exert himself to the binit On the

other hand, the man or woman who puts the cross-bar up near the top of

the stem is shootmg at a distant goal He is looking ahead, stnving for a

more distant purpose When the cross-bar is heavy, he knows exactly where

he IS going When it is light he does not have as clearly defined a puipose,

but he still has the distant puipose The height of the cross-bar detei^es

this, and the heavmess or weight of the stroke identifies how clearly his

purpose IS defined in his thinking
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The cross-bar wntten above the t-stem shows a wnter who sets his

goal, or purpose a very long way ahead Frequently it is not practical This

IS true when the line is light In such cases the wnter is a dreamer, one who

sees a distant goal, dreams about it^ but does not have a definite purpose

to achieve it He is much like the high school boy who reads the track

records earnestly, and dreams of someday equalhng them, but does not put

in enough time practiang on the track to make his dream come true

You cannot find a better study of a clearly defined, long distance

purpose, combined with enthusiasm fhan to examme this specimen of Julia

Marlowe’s wntmg Her cross-bars are almost all long They ate heavy,

and they are either above the t-stems or just at the upper bp She was one

of the greatest names m Amencan entertainment world for a long, long

time, and these three traits so clearly shown m this page of wntmg un-

doubtedly were largely re^onsible for her success She had a definite goal

She knew where she intended to go She was enthusiasbc about what she

was domg, and even though the goal was a long, long way ahead, she in-

tended to achieve it, and did

Every sales mani^;er is constantly lookmg for men and women with

this combinataon of traits Every level of society has room for them Even
if there ivere no place ready and waibng, such wnters will make a place

for themselves, so if you have this combmahon you can consider yourself

nch m ability. If you do not have them, you need not lay this book aside

and consider yourself hopeless, for in a later chapter you will be given some
idea how to develop these quahbes

In many handwntangs you will find t-bais at different levels or heights

fit*

Plate 39 Julia Marlowe s
long cross bats denote en-
tnusiasm
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You do not, however, have any reason to be confused in making your find-

ings If you were seated at a table, with five adults and four children, you

would merely recognize the fact that you had the five adults and the four

children at the table They would not puzzle nor confuse you In exactly

the same way, when you have t-bars at different levels on the t-stems, vou

have evidence that the writer sets his goal close part of the time and farther

away at another

The writing of Gcoigc Cruikshank, the famous illustrator as shown in

plate 40, has this variation It shows diat in some things he had a distant

goal, and in others he was satisfied to make little effort This is simple

enough to understand His purpose was to be a great illustrator He did

not propose to be a jockey, or a master gardener He had a goal, and he

worked toward that, but in matters outnde of his goal he would not make

any great effort However, the weight or thickness of his t-bars show that

he always knew where he was going He had a definite puipose, even when

it did not call for any great effort A man can have a very defimte purpose*

that IS easily achieved, and he may be satisfied with his accomplishment

On the other hand, the writer who has heavy t-bars placed low can

accomplish more if he will demand it of himself Cruikshank's writing is

that of a man who was very good in his work, he did not feel it necessary

to make an additional effort, and he had no other interests in which he

wishes to show accomplishment Therefore his strong t-bars revealed not

only a definite purpose, but contentment with his own fulfillment of that

puipose

Rose Pastor Stokes, the woman who pioneered for birth control, made

two distinctly different kinds of t-ban In this page you find them long,

and light, and very, very short These short ones are especially revealing,

paruc^rly in the wonls, “sketch", “but”, “haven't”, “got”, “regret and

“to" These all show irritability, and in “haven’t” and “got they m
slanted downward and have a new value These two short strokes slanted

dovmwaid, and made like litdc arrows reveal that when she want^ ^e-

thing, she wanted It She expected people to step She demanded I^v-

ever, when you consider the whole page, the trait was not a d<««nant^
She was not gomg around and demanding all of the time «T
TLt that elated, and. like cash in the bank, could te drawn on and used

when she wanted someone to do what she felt should be done

You have a very similar stroke in the handwnung of John MaseSel^

the Almost all of the t-ban m his page of wnti^

the right of the stem, and are sharper arrows m most cases, than m

Stokes plate John Masefield revealed by his wntmg that he de-

manded
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Hiere is another value in this arrow-hke stroke placed to the right of

die t-stem It also means temper, particularly when it is not joined to the

stem, and is written alone Eiqilosive temper, m proportion as the the arrow

is heavy or hght Consider die Emma Jo Wengert plate Emma Jo was

suspected of killing a woman She was arrested The local authorities felt

diey had enough evidence to put her on trial for murder. She was tried,

and convicted and given a sentence to the penitentiary

After a period of time the famous “Court of Last Resort” became

4. • Of%Ac.

George Cnafcshanfc, .mJ.cates
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interested m the Emma Jo case However, before we go ahead with the

details of her case it may be better to discuss die “Courd* which was set up

by Earl Stanley Gardner, the greatest seller in whodunit fiction m Amenca,

and Harry Steeger, a New York publisher As a young man Gardner was

a practicing attorney He defended the underdog He did not takes cases

merely for money, but, like the famous Clarence Darrow, he took cases

where he felt justice might not otherwise be done There is no evidence

that he made much of a living until he began writing fiction, and this has

undoubtedly made him a wealthy man

^

(LJi

AUxjJl^

lJ ^

,
C'**^ PyiTf~

A * / -v Plate 41 Short croM ters

Ui-viJi *»>.**A ^ handwntins of Rose

ri Pastor Stokes shows irn

lability

WOJI
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Mr Steeger was one of the early users of arhclcs on grapho analysis in

his early publishing days I have known Gardner for years solely from his

handwnting He once wrote me that die analysis made from his writing

was perfect, which did not allow much for human error My own acquaint-

ance mth Steeger taught me he was absolutely honest, so when the “Court”

was established it was natural for me to follow their cases Emma Jo was

one of the early ones The “Court” which had attracted some of the most

famous and able cnminolo^sts in America, became interested in the possi-

bility that It was entirely possible that she had not killed the woman at all

According to the facts, Emma Jo had occupied a room in the woman’s

home There had been minor unpleasantness and friction, and Emma Jo
had changed her living quarters, but she had not had all of her mail

changed Because of this she visited her first landlady occasionally and
picked up mail that had accumulated It was one of these rare visits when
Emma Jo was there to pick up her mail that die woman vrith whom she

had made her home, died Emma Jo was accused of killing her

• IS THIS THE HANDWRITING OF A MURDERESS?
The experts on the “Court” staff made an extensive study of the case

They found that the woman had died of a sudden heart attack and not

"rJZ 'ZZ^ ^

IJ. ^

hr:a. -1

Pwte « John Masefields handwntins reveals a demandiqs peisonahty
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xjti

Fiats 4} Notice that eome of the tbais me slMted down ra this specimen

of Bmina Jfo Wengeits faandwnting

became Emma Jo had struck her The evidence was so strong that Emma

Jo had not committed a cnme that she was freed, and then mamed her

sweetheart who had stood by her all during her trouble Emma Jo became

Emma Jo Wengert, and a free woman

All of this has a duect bearing on this specimen of wntmg and what

It tells Look at the t'bars Some of them are slanted down, but they are

light Emma Jo might, if pushed, demand that you get out of her way

She might stamp her foot mildly, but she would never strike anyone She

was not a demandmg woman widi force enough back of her demands to

ever hurt another

Compare this set of cross-bars with their downward slant with the

plate that follows, and which was made especially for this book If Emma

Jo's cross-bars had been slanted as these are and had been as heavy, the

whole picture of the woman’s nature would have been changed These

heavy arrows slanted downward as they are, show a demanding disposition,

one that does not stand for any delay Further, as some of them are sepa-

rated from the stem and on the nght side, they mean a nasty, cvpiosne

n»mppr Such a wnter might commit a cnme on impulse if the writing was

slanted well to the nght, and the temper and dwninccrmg evidence were

all three strong

Plate 44 The indication

of a nasty, eitplosiw teiti

per
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This bnngs us down to a very important point in the truths revealed

about a writer by his handwriting A trait is nothing more than a trait

It is not necessarily good or necessanly bad Deceit may be a good thing,

depending on how it is used Some of the most successful salesmen m the

country show a high development of the ability to dommeer. They benefit

financially, although they may not make the most friends Whether the

salesman benefits by being dommeenng depends on the class of people to

whom he sells If they are not highly intelbgent people, they will follow his

instructions to sign an apphcabon blank On the other hand, if he sells to

people who think for themselves, doituneering in dealing with such prospects

IS a very real handicap The first salesman, sdhng to people who are easily

influenced, will make sales because his domineermg quahties provide the

push to get the customer to buy

• A PICTURE OF HIGH-PRESSURE SALESMANSHIP
In the first part of the century hundreds of salesmen made large m-

comes soliciting for enlarged photographs They worked the villages and
the famung country and they played on the sentimental feehngs of the
family for grandma or grandpa, who was gone They would paint a glow-
ing picture of how the pictures belong on the walls of the home, and then
they closed by telhng the man or woman with whom they were talking, to
sign right here ” The prospect almost always signed, not an order diat had

been read and given consideration, but a form that was provided As a re-
sult they usually found that the promises made by the salesman were vastly
difierent from the actual agreement, and they paid exorbitant prices for the
enlargements However you may look at that kind of selling, it was ilnne,
md m that field the dommeering salesmen t»as die one who rolled up the
'bank account

The enlarged picture man and his selbng is, of course, merely an ex-
aggerated illustration of how a domineering streak in the salesman may help
im dose orden Take for example the customer who wants to a
purch^, but IS one of those uncertain mdividuals who keep on wanting,
but also hesitating In such cases the salesman who has some ability to
omin^. iMy be actually doing his customers a favor. He makes up their
minds for them

• SWAT DOES SELF-CONTROL IN HANDWRITING LOOK LIKE?You n^y have read some of Paul Wellman’s highly successful novels

of his S ability in his writmg. but the cross-bars

bars Th
** * mdudmg this specimen now Study these cross-

inverted 2^” n “ niajonty of them look very much like an

hor,1u^r t r bars are verybut the length has nothing to do with this rule When you find^
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l.(w made like a plate or basm iliai }, „p«de down, yon may be mm thatthe «,.tci has learntd self-control The euwd bars do not show what he

bni ih^
S'‘|P'’'’ P'npnin* what has boon contmjlcd.

thM h
^

, T'
' ‘hP up-cun-ed cross-bar means

that the writer has made a ronscious effort to gam sclf-contror

"tiKK

^
ti\Jl A/oTiJiJ A.44t^ LiJUr\. Cjnr.^rv>^^JSk^

lo ^
^iMJi 0>^AJL /U.

ci^,

PtATl 4J Paul VeKnian, noselist Thm made in look like an upside do*n
pWe indicate stif contml

There IS nothing of self-control in this writing of Frederick A Cook,

plate 46 the man tsho claimed to have found the North Pole Dr Cook
was an cvplorcr, and later svas active in ibusincss He m/idc a name for

himself and then svas generally condemned for making false dauns His

business scnturcs \scrc just as qucsuonabic, but no matter svhat history may
sa\ about the man, he left some interesting history of himsdf and his dis-

position in his writing A man with contradictions, according to bis wnting

In the second line he has tsvo t-bars, both of whicli are written downward,

the second sharp like a knife blade Hus sharp point means sarcasm, while

the first in the "the" is equal in length, and shows both strength and the

abilits to dominate The difference between domineering and dominating

IS the difference in the weight of the stroke When a ^bar is made and

slanted dounuard, and is as heavy at the finish as at the start, you have a

ssntci who commands attention He does not demand it He does not

dmc people, but he gets thar attention by his positiveness, his general

abihU and his ability to take a strong stand on any or every problem In

ease the stroke starts heavy, and grows lighter to a sharp point, and is still

slanted doisnward, he is demanding, or domineering To make this point
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very clear and avoid misunderstanding, please study plate 46 carefully In

the top hne the writing shows a rvnter who is capable of domination, a

writer who has strength of purpose that commands attention, although it

does not mean that it commands respect The wnter may be a “bad” man
but he has at least one strong trait of character

The second hne shoivs how the doiruncermg t-bars are made As you

study the difference you mil understand the different quahties The wnter

who dommates carries through, he does not lose the strength of purpose,

while the one who domineers may start with a strong purpose, but it grows

iveaker, and lacks the carrymg power, or the influence of the strong bar

that reveals the ability to dominate The writer who donuneers advertises

his own weakness to accomphsh, and this is the reason that he demand that

others jump when he qieaks

wnll A Cook explorer reieals a strum!-Willed man given to fits of temper

In the word “too” in the third line, the stroke is made after the t, and
“““gh to cover the width of three ordinary letters This combi-

,
purpose, and enthusiasm, but its location after the

the bar is
we after the t-stem, and again it represents temper
long after Dr Cook’s name has been forgotten by manv his pictuie
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stands out cicarl.as a n.„ .ho .as g.ven toTJoZman, .ho could gro. cnthusu.stic buf.“o ha^r,
^ ^

CtZ fstnt"
^

»»<i. »d to, d»™™;d „ „ *j,

;

• PnoCRASTINATION ILLUSTRATED

»* ---O', -.d to™ ^ ziSi

Plate 47 Sbowiqg the

enthusissm, sarcesni and
stiDQg punose of Owen
Mer^th (Lord Lytton)

These bats mean strong purpose and enthusiasm Then you find four

arrow-hke t-bars to the nght of the t-stem These mean sarcasm and
temper The sarcasm is shown by the arrow-hke strokes, and the location

gives the temper If, on the other hand, the arrow-hke t-bars ^vere wntten

back of the t-stean, you would have an entudy different meamng
T-bars made back of the stem show procrastination They are behind,

they put off, ffiey lay aside work, promismg themselves they mil get to it
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some day, but they are always putting off until another time In case you

found this combination of three different kinds of strokes in a tingle page

of one person’s writing your conclutions would be tiiat the writer is occasion-

ally very enthusiastic, and when he is mterested in a certain plan or purpose

will grow enthusiastic about it At otiier times he puts off, delays, or pro-

crastinates and when pushed his temper is aroused, and he beco&ies sarcastic

It is true that tiie sarcasm is there when he is procrastinating, putting off,

but It IS oiily when he has been forced to do something that he has been

putting off that the sarcasm is an expression of temper

Before you leave this chapter, let us examme one more spedmen of

handivritmg and consider how the writer will act. This is the writing of

“Owen Meredith", (Lord Lytton) of literary fame There are only three

t-bars on this page The first, which occurs m the first hne, is not heavy
m proportion to the body of the wntmg, hence it does not show strong

purpose It IS long, which reveals enthusiasm and it is written ahead of the

t-stem, mdicatmg untabihty, or temper However, the bar does not come to

a sharp point, but is uniformly heavy, so there is no sarcasm

The second occurs in the sixth line from the top, smd is short, sharp-

pomted hke an arrow, and is slanted downward This shoivs temper, sar-

casm, and a dommeenng streak. The last t-bar occurs in the bottom line

and It IS long It grows lighter toward the finish, and is very long This
combmation gives you enthusiasm, sarcasm, and a writer whose purpose is

strong but grows less until it fades into the sharp sarcasm point

It may easily be that when yon have read and studied this chapter
you will have become somewhat confused If you are not absolutely sure
that you know the value of each stroke as it is illustrated, it will be better
to go back and re-examine the various illustration^ and study tile rules
agam There is nothing more embarrassing than lookuig at a handwriting,
and finding somethmg that is not there, simply because you have forgotten
whether a long t-bar means enthusiasm or temper And if you attempt to
analyze a specimen for a fnend, you can make some very ridiculous mistakes
unless you can recognize the strokes without a great deal of trouble

• *S HE IMPULSIVE?

1

exammed Possibly you have over-
^ked the important influence that is shown by the slant of tiie writing,
rou know facts shown by the t-bars, but you must now consider the m-

slMt of the writmg Take your Emotional Expression Chart,

hnw ,
impulsiveness, the capacity the writer has for showing

he feels Will he do so» If so, to what degree? You can make thh
eterminauon for yourself, and then you tie the emotional response or
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reactions to the traits shown by the t-bars and you will get a new and clearer
understanding of the writer

This IS important for when a writer is sarcastic, and at the same tune
cool, unexprcssivc, you can be sure that the sarcasm, or temper is a matter
of planned action It is not an impulsive gesture Instead, the temper or
irritability arc the result of a cool, even cold approach, and it is intended

PIXAMINATIOIV FOR CHAPTER 4
(Correct answers for this cviminatian will be found in the back of the book

)

After you have determined the emotional response or lack of it, your

nc\t step was to determine how the writer’s mind worked, i c ,
how quickly

he grasped ideas Or was he a slow, cumulatwc thinker,—an analytical

thinker’*

A great many professional analysts look next for the t-bars, because

this one letter has such a vndc variation of possible values First it has

height or lack of it, both of which arc exceedingly important Then you

have the cross-bars which vary in their location on the stem, while some

aic heavy, some arc middle weight, and some exceedingly light Length

IS equally important because a long ssveeping t-bar has a much different

value than a short one Sometimes you will find two or three different

types of t-bars in a single handwnting This docs not complicate the evi-

dence, but It does after it Each of the bars has its own value and each

contributes to the writer's mental habits and the resulting conduct

In examining the t-ban the same rule applies as to all other phases of

the handwriting strokes Do not guess When you start guessing you will

make mistakes and mistakes can be costly both to you and the person

analyrcd

Remember, when you analyze a handsvriting, you are actually looking

into the mind of the writer and what you say may change a life

SpI’CIMEN 1
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EXAMINATION
1 . Do tka t-bart in the above specimen represent enthusiasm?

Yes No

2 If you answer “No”, check the value that you can give the t-bars

m the following specimen-

a Strong purpose. b Sarcasm.

Specimen I

In the followmg specimen there are three t-bars. Check jke
values that you would give them. Remember, they may have
more than one value depending on their weight, length and
location

a Enthusiasm b Visionarv. c Strong purpose
d Weak purpose

Specimen K
. Refer to specanen “G” w Chapter 3. Does this wruing show very

little or a great deal of enthusiasm?
a Vert uttle b. A great deag

• . Would you determine from the above writing that the writer is
sarcastic?

Yes No
. Give your reasons for the above answer.

a Blunt point at the end. b. Sharp point at the end.
c Because it is a short strokf d. Bfcause it is a heav v

^ . .
stroke.

Ifcaia

A/ult '

Specimen L tie '5



CHAPTER

You Start Analyzing

Handwriting
AN APPLICANT FOR A JOB—THE CHANGES AN
EAST INDIAN MADE BY COMING TO AMERICA
—THE WOMAN WHO LOST RESENTMENT,
WHAT BEAUTIFUL PENMANSHIP SHOWS.

You have learned enough to start analyzing handvmting It is true

that you will not be able to tell everything atout a wnter, but you can get

a de&ite and speafic benefit from what you have learned Furthermore,

until you start using what you have learned, you are getting nothing but

theory, and grapho analysis is not merely theory There is no room for

guesswork no maybe this, or maybe that You have rules, and when you

look at a handwriting for the fint time you examme it for the emotional

response The reason for this is that your writer’s emotional expression or

lack of It, his capacity for absorbing emoUonal expenenccs and being in-

fluenced by unexpressed feelings, or lack of this capacity, affects everything

else you will find

Let us examine plate 46 just as thoilgh you were gomg to marry the

wnter, or gomg to hire him or her for an important job When you Iotk

at the handwriting you do not try to determine -the sex of the wnter, be-

cause you cannot There was a time when our grandparents talked about a

“ladylike” hand, or a “mascubnc" band, but it ivas just a way of saying

that the “ladylike” wnter made the letters so they could be read, and the

“masculine” writer sprawled the letters out across the page If you will turn

back to the page of Ella ^VTieclcr Wilcox’s wntiiig (plate 5) you can see

Z;IToSm • tad m old do,.. M» Wdeov

a womanly woman, as well as a great artist

82
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• IS SVBIECT EUOTIONAU.Y RESPONSIVE?

So you do not know the sex of this wnter However, for convenience

let us use the pronoun he, to make the matter nmple The wntmg slants

far to the right Use your Emotional Expresrion Chart, following Glenn

Wallace's explanation of just how to get the exact results Determine the

emorional slant, which you will find shows a high degree of emotional

leqionse He is affected by emotional circumstances, and shows how he

feels He shows it when he is doivncast or blue and reacts just as promptly

to something that pleases him This is your basis for the character traits

diat will be rooted m this foundation and affected by it

wnter of this hsndwnting is steady,
dependable and thoiou^’

The next step is to study the wntmg to establish how jiermanently he
IS affected by emotional situations These Imes are not exceedingly light,

neither are they heavy Therefore, you know that though he reacts prompt-
ly, he wll not cany any great or lasting effects of emotional storms He is

cjqjressive enou^ and has enough depth of feelmg to be fnendly and warm-
hearted, but he will not hate or love with the seeding foiee of a volcano
about to erupt

• TOW TO RECOGNIZE A SENSITIVE PERSONAUTY
Your next step is to conrider hoiv he thinks Many of the n’s and m’s

are wedge-shaped at the top, than loundecf Take the third hne for
e\ample In the word “handwriting” both sections of the fiist “n” are
more nearly ivedges than rounded tops The last part of the “n” in the

.. T
“ ^ The same wedge shape occurs in the word

*** n 1 cases the n” and “m” are mote nearly pointed than well
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rounded Here and there you have definite sharp points of well shaped

wedges None of the points, howei^, are comprehension strokes They arc

not needle pointed, but exploratory, mquinng into, expressing an interest in

learning This interest is not highly developed If it were, the wedges would

be more clearly defined, they would be shaipcr However, you have enou|^

csndcncc to knenv that the writer is not one to understand imnicdiately be-

cause of keen comprehension, and is not a slow thinker for whom you will

have to draw pictures, and repeat explanations

Up to this point you have established that the writer is quick to feel

and show how he feels, and that he will be ready to learn In case you

employ either men or women or both, or are active socially you will recog-

nize the importance of establishing both of these facts

Ne\t, the t-bars arc generally short There is no enthusiasm, and any-

thing that the Whtcr docs or says that seems to be enthusiasm is the result

of the emotional reaction The bars are usually at the top, or very dose

to It The writer sets his goal a long way ahead He is not undersellmg him-

self to himself He is shooting at a point in hfe where he will have to strive

hard to make his goal This is important not only for this fact in itself, but

because when a man is working tosvard a distant goal, and shows the ability

to Icam, it will be natural for him to try that much harder to leam The

distant goal, about which he does not grow enthusiastic, will be a ^ur to

push him to learn Some of these t-bars arc relanvely heavy, so diat his

purpose in life is clear in his own mind He knows where he is going

• HOW TO SEC DIGNITY AND PHECISION IN HANDWRITING

Now you are ready for a new pnnciple that affects the small “d’ As

™u examine this speamen you will find that the d-stems are retraced, in-

stead of being looped A retraced d-stem shows dignity The water wll do

the precise thing, he svill dress carefully, leam what customs and conven-

tions require, and wall act accoidingly He is not a stuffed shirt,

pompous but he is dignified m the way fliat compels him to do the ngtit

thing at the nght time as far as possible

These "d’s” ate not short and they arc not tall Instead, diey^
balanced, therefore, you can be sure the writer » nmther

pendent, nor vain If his "d’s” were much taller he would “

Ln his dignity would become a pompous trait, and he might easily

unbearable as an employee or assoaate

The short t-bar indicates precision There is no was

bar IS just as long as necessary to make a well balanced t-ter, or i

jlrlrdoJ^n^The i-dL are well rounded and they are not dashes, nor
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splotches of ink These i-dots add, by the ^vay they are made, to the evi-

dence of carefulness, precinon Here is the rule to remember . The closer

the i-dots are to the i-stem, the more careful the writer will be about details •

He will not do his work in a slap-happy fashion Because he is ready to

leam, he will pay attention when given instructions, he will pay attention

to what he is told, and then be careful m performing whatever he has

been assigned

I^TE 49 Thu fellow plays his cards close to his chest Hu chacactenstiis ace
plainly spelled out m tins handwriting sample

This wnter wiU not be a whirlwind of accomplishment But he will be
steady, dependable, thorough He will grow on a job that he hkes because
when he sets a goal m hfe he has banc mtelligence and desire to leam to

think, leam and grow

He does not hide his head and say “I can’t”, becaiue his t-bars are
enough to show that he is not gtnng to be easily satisfied with his own

accomplishments regardless of where he is or what he is doing

In plate 49 you have a very much different mdividual After you have
determined the slant and its value from the emotional exjiression angle,
you will be ready to consider the wnter’s ability to think, form conclusions,
and leam These “n” and "m" tops are well rounded. Some of them are
almost flat One or two exploratory points occur, but the majority of the

^

stix) reveal a thmker who learns only by accumulatmg impressions, just
**

J
^^^ycr uses bncks to build a wall He arrives at conclusions slowly,

and when he knmvs somethmg, he is sure of it because he has not hurhed
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jn foming h« decisions You will find it worth while to compam thu pagewith fte si^atuie of Thomas A Edison for there is striking sSa2^®^
“duIS'^nT

“ considered him too

tocher boxed^ ears so sharply that the lad’s eardrums gave way. and if
tou arc a teaAer you may feel the same way if you have a boy or girl in
jrour classes who makes these broad or well rounded “m’s” and “n’s" Take
heart They arc not stupid, but they do not learn as readily as the mental
explorer or the youngster with exceptional comprehension, who does not
seem to be spending any time studying

These t-bars arc even shorter than in the preceding plate They are
piease but Aeie is even more significance to their contribution to the
picture of this man Notice how they are right down levd with the lops
of the lower case or small letters He is not taking any diances on himself.
He has too many of these low t*bars, which mean lack of faith to accom-
plish a distant goal He will be careful but, hke a frog that could leap ten
feet and is satisfied to leap only two because he is not sure of how he will

land, this fellow plays his cards close to his chest He will be thorough but
you cannot eiqpect him to do any dreaming, or make much if any effort to

achieve a goal in life where he must struggle and work
• HentACMD Aim ••hi>s» show thrift ano carsfvuifss

Do not confuse diis lack of faith in himself with lack of self-reliance

You will learn a great deal more about self reliance, and how you can

build your own, if you lack it, m a later chapter ’ You will leam also what

you can do about changing your own thmkmg habits, if you are one of

these low-bar writers

This handwnting shows rare abihty m some trades and profession^

but no matter how much abihty he has, he will not use it until he leams

that he must beheve in himself, that he must raise his sights, and start

auiung at a point where he will use all of his ability

You will recognize the digiuty, the conventionality that is shown by

the d-stems which are so much like those you have ;ust exammed in the

preceding plate Both vmters are conformists, they will conduct themselves

accordmg to custom, and each is proud, but not vam
At this point you have another new rule When “n’s” and “m’s” are

carefully retraced as they are in this specimen, the writer is thrifty, as well

as careful The two traits are great supports for one another, because a

man who is careful may be exceedingly generous, but he is gomg to be

thrifty as well This writer is reasonably generous, as shown by the fre-

quency widi which he adds a long strolm alter the last letter He is not

extravagant, but he is generous However, he will not be a waster, and he

will accumulate before he gives away
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• ABIUTY BUT NOT MUCH DRIVE

ILs t-bars are weak, which means that his purposes are not strong. He

IS not g(wg any particular place in hf^ unless someone else starts him on

the road, and even dien he will not have faith enough in himself to accom-

plidi anywhere near what he might Talent? His handwriting shows a

Strang basic natural abihty but, after all, ability is not worth mudi unless

the rnan who has it believes m himself enou^ to use it

Thrau^out the years more than a milhon people have wntten me and

the oiganization I have headed A high percentage of them have been

like this chap They had a good deal of genume ability, but they lacked

faith in themselves, and so did nothmg about it Even after a vocational

analysis, they would ask someone else to furnish the push and drive It is

not a pleasant thmg to recognize but most people who fail just do not

make enough effort to avoid failure, or they misuse good traits because

they fail to learn how to use them

Your next illustration, plate 50, was written by a young lady, who
applied for a position in an accounting department This is a broad term,

because almost every commumty has men and women who handle money,
and records for dubs, soronties, fraternities, and church groups So you
can consider that she might have apphed to handle such work for you,
your dub, or if she did not apply, she may have been nominated or sug-
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gested Fitxtn what you already Icnow and what you will learn in this

chapter, you can determine many, if not all, of her qualifications for such

a place

Your Emotional Expression Chart shows that she is cool, self-possessed,

and does not get excited She is not a young woman to act, and then think

Just the opposite Her wntmg is quite small and this gives you a new rule

Small writing shows concentration, die abihty to do one dung at a tune,

and ignore intrusions If she were working in your ofiSce or your home

and could work in a room with others, there could be traffic all the day long,

and she would ignore it, giving her attention to the job in hand

As you check the “mV’ and “n’s", and the last half of many of the

“h’s”, you find those inverted v’s that rev^ an exploratory mind As an

accountant she must want to learn facts, and she must know how to keep

still about what she knows You have not had any rule concerning the

ability to keep a secret, but as you study this page of wntutg you will find

that a high percentage of the “a’s” and “oV’ are closed with htde loi^

They are tied shut, just as you might tie a twine about the mouth of a bag

She will not talk, and talk, and she will not betray confidences Her t-bars

saury m height Some of them are right down on the top of the small

letters but enough are Witten well up on the stem, to be an mdicahon that

she will work to do a better job Some of them are quite heavy too She

will intend to do a good job She is thnfty, and yet the finals are quite

long She will save money, save time, and then give freely when there b

reason

• CONCENTRATION REVEALED

The facts you have learned so far indicate a dependable young womw,

who w careful However, look at your i-dots They are carefully placed,

some of them quite close to the i-stem She not only concentrates, she ^yj

attention to details You can give her a heavy load of wrk in

and depend on her to do it Or you can give her charge rf

or club books, and go home quite content that she will handle the jo

without a cent missing, and without any gaps in her records

Grapho analysis does not foretell the future, any more thM it r^aU

your pas^ or the past of your neighbor next door But. looking at

march her youngsters to safety, keepmg a calm, level head every

of the time
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A few of her t-stem, and d-stems are looped, but the loop is very small

She will not be sensitive to a point of moody discouragement Instead, Ae
combmabon of her pmse, emobonal balance, and concentration will cause

her to pass oil the hurts very quickly

Would you say diat the wnter of plate 50 has the quahbes to make

a good bookkeeper and accountant^ You need not smile In die years

busmess firms have been sendmg me specimens for examination, askmg

about why an employee has not made good or why he cannot do so, a

great many have been submitted that bad no more fitness for an accounbng

job than dus page shows If you concluded on qmck examinabon that he

IS not adapted to it, you were right

This IS die wntmg of a young man who was a salesman Then he

became an editor while m the army, and today he is a successful editor

because he has found his proper nidie m life One of his greatest assets is

shown by the frequent breaks between letters of a word You had the same
diaractenshc in the handwnbng of one of your egrlier specimens, a wnter
who gained international fame You should go back and check each sea-
men because you will not have any difficulty locabng the right one, and
the things you do for yourself in studymg handwnbng plates and compatmg
diem will increase your facihty m using what you learn

• HERE IS A SHARP THINKER
These breaks identify a sixth sense, a wnter’s ability to feel situabons

without being told It is sometimes called psychic sense, and it is a quality
that is found in the handwnbng of great mterpretabve musicians Nobce
that the word mterpretabve is used A musician who is able to do moie
than mechanical execubon

Check through on the “m’s“ and ‘Vs*’ A great many reveal the
exploratory, or learner type of thinking Also, there are very few keen com-
prehmsion strokes This young man will succeed because he never stops
teanung He is constantly lookmg for new knowledge, and he explores and
digs all of the bme You will possibly find it easier to thmk of the inverted
v-stroke that indenbfies the mental explorer if you think of an axe that is
ifcsting on Its heels, 'with the blade pointing up

Thus your editor likes his job because he makes a good many of the

rt’JS W1». . «. Mob tote^
A I

enthusiasnc, he almost always leaves itor loss the lengA of his cross-bars There is another interesbng strok^or

stem r “y down-stmke to the
IS an indicauon of literary abihty, not yet brought to

smau d so that the form resembles a Greek letter called delta A.s is
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Plats Jl Handwriting of a professional grapho analyst

just one of the letter formations that reveals hterary talent and about which

you will learn in a later chapter

In plate 51 you have a specimen of wnting done by a professional

grapho analyst, whose ability to analyze handwnting is very highly de-

veloped When you compare this plate with the wntmg of the young lady

who applied for the accounting job you will find many stnlong resem-

blances Both wntings are smaller than ordmary and as you already know,

the small writer concentrates

The exploratory strokes are prominent, and run all the way through

the specimen It is enbiely possible that his study and use of grapho analysis

has helped him strengthen his desire to find out the answers All through

the year^ since the first students in grapho analysis began more than thirty

yesus ago, there has been a ceaseless flow of records from men and women

of all ages who have actually changed their ways of thinking as a result

of studying how to ansdyze handwntmg

• COMPACT WRITING REVEALS A SAVER
The wntmg shows close attention to details, by the way the “I’s” are

dotted He is thnfty The letters are close together, just as the parts of the
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“m’s" and ‘'nV* whidi you have already studied are dose togedier and

reveal thrift. Writing that is compact always reveals a natural inclination

to save, to not waste

There is a very pronounced example of the explorer who wants to get

the answers about everydung in die handwriting in your next illustration,

plate 52 Here the wedge^haped letters are very prominent, and diere is

no tign of thnf^ for each letter stands out dearly, well sqiarated from those

on each side The i>dots are very near die point of die i-stem, and you have

A/ ^

« I

>SUjL>

SiSLp tenSSL'”’*'*’”
“thosissm and the flourishes reveal show

a imque cross-bar for many of the ‘W They are loiig, which reveals
enthusiasm, they are slanted sharply downward and to the nght and most
of them are made with a litde flourish

The sum of such cross-bars is enthusiasm, a very nuld mdmahnn to
donate, not strong enough to ahenate fnends, and the flounsh reveals

^ you exarmne and compare these handwritings you may ask yomsdf

whJTTh
diousands of others have asked from SZorwhen I have b^ teaching. “Does beautiful handwriting reflect a beautiful

TOter B a diffi^t person to undentand, or to get along with?” CertainlyThe most expert professional writers have.revealed their pri^S
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chOTcter traits m their handwntmg m spite of yean of endless horns of
practice, and when they were relaiad their handwnting did not look thesame as it did when they were preparing their copybook specimens

Pi^ra 33 The straight, infleinble stroke at the start of the word is a xeseobneDt
stroke

This IS emphasized by an experience I once had with one of the pnn-

apal penmen in Amenca, whose name was a household word in the heyday

of copy book practice in school As I mentioned one trait after another he

nodded his head, until when 1 finally said, "You’re an ultra conservative

and thnfty man " Then he allowed his face to relax into a gnn

"You mean Tm tight’’’ he said

He was tight as the baric on a beech' He had accumulated a great

deal of money, but both professional and personal fnends admitted diat

he did not spend any whenever he could avoid it

He had asked the question, and he got an afiinnative answer There

was no sense m lying about it, for he knew be was not a qiender and if

I had tned to explain it away and put it m softer words than I had already

used, he would have known fliat I was not telhng the truth When you

analyze a handwnting for a fnend or stranger, tell the truth It is not

necessary to say, "You're tight” to a man who does not spend money or

tune on others, but if you squirm and fidget he will think a lot less of yon

It is worthwhile to develop a vocabulary so that you can say unnice thing*

diplomatically But even though you are a neophyte, tell the truth It will

mean that you gam the respect of the person whose wntmg you are ana-

lyzing
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You may be interested m the fact that the writer of plate 52 was bom
and educated in India He was indeed the first teacher of grapho analyris

in that country, where he was very successful in analyzing die handwritmg

of school and college students. Eventually he came to America and this

wnting is the result of a voluntary change which he made in becoming

adapted to Amencan ways While he was growing mto adulthood in his

native land, his wntmg was pinched, and very heavy, expressing hu deep

emotions, and inadentally, his love for color Keep diis in mind.

When the wntmg is very heavy it reveals strong appetites for rich

foods, brilliant colors, fine odors, and tones In the case of the Indian whose
wnting was so compact and heavy, he now wntes with a hghter hne and
with the letters well separated because he is not compelled to be so thirfty

Further, immediately on landing in Amenca he broke out in a rash of
bnlhant shirts and all of the pent up desire that had accumulated during
half a life tune m Lidia was satisfied, and his wnting showed die change in

his character habits

Your wntmg will show changes as you make them You may not do
It consdously, for a sgveie shock, that affects your wnotifmal tiahir.. ^vill

cause your wntmg to change Intense emotional pressures may be lifted

and your writing will change As I explained earher, I don’t like to talk
about myself, but this mcident illustaites the pmnt for you At one time I
had a vast amount of problems, serious problems forced on me A very
close friend said to me, “Just look at your wntmg Every hne shows that
you resent imposition You are just as different as you can be from what
you were when I first knew you ”

My handwnting showed it Problems that poured m on me from every
side had become so great that I antiapated bemg faced with anofter one,
and my wntmg developed *e strote that showed resentment It took a
true fnend to pomt it out, but that friend could not do anythmg about it,
and It took time for me to do somethmg As I wnte this book there is not
one a^ of resentment m my wntmg. The strokes that show it are all
gone, because flie cause has been removed

This can o^r m your case, orm the handwntmg of anyone else It isa tem^rary thmg, but strokes change as you change, they come and go

Z handwntmg m its entirety
tte s^ This fact is the reason that you have a later chapter that tells

strengthen your own ability bvcnan^ng your wntmg ^

that!!!™"*®
“ Illustration of the resentment stroke NoticeAat there is a straight or mflexible stroke at the start of almost every ivordYou cannot miss these strokes for they are there niis is a
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resentment against fanaed or actual imponbon If the water is actually

being imposed on, the strokes come into the writing because of the resent-

ment that Is possibly justified. But m many cases a vivid imaguiation helps

to create a cause for them Tlie writer imaguics she is imposed on, and

the resentment grows and grows until someone like my fnend has the

courage to tell the writer the truth This will not help when the cause

actually CMsts, but the writer who has imagmcd the impoation may take

stock, rccognizc that he has no reason to feel imposed upon, and the strokes

will disappear

You will find a striking illustration of what can happen in losing

resentment m plate 54 As you check it you will find that this writer is both

proud and sensitive Also her wntmg slants well to the right, she feels and

shows her feelings immediately

*

Plats 54. This writer is both proud and sensitive

For several years she worked with a woman whose wntmg
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every word She resented She expected to be criticized^ and she fou^t

bad: by resenting what she felt was an imposition

Then there was a change of department head^ and the reasons for

the resentment no longer existed, her sensitiveness was no longer stirred

every day, and she began losmg the imhal resentment strokes

• YOUR HANDWRITING WARNS YOU OF PERSONAUTY DEFECTS
If you find them in your own handwnting, msdce every effort to remove

the cause—^if there is a cause—^because resentment grows, and multiplies

like weeds in a garden There is no smgle trait that can do more to wreck

your happmess than feeling that you are imposed upon, and resentmg that

imposition It is so easy to start resenting just a httl^ and tiie feehng grows,

and multiplies and very soon you resent not only the imposition, but you

resent what others do, and what they say In case you are sarcastic you
vnll grow more so, because sarcasm becomes a defense mechanism used to

ward off that which you hate so badly

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 5
(Correct answers for this exammation will be foimd in the back of the book

)

You have already found that you are not asked to answer questions on
every pimople given m a smgle chapter. The reason is simple If you have
learned the rules covered fay the questions so that you can answer them
correctly, it is reasonable to assume tiiat you have been honest in studying
all of the rules

1u liLji fti

Specimen M
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Never lose track of the basic fact when you guess because you do not

know, you can make some very damaging conclusions. No bock could be

compiled that gave you every vanation of letters, so it is essential that you

learn to observe Master these basic rules, and then exercise caution and

common sense in applying them

Many years ago when grapho analysis was first offered to home and

resident students there were some who would check the questions and then

look for the answers Months later when they found a handwntmg that

was a little more difficult than the average they would be confused and

made some rather homble mistakes It is eiqiected diat you are gomg to

study the chapter before looking at the questions

1 .

2

EXAMINATION
The aboiie specunen rs the writmg of a very famous woman

whose name for many years made headlines w great newspapers

and magaanes She made many enemies and possibly just as

many friends

It is included here for you to use in making your first attempt at

actually analyzing handwriting, not merely hunting for the use

of strokes that reveal individual chaructensttes.

Each of these remarks can be onsioered easily with a "yes" or

"No” if you have studied and gsuen attentwn to each illustratwn

used to illustrate a principle

a HlCHty RESPONSIVE TO EMOnONAt SITUATIONS

b Objective, showing very uttee if ant response to EMonon-

AL situations —
c Keen, comprehendinc thinker—

~

d. Slow thinker /

e. Exploratory thinker—!L.

f. Superficial ihinkrr —
g Strong purpose

Weak purpose

i. Average purpose,

j
Enthusiastic

—

i—

k No enthusiasm

1 Domineering

m Thrifty

n Capable OF keeping SECRETS

Woidd you expect to find this woman becoming hysterwal in an

emergency^

Yes No
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3 . . /n your opinion, based on what you know, how do you rate this

writers ability?

a. Average. b. Better than average. c. High.



CHAPTER

Mind YS. Musdes
STARTUNG DISCOVERY OF THE TALENT OF
FAMOUS MUSCLE MEN-^HARLES ATLAS; THE
ENGLISH ARMY SERGEANT; THE STRONG MAN
WHO MIGHT HAVE BEEN AN ACCOUNTANT;
GEORGE F. JOWETT, SEIGMUND KLEIN, JACK

DEMPSEY; THE STRONG MAN WITH MUSICAL

TALENT. A FORMER MR. AMERICA AND HIS

CODE REVEALED BY HIS WRITING.

“But there u neither East nor West,

Border nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face.

Though diey come from the ends of the earth
”

The Battad of East and fVest—KifUM

Somehow the argument has been going on for years and years, only

a dou^ty man rvould dare to guess how many It has been an aigunen^

though, as to whether a big muscled, "strong roan" or the steel-nerved

loses mental ability and vitality as his muscular power increases

Dour skeptics have pointed to the record of college football teams and

sneered, "they graduate because they play football and wn

they know what is in the books, and what the teachers have tned

to give them " . ^ fi..

On the other side of the fence there have been supporters of ^
athletes who have stressed the pomt that buBding a strong b(^ ac^
to strengthen the mind, and that some athlete, are not stupid merely be-

cause they have built powerful physiques

* hairbS"alJJSSJ but in order to amre at rts^^

only reasonable to gather evidence and examme it Invitation, were

98
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to champion swimmers, tennis players, big muscle boys, and prize fighters;

scores of them Phyncal strength and success was the basis for maldng the

tests, and here for die first time, possibly, they are presented for your con-

nderation, and to provide the answer. The men whose handwriting you

will find in this chapter were selected only because of their body biulding

accomplishments, and not from dieir handwriting, nor for their scholastic

records They are only a very small part of the original evidence which

was gathered to get at the truth, but these spedments r^resent the average

intelUgence of the entire group.

The spedmen m plate 55 has an interestmg history At one time I was

editor of the most widely circulated boy’s magadne in America. We had a

regular section devoted to body building which was exceedingly popular,

and the man who wrote dus plate was a contributor. He was a professional

body bmlder m India, and he furnished us a feature artide now and then,

although his prmcipal contribution to the magazme was photographs of

Indian athletes One afternoon in n sladc moment I examined his hand-

writing, and found that he possessed remarkable literary ainhty or tenden-

des You will find them when you study die plate Notice how he makes
his smdl “g’s” like very poorly executed figure 8’s If you ever examine
the writing of Charles Didcens, and other famous names, you will find the

same figure 8‘s for the small “g^’ This does not mean actual hterary ability,

but it IS a fivudity in thinking and ciqnesnon diat is important to a good
writer

After I had analyzed his writing to my own satisfaction I dictated a

'Jr
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letter to our Indian contributor and told him what lus handwritmg had

shown Just as quickly as a reply could come back, he confided that he had

always wanted to be a wnter, and that if his handwntmg revealed such

ability he was going to make a start

A few months later he infonned me in another letter that he had been

writmg, and that he found it the easiest thmg that he had ever done You

may find these same formations in your own wntmg If so, do not scoff

and say you cannot wnte because you probably have never tned to do so

The 'Ws” and "n’s” vary gready In some of the words they are made

like inverted "v’s". Take the word “mu” in the third line from the bottom

On die other hand, in “my” m the second hne from the top the strokes are

all comprehension or quick understanding strokes As you exaimne the

entire page you will find many of the inverted 'Vs” Aat are not fully

developed Some of them are simply not there at all and when you find

“m’s” and “n‘s” made in “am” m the first line, and “strength" m the third

line, you have evidence that the writer is merely rushing along without

doing much thinking This is not always a negative trait Men and women

who become very familiar with a subject, and work with it all day

become so accustomed to thinking or acting m dieir mdividual fields diat

they do not need to give much diought to their jobs However, such wnten

owe it to themselves to develop a hobby that will compd them to thuik, in

order to keep the mmd awake, and eager to learn

You will find that this man makes all, or almost all, of his t-bars at

the right of the t-stem, and you will recall that this is evidence of temper,

or marked imtability This fellow had been a difficult man to work wft

until he began writmg It was not six months before the t-bars were back

across the t-stems, and the imtabihty was gone

• iRRirABiurr shown by yovb t-stem

It has been my expenence that a very great many writers who^

easily imteted have developed this trait, not because it is

must have, but m defense when they have not found the natural hobby or

profession in which they can be both successful and happy

Salesmen in particular who are unhappy

arc but feel that they must contmue m order to J
develop this kind of reaction, and when they finally get into a jo ey

find the wnung of an English physical

This wntmg is mterestmg because it shows so

studied First, as you know, heavy wnbng >ne»s

deep emotions Like the wntmg of &e Indian, ffieJm
^ short pointed, when them are points In many of the strokes to
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"SS HeiT7 hand-'

witbng, loaded 'with ink,

bnngs out a new character-

istic you 'Will 'want to re-

member

y(^ 4^C€A4^ ^

^
X/ iCuj A4Cl.

s\/

nothing more than a tmy hump, that really would not penetrate anythmg

The t-bars are at the ni^ht of most of the t-stems, so you have evidence

that he was irritable, and qmck tempered However, diis page illustrates a

new pomt of character that you may very well remember and use Almost

all of the circle letters are just blobs of mk The “a’s” and “o's”, even the

“e’s" are loaded 'with ink You already know that heavy 'wnting shows

strong appetites, and diese blobs of mk go a little further They show sex

desue diat is 'very strong mdeed

A number of years ago a man who pretended to be a movie scout

registered in a great hotel His signature was little more than a matter of

heavy ink, in fact it looked on the hotel register as if he might have written

his name vnth a blunt stick However, he was immediately popular Parents

wth daughters fliey wanted to get into tiie movies entertained him rtiyally

Their homes were open to him, and they encouraged their daughters to

accept his mvitations to dance, and cocktail parties
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• UNCONTROLLED SEX DRIVE
This went along for several weeks, until he was hterally the king pm

in that resort neighborhood The next thing to occur was that one of the

young women was killed, left strangled and naked by the side of the road

She had fought off his advances and in a mad sex frenzy he had killed her

There was a great hubbub m the newspapen, the hotel where he had

registered was greatly embarrassed, and, of course, the gneving parents had

no recourse except to help the law pumsh him The pomt that is significant,

however, was that he advertised his desires when he registered If die hotel

derk, or if the parents had taken the trouble to examme his handwntuig

the young woman would not have lost her life, and others would not have

had experiences of which they would be ashamed all through life Heavy

Plate 57
jnusdenun Charles AllM

shows initiative, responsive

eoiobonsl natvire
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wiitiiig, where all of the aide letters—^the a, g, e, and o’s are dosed

reveal a sex mad wolf, who will not be denied Such writers will eat rich

foods, frequently drink excesavdy, and ate not only dangerous to thcm-

sdves but to odieis

In i«»-niTig this rule you must also recognize another. A letter diat is

dogged wifli mk does not necessarily mean a wolf or sex marf writer Pens

ryipb lint on some kmds of paper. A smgle blurred and ink-loaded letter

is not a sign of danger It is only when a page diows diis trait repeatedly,

where it is m the majority of the drde letters that it should be considered

evidence of sex appetites gone wild

If you read magazmes and their advertising you have for many years

now seen the advertising of Charles Atlas, whose course in physical develop-

ment has sold to hundreds of thousands of ambitious young men Adas is

a trade name, and it has become world famous Atlas won a contest for the

most perfect phydque about the time of the Hardmg administration, and

indeed President Hhidmg’s death had a very considerable influence on the

success of the Atlas course The course had just been put on the market

when Harding went to Alaska and when he died Atlas and Dr Tilner, who
was associated with him at the time, sat up all night getting out hteratuie

warning the yoimg and old who had wntten them, that a strong body was

essential, no matter where they worked or what diey did

You will find first of all that Atlas’ writing (plate 57) shows a highly

lesponave emotional nature It shows friendhness, emotional warmth, and
expression His t-bars are long, diowmg enthusiasm, and, thou^ they vary

in location, the vsuiance reveals an importsmt combination of traits He is

capable of setting his goal a long way ahead but, on the other hand, he
also works towsud an immediate goal, fiiat he is sure he can reach.

Your attention is called particulsurly to the letter “p” in “capadty”.

Compare this with the same letter m the next plate The Atlsis “p” shows
uutiative, the land of msm who sees an opportumty smd takes sidvantage
of It Atlas did that He won a contest He was rated as the world’s most
perfect man He could have sat still on that title, and no one would have
been any better off But Atlas said to himself, “here is an opportunity for
me to help others I have built my body and I know how I did it I can
show ofiieis, and can help them, smd build a bunness of my own ” In other
words, he had the imtiative, smd the purpose shown by his t-bars to do
somethmg with the opportunity he had made by birilding his own body
to a high degree of perfection

In case you are an executive, smd you need employees with initiative
Md pn^ose, look for “p’s" made in this way, along with heavy cross-bars
for the “t’s”. The longer and heavier die t-bars the more enrhiwiaiini and

r
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1. 77 ^ judging the fflitiabve.

btWiSLw I

“ **^1^ iUlterf

Plats S8 Lu^ p-Iaa|)s leva] a love for pb}>5iaJ ictmty

wrote me that he would rather swim than eat, and it did not mata any
difference to him whether he got a title He was happy in the water, and
there was nothing he would not attianpt in the water He enjoyed it

It IS true that there have been other pnee winners who have not had
diK stroke, but they have other reasons for achieving success Some of them
have loved the plaudits of the crowd, and were eager to put on a good
show Others worked for financial rewards There have been a great many
priae fighters who have not had these big p-loops, but they have been fil-
ing not merely for die love of it but to win a purse

• Hg/ie IS AH IHQUIHIH6 MIND
There is a much, much different character in die handwnting of Staff

Sergeant Moss (plate 56) , of the Bntish army who was also a pnae winner,

but here the “p” is much smaller But it u not smaller ui proportion to the

rest of the wntmg The swimming star’s wnbng is laige and a single word

could be superimposed on five <w six of the words in Moss' plate But

both were qiortsmen for die pure joy of die sport and revealed it m their

“p’s” Thu plate shows a man who was constandy on the alert to learn, to

inquire into, and to gam knowledge by honestly investigating or exploring
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Even his double “IV’ in “shall’’ are wedge shaped at the top. Some of his

circles are dosed with ink, but many of them are not, so that you can knois'

he loved good food, and other senuous, but not sensual satisfaction

There is anotiier trmt of character shown in the Moss vmting to which

you should ^ve attention In the words “may” and “they” the down-strokes

are heavy to the very end If your friends say that you are a good starter

and a poor finisher, this u a stroke tiiat you can profitably cultivate in your

own writing These strong down strokes reveal determination, the intention

to go through to tile completion of a job

On the other hand, the writer who makes his dovm strokes as in plate

59 may be a good starter, but, like an old car climbing a hill, they run out

of the drive to get to the finish These two rules are important The down-
stroke that IS heavy shows determination, and the one Aat starts out heavy
and fades out toward the fimsh shows tiie same kind of determination—^the

writer who starts out with a lot of pep, and who does not carry through to

the completion of the job

Plate 39 Heavy Jovra-
strake shows detenmnation
hot It should not fade
towiid the end

Up to this pomt you have exammed the handwritmgs of five strong
men, and three out of the five show an eager desire to learn, and in two
of them, you have men who might easily have stood high m a field of
scholarship outside of body buildmg The first one showed talent tiiat the
vmter had not realized he possessed, and when it was pointed out to him
his wnting changed, and the “m’s" and “n’s” sharpened, and he lost the
irritability

In your next specimen, plate 60, you have a handwntmg of a man
who might have been an accountant. From start to finish the eiqiloratorymv^d ’Vs” are consistent The writing is small, the d-stems show pnde,«d the <Mss-bars of the "tis” are precisely placed, short, tiiowing no en-
thusiasm, but by thdr length reveahng the habit of accuracy or the opposite
of waste of effort

Tlte “p’s" are made with straight stems, so there is no actual love of
phyaal sports This is actually the writing of one of the most remarkably
built buaness men in the Phflippine Islands, a man who after World War II^t back to a rumed business and started building ag^ Mariano G.

** an excellent example of the mentally capable strong
, and even more important evidence that there is no Iinntation on
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Plate 60 An "BccDuntut petsomlily'’ Shows lUmtion to dettU, organt
zibatul abilitf, acconKy in even litde tfaiqes

nental development A hundred years ago his country was dominated by
a foreign power diat enslaved the people, yet Antonio, m any man’s

language, would have to be rated bnlhant

With him budding a strong body, beaubfully rounded muscles, was a

business just like sellmg merchandise. He studied Ins body needs just at

he would study a book on medicme, or a teictbook on any other subject He
shows attention to details, oiganization abdity, accuracy in everythmg he

does His “d’s” are short-stemmed, indicating his independence of what

others might tinnk or say, a quahty of character that he diqilayed in his

years of developmg tui extensive busmess at a time when it was not common

for a Fdipino to strike out on his own

Incidentally, if you are looldng for an accountant in your office, you

cannot make a mistake by comparing his handwriting with this plate, be-

cause there is no dishonesty here, and the mentahty revealed is parbcularly

suitable to that field

George F Jowett, whose handwnting is plate 62, was a Canadian

woodsman and wrestler when he began contnbuting to *e Boys’ Magaane

during my editorship Geoige always wrote his manusenpts in penal, and

almost without a punctuation mark, but what he said made enough sense

to justify the time spent in editing his articles Study his flat-topped letters,
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George F Jom& Cmidun woodsman, wrestler and phvsical cnlture
mstructor who became world-bmoos

Tigotons Georee. F Jowett you see the signs of
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not just the ‘’mV’ and “n’s" but even the “s” is broad and rounded Hu
d-stems did not have any height to them at all, and I never knew a man
who cared less what others thought of him Every word he wrote, however,

was part of a picture just as if he had been bmlding a house Every dieoty

fitted into place. Futhcrmorc, he wrote enthunasbe copy, so that the boys

who read his articles on how to build up muscle and health felt like gomg

out and doing something about it He was thnfty, never wasted a cent that

I knew of, and was friendly, kindly and sympathebe His emotional slant

shows this, but it does not reveal generosity Instead, George was careful,

not a spender, nor a waster

• SELF RELIANCE ILLUSTRATED
There is another point which you can easily find for yourself He set

his goal a long way ahead Instead of being satisfied wifii his accomplish-

ments in Canada, he looked ahead at that which body buildmg could do

for him in the future The United States looked hke a b^ field widi thou-

sands of young men who would be interested in building strong and muscu-

lar bodies, so he came over from Canada, found a sponsor, and prepared

a course that was for a long time offered by one of the great home study

schools in this country, and then set up in business for himself There is

one other trait in this handwiting that you may weU make part of jwr

understanding of grapho analysis The word “Canada" is carefully nnde^

scored, although not shown in this plate This means self reliance and you

will learn a great -deal more about it in the next chapter

Summing hun up, George jowett had a habit of thinking slowly, carfr

fully, he was not wasteful, he was independent in all of his tokmg m

quite naturally independent in his actions because he acted as he thought

He was enthusiastic, with a sufficient amount of enthusiam so that ne

inspired others to follmv his lead His t-bars were not weak, b^t^g

had a clearly defined goal, and knew where he was going If he Im^t

been interest m body building, he might have b.^ a buildw

or bridges, or might have chosen anyone of several other todes ^
fessions^d he would have gone far because he had the thinking habits

lead to success

ago must have had a great oeai lo y
t,. devoted a con-

. » *1— rfnrv of his life for a popular magazme he uevoicu

mfluenccdhim,andg^vehnncou^ tos
ordinary talent m
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in body buildup, until his studio in New York became one of die most

famous m Amenca You will often find men and women with more than

one talent, who will center all their efforts on one line. Ofhers who are

hig^y talented scatter thdr enei^es, tiymg to make a success in each field

They rarely accomphdi their ambitions, because die days are not long

enou^ The van>talented individual rarely has the time to cultivate all of

the possibihties that they have naturally, but jumping from one thing to

another they fail to bring any one to full fruition

As you become more and more familiar widi die pnndples m dus book

you will be able to do more and more examining of handwriting. Friends,

and strangers will ask you to look at their handwritmgs, and tell them what
you find. Do it. Do it carefully and do it truthfully. You never know
when you will be hdpmg a man like Klein find himself, never know vdien
you will be givmg him the encouragement he needs to push forward and
achieve success.

here IS a word of warning. You wdl sometimes

?thr„
^ handwntmg. Tell the truth as you find it. wLi you

self^^3?®w
" ” ™P“-®«“i‘iveness or lack of faith in one-

not get credit for telling the truth, on pomts where you am accurate

on,, hm
specimen for example is plate 64 This is die writma of a

not br,^
magmfic^dy built, but he was iLcle,

he waTLirni^fl!,
He had showmanship, because

gave ev^SrS hS tTh^ ” appmdate applaum, but he

whose handwnting you have ecamin^ ^ *** swimming starung you nave oeanuned, he was interested in just one thing -
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tL' • '
c

Flats 64 A snecessfiil "strong nun" whose hamhnitiog shows him to be i

non-thinker

alert
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lus body stiengdi and his ability to demonstrate it for pubhc approval He
was not even dirifty, so that he would not have voluntarily saved money

for lus old age His strength, his ability to swing men around in the air

wlule diey hdd onto his long hair, was his hfe Study, readmg, culture or

any other interest was not shown in his writmg, and it was not shown in

his life He loved the applause of the crowds. He ate, slept, and put on

his strong man act, and did it over and over, day after day He has no

other interest.

Finally we come to ^e signature of one of die greatest of the world’s

fi^ten

If you have been a Dempsey fan, or if any one m your family has

talked about Jack as a great sportsman, this signature may give you an
interesting slant on the man The mverted ‘Vs" are prominent There is

no "e” Further, die base ‘Vs” are prominent Jack was an explorer, a
man who foimd out, and analyzed what he learned His final on the “k"
shows great decmveness But the “p” does not show physical-mindedness

or a deep inner desire for physical activity. Instead, there is initiative in

die finidi of the letter, but the lower part is not a loop at all Jack Dempsey
nug^t have been a merchant, a busmess man—and diat is encdy what he
has always been

Jack Dempsey’s writing does not show a love of fighting as a ^ort,
but as a busmess, approached the same as any other buaness He had the
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determination to cany thni, the persistence to complete any undertaking,

and the decision to come to a pomt of action, and thm go ahead His \nde

open “a” reveals frankness, and the signature as a whole » that of a man
with a remarkable nund for leammg and using what he learned

In the days when every vaudeville billmg had a strong man posuig or

performance act, one of the most clever was the remarkable show put on by

Glevio Massimo It was far more than a strong man act It was art, pure

and simple In a full dress suit Massimo came out on the stage with his

viohn He was the possessor of far more than average techmque. As you

study his handwntmg you can see how preasely he bungs his finish stroke

on each letter down to die line Give parbcular attention to how he brings

his “mV and “nV right down to the line, and how he qiaces his letter

structures His music m itself wsu worth a place on the show tnll, and dien

Plate 67 Oevio Msssimo as a strong man. after putting awajr his violin
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n^/

Plate 68 Both muse and flair for physical activity is shown in this hand-

wntang of Qcvio Massimo

he would leave the stage and return stripped to trunks His mtiscular show

drew loud applause, and the combination of music and muscle made him

one of the greatest artists of the vaudeville stage

In this speomen there are only two “p’s” but they both show the dis-

tmet flair for phydeal acbvity that influenced his younger days At the

time this plate was wntten he was a member of the police force in an

eastern dty—a job where phydeal activity is still important, and where lus

love of mude may easily help him to reach and help those young men who
find life’s problems so very difficult This handwriting of a man long past

his early show days is a picture of the man when he was viewed by hundreds
of thousands of ardent fans His mude is still in his handwntmg His love

of physical activity is still plain, completing in his wntten page the story
told in his photographs made a long time ago

llTien Alan Stephan won the Mr. America title he had two powerful
assets m dealing with the pubUc He had a marvelous build coupled with
the fact that he was handsome, but his handwritmg shows he had something
inuch more important He had human appeal His emotional slant reveals
that he was warm-hearted, friendly, and along with these his upper loops
show a highly developed sense of philosophy He put it this way in the
specmien of writing he sent me for analyds

;

“Th^ IS an old saymg ‘A healthy peasant is better than a sick
king It is an old saying, but It IS a true one Few people in this
^pebhve old world of ours can make a success of themselves if
they must fight the obstacle of poor healdi.



PiATB 70 The emotioiul slant of this handwnting along with the upper loops

show a highly developed sense of philosophy
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“Some people are pven a better physique or a stronger vitality by

inheritance—ofliers have to vrork for *em But all of us, if we

follow the rules of health, can increase our own chances for

Success, Happiness, and Better Living These rules are ample

ones. Good Exercise; good food; good sleq>; good habits; good

dioughts

“They are the same rules you and I want to follow all of our Life

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 6

(Gonect answers for this examination will be foundm the back of thebook )

In this chapter you have had some very important principles to use,

not only in measuring friends, but in determining the abihty of an employee.

Grapho analysis is usable It is not merely a pastime like reading cards,

but a seienra that Will produce the same results in the hands of an analyst

m Australia, South Africa, Canada or the United States An analyst does

not guess because these prinaples have been tested and proved so many

times that you can depend on them

The more yon leam and use them the more certam you will be that

you can depend on what you find from a handwnting by usmg these rules

that are based on the structure of each mdividual letter. Letters rarely

look alike but you do not need to find letters that look alike in order to

analyze a handwritmg and get results For instance, m this chapter you

learned about writing clogged with mud, or heavily loaded with ink You

discovered that such writing, regardless of whether it had sharp or rolling

curves for “m’s" and “nV or closed or open "a’s" and “o’s" The letter

that is muddy is not important It is the accumulated ink that registers

the sexy diaracter.

You are not being asked to apply these rules blindly. They are being

used all over the world The writing may be in French, Itahan, or English

The language does not matter The color of the ink has nothing to do with

strokes The color of the paper has no beanng on your findings. It may
be blue, green, pink or purple; the color does not matter. It is the strokes

within the writing that are important

EXAMINATION
1 . Does Specimen “J” in Chapter 4 show sensuality?

Yes No
2 . . Check your reason or reasons below,

a. Slants fak to the richt.

b Circle letters are clogged with ink.

, c. Edges of mant of the strokes are fuzzt.
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3 . . Does the small “p” m Specimen “M" in Chapter S show initi-

ative?

Yes No
4 . . Check the important part of the letter that shows physical

mindedness,

a. Long loner retraced stem.

h Loner portion of the utter is looped

c The up-stroke moves sharplt to the right instead of

RETRACING OR CREATING A LOOP.

5 If the lower loop is very large, what tall be the effect on physical

activity?

a. Greater b. Less.

6 . Of the following statements, which are most beneficial to an

accountant?

a. Large nriting.

b Pride

c Writing nith mant inverted “v’s".

d Writing nith mant v-bases.

e Writing that is cronoed or cramped.

f Mant letters such as “m” and “n" made nith rounded

top,

7 . What does a short-stemmed “d” mean^

a Pride.

b Care about details

c Independence

d Sensuauty.



CHAPTER

Your Handuritiiig can

Change You
AN AMAZING DISCOVERY ABOUT CREATING A
NEW PERSONALITY. HOW BILL CHANGED.
WHAT GRAPBO ANALYSIS SAYS ABOUT THE
AUTHOR.

“Grapho analysts tell us about our weak points but no one tells us

how to correct them If we can change our wnting will it change us? Will

we be able to overcome our weak pomts if we change our writmg^"
Thousands of men and women m all walks of hfe have a^d me, and

asked other profesdonal grapho analysts, this question Twenty-five years

ago It seemed like an impossible order, but it was worfliy of cmnsideratum,

exploration and expenmentaticm Would it be possible, I asked myself, to

work in reverse, changing first the wnting with file hope of diang^g the
writer’s character^ Now the answer can be given very surely with a certam-
ty that you can change your character if you follow certain rules At the
same time there is need for a word of warning

Do not try to change your entne wnting wifii any idea of chan^g
your character traits all at one* It takes time to build a character. You
began m your crib, and you have been caeatmg your personality which is,

afto all, your character ever since If you' suddenly change your writing,
makmg sharp pointed mverted Vs” for your "mV and "nV, and start
ocossuig your t-bars wifii heavy speedmg strokes, and start makmg heavy
down strokes on your “g-s”, and "jV, all at one time in order to
^ee up your thinkmg ability, strengthen your purpose and build en-
thusias^ and also become more determined you may easily be for
a psychiatric ward It takes months of careful guidance under the super-

117
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, waon of a professional grapho analyst to make any great number of rhang.,

and they must be made slowly

• CHANGING HANDWHITING WILL CHANGE PERSONALITY
However, there is one trait that you can huild for yoursdf without

running mto any senous danger If you are one of those shy, hesitatmg

individuals who lacks self-reliance, you can build your own self-rebance,

with reasonable safety Before we go into how to do it, let me give you

two mcidents out of life The first is out of my own life, and it was impoiv

tant in the research necessary to establish the fact that changing hand-

writing will change the mdividuaL

Even after World War I, I was not a pusher Actually most people

who knew me probably THOUGHT I was afraid Many yean later I met

a lady who knew me before World War I and she asked me what I did,

and I tned to explain it to her “Well, you may be telling the truth,” she

said, “but as I remember you, if you’d been a frog I’d never have bet on

your making the water.”

However that may be, after World War I a job was offered to me

where I had to be responsible for considerable sums of money This was

a new experience We went to the bank, and the teller gave me die

signature card to sign To this day I remember how I hesitated Up to

tWs tone 1 had been very proud of my penmanship, and had followed the

cue of my favorite handwnting teacher who was rated as one of the world’s

best Charlie Ransom, author of the Ransomenan system of handwnting.

Plats 71 Sienatate of M N Bunker et time he gteaUy admind the

showman-foundn of the Rsnsonienan system of fauidwnting
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always made two smn^g drcles about die last diree letters of the Ransom,

and I had developed the habit of writing my own name in the same way,

armlar to plate 71 These flourishes inddentally mean showmanflup, and I

was makoig them because I admired Ransom, who was certainly a show-

man He ted won the world’s first prize for a set of penmanship lessons,

and he used that as the basis for building the greatest school of penmanship

long before World War I

That day at the teller’s window I knew subconsciously that I was going

to discard those floundies Then I created a new agnature tiiat was to be

my trade mark for more than twenty years As I completed my name, I

held the pen steady for a couple of seconds, and then wrote the heavy

underscores that you find m plate 72 I had made a discovery, but £d
not leahze it until many years sifter.

No matter how much of a fearful, hide-behmd-the-door individual you
are, you can add underscores to your agnature, Md you will get results in

increased self-reliance Before you undertake to msJce the change, however,
let me tell you of just how it works in actusJ hfe

At the time of World War II a mao whom I diall call Bdl, because
that was not his name, was fortunate enough to gsun sm amusement con-
cession near a huge army camp When the wsur was over, if wars are ever
wr, he suddenly found himself wifli a hundred thousand dollars after
inconie tax As far as Bill was concerned, one hundred thousand dollais
was tidies He had at one time more money than he had ever dreamed of
having, and because he felt good about it, others soon knew about it

When you get rich you will find tiiat the man with money always has
friends, and will also always have diances to double his money if he wdl
j*ust advance some to finance a man who has an idea but no Bill
found he bad fnends, and they had opportumties for him to invest m t**"'-
TOtious enterprises and double his money while he slept Bill was nch, and
e temembe^ the days when he had needed financing so he a

teanaer wAout any brakes Ten thousand here, and five thousand tiiere.He was suddenly a partner in a dozen enterprise^ none of whidi zoomed
qiae as qmckly as their promoters had dreamed they would. So Bill
foHowed through and advanced a httlc here and more there until the day
this madent occurred ^

Bill WM really a great chap to know. Gracious, friendly a sood con-

«Kl dt «id tdl «« h™ ha laioL ™,Id
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• $100,000 GONE
His car was perking along perfectly when we left home, but half way

to our destination, some&ing went out. Repair men had to give service, and

the check Bill wrote was arotmd fifty dollars He did it readily, and we

went on, checked in at the hotel, with rooms connected by a short hall

That hall is important, because sifter 1 had wsuhed up I went down that

hall to Bill’s open door He was at the desk wnting, and looked up with

the whitest face a man could have “I guess God sent you,” he said "Do

you knmv I was just sitting here wnting Kitty a not^ and if you hadn't

come in they would have picked me up off the sidewalk m another ten

minutes
”

Bill had wntten a check without funds m the bank He had invested

his hundred thoussmd, and none of the investments had paid off He was

disappointed, his faith in himself gone From the joy and thnil of being a

millionaire he was broke and he could not take it

It was not a time for pretty speeches, and he kept repeating that he

could not go ahead He was wLpped He was broke He had made ho

hundred thousand by a lucky chmice He suddenly realized iti and was

convinced that he had no chance to ever have a second lucky break

"AH nght, Bill,” I said, “y°“’M ^ “Y
I’ll wager that you can build enough self-reliance in two weeks diet you

ivill never again consider suiade
”

Bill nodded He would make a try at whatever I suggested

His note to Kitty gave me the information about brni that I ne^

His t-ban were as light as they could be His "Bill” was nothmgmuch ba

an apology He had made his money merely by havmg been foituM

enough to tie up with a man who had self-rehance, and ^hoJnw what

wanted Bill had not actually made his hundred thousand He hadm^
shared m the pot because he was honest, and his partner had ™
to count the mcommg money, and keep the operation

Bill was not a financier, and he would never haw^
been honest, and willing to work Even then he had taken the

share of the profits from the entertainment venture
„j„,tandi!et

Here K what I told him to do You can do it Youcandoi 8«

results

Take an ordinary scratch pad and a soft lead penal dat

through the paper when you press hard in
mfce the

Then write this sentence erossmg Ae t-bm Y> ^ ^
“t” or as you complete Ae word m which Ae »

,ust as you

word After you have completed Ae sentence,
^jer the

ordmanly doi and make two, Aree or more heavy cross-ban un
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signature You have an lUustration of the principle as I gave it to Bill

Bradley
. , ,

Repeat this exercise thirty times each night, ]ust brfore you go to

sleep Do not sKp one mght, and then try to make up for H tiie next Do

It every nigh^" I told Bill He promised he would

A wedt later he dropped into tiie office and reported. “You know it

me sick at my stomach about the third xught," he said, “I had to ^t

up and get a drmk of ice water One or two ni^ts I had to take an aspirm.

It was doing sometlung to me, but Tve stuck to it now for ten days, and

it is dcnng something to me.”

Plate 7} A tested exetose for building up your self-esteem

Bill was correct He attempted too much of a change at one time

He was trymg to build two traits of character, and one was enough How-

ever, he did not suffer senously, and he is a success today No more smcide

in the picture, no mote feehng that he is a failure. However, a graduate

grapho analyst would take the program slowly, adjusting the changes to

fit the individual wnter's needs My eiqierience with Bill was under the

pressure of realizing that somethmg had to be done

If you beheve that all of this is just a phantasy, imd that changmg

handwntmg will change the writer, discuss with any competent psychiatrist,

and he will explam the pnndple He may say that you mig^t find it

difficult to get results, but when you have tried it, and found that it is

effective, you will have proved the truth of the pnndple for yourself

Indeed, you will be using die same pnnaple that I wrote mto the first

textbooks I ever prepared I pass it on to you Do not beheve a principle

just because you sm it in pnnt A great many false tiieones find thdr wav
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into type Take every grapho analysis nil^ leam it, use it, test, and prove

It Then it will not matter what becomes of this book You will know
• MAKE HASTE SLOWLY

After you have tested this pruiaple in connection with buildiitg self-

rehance you may be tempted to undertake other changes in your hand-

writing. You may succeed, but I caution you to move slowly When it

comes to actually changmg your character, makmg genuine changes, you

must be careful I learned in my early days of testing that these changes

must be attempted and made slowly I£, for mstance, you were to attempt

to increase your thinking speed and comprehension, at the same tune

strengtfaeomg your will power, and possibly attempting to overcome

stubbornness, you might easily run into trouble In my thuty years of

experience I have found it easy to do a great deal of damage to your fliink-

mg processes tmless you attempt changes slowly, and know enou{^ about

graphn analysis to select and use changes that will not create complications

You ace safe, however, m practicing flie underscore You are certain

to benefit and there are no contrary forces to worry about. Go ahead and

use the simple rule that you have here It may give you courage to get a

better job, or to meet an emergency It worked for Bill It can work for

you It had produced for me, before I reaheed what I had done, when

I changed that signature so many years ago

You may have one question here that has been asked by so many

of men and women on coming m contact with grapho aralysis

for the first time They have wanted to know. "Will my handwnting diange

Your wntmg wdl change as you change. I nsk the dangw S

too much about myself when I show you some of my

as they have dccurmd over a penod of at least half a ^
you Sve the signature that I lost that day ’^hen

^^
hank Plate 72 IS the change I made You may find the fa t

St change not only when sigmng che^, but J
Me andm permanent agnature from that day. mteresUng There was

s^t mclmation to turn back to the
habits for

^•nus signature mmamed a part of my „„ to,

more than thurty years In the early

to take Ae abuse, and cndcism SSX analysu took

days of grapho analysis skeptics w o ^ ^ p^pho

refuge m Aar cribasms in tdtog
onnciplM, but some mystic

analysis was not a subject
^ ^ ^ as akm to fortune telling,

powa that I had found wiAm mysdf, that

STreaAng, and sooAsaying generally
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Plate 74 This is the way sigoatuie of M N Bunker changed after the

leidiaation that what people thought about him was unimportant

Some figured out to ther ovm setssfaction diat I had developed some

tmique bit of magic and that the whole thing was a bit of conjunng In

my research it was only natural that those who were above reproach should

condemn the associates that were necessary to know people Cnmmals do

not fill out questionnaires m order to give you details about themselves and
how they tiunk Therefore, it was necessary to know criminals, become their

trusted confidante in order to undentand how they thought, and how those

thoughts were translated mto pen strokes and combmations of strokes

• SEX AND HANDWRITING
When I began my explorations mto handwriting as it reflected sex

desires and appetites, it was necessary to know prostitutes, rapists, homo-
sexuals Oh, there were all sorts and kinds of men who trusted me, and with

whom it was necessary to nungle on a free and easy basts

There were many mghts I slept in the room with a sex criminal, many
times without danng to trust my eyes to more than close All of this be-

cause if I were to understand the individual it was necessary to know him
as he was

This led to criticism, sometimes abuse that to a sensitive man became
a burden—and in those days I was sensitive Finally, the realizabon that
what people fliought about me and my research was unimportant It was
die job I did diat counted The day diis fact wag driven home on my
subconscious mmd, my signature changed, and plate 74 took the place of
the underscored signature The “k” in die body of my signature developed
a huge hump or upper hump, which m time I was to find revealed complete
indifference to criticism

A lata signrtute of the author, M N Bunker. The message yourmind sends through your nervous system controls your handwnting
^ ^
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It IS said chat cvety man has deep-rooted deans, things he wants to

do and which seem impossible of achievement, possessions that seem as

unattainable as a tnp to the moon All my life I have traveled by railroad

tram, bus, automobile, and finally by plane It has been nothing to sleep

one night in New York, the next in Montgomery, Alabama, or New Orleans,

and nding ail night to be in Seattle the next day. It has been necessary if

T were to know people, and get the answers to what their wnting told

about them Many a day has rolled into a second without sleep Through

all of this one desire has held on with a gnp diat nothmg could diake. I

wanted a home, a place to call my own As this desire grew, another

signature developed This is plate 75

It IS entirely possible that my signature will change again It is just

as possible, if my life had been a placid one, filled with getting up in the

morning, going to the ofiScc, keeping books or tyjring letters all day long,

my signature might not have changed But it has, and changmg it has

reflected the changes in my pattern of thinking I know this So if your

wnting changes, do not worry about it Your mmd is merely sending a

different set of messages through your nervous system to the part of your

body that controls the wnting instrument It is not necessarily your fingers

In a later chapter you will learn that the wnting of those who hold the pen

staff with their teeth and lips, or bctiveen the stubs of arms can ®ho te

analyaed as effectively as though they held the pen or penal between the

fingers

For a long time senous medical men have recogniaed that ch^g« m-

mcntal condition show in the ivntmg of the patient Srore, possibly him-

dreds of grapho analysts have found this is true Indeed, many

analysts without medical trairang havp worked effectively with law raf^

menrofficers, and medical spedalisfs in giving them the facts revealed about

'""whe^th.s I'H™? It IS only natural that the whole

both
At any rate, these two fellows were as
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It gave lum confidence that he could profit by even small time tlueveiy,

paddmg bills, because he had die confidence that he could get away with it.

His handwnfing did not show a brilliant mind, and for a long period of

riitip- he was watched as he betrayed the confidence of an assodate who
trusted him Then, without wanung the sdf-confident young man who
had used his self-confidence to bolster his Ufe of narrow views, misrepre-

sentation, even fraud, found himself out in the cold without a angle chance.

That was self-confidence built on a sandy foundation.

The other one of the two had much the same experience He built

self-confidence, wifii an even more selfish, stmgier attitude, and though he

was not fiirown out he would have fae^ if he had not had the common
sense to get out just before the ax felL Therefore check your own motives

Consult a grapho analyst if you will, but do not try to build self-confidence

unless you have a character that will justify it. Odierwise your newly

developed trait may dnve you mto a comer where you will suffer not be-

cause of grapho analyris, or the fact that you have gained sdf-ccaifidence,

but because your general character structure was one that would not cany
such confidence

The chap who has the self-confidence to think that he can scheme and
work to steal, and betray and rum gets the rewards of diose characteristics,

and because he is self-confident about it, multiplies his results from the other
traits—and they ate rarely good.

EXAIIONATION FOR CHAPTER 7
If you have used the ptmaple explained in this chapter you have

gamed It is possible that you may be self-reliant, not afraid. If this is die
case, you are fortunate A majority of people are afraid. They may not
have the slightest idea what they fear, but they are afraid Cornered, they
will admit it

The principle m this chapter is easily tested and produces results Just
a few weeks ago Jimmie who has alivays run away from school, a job or
anything else m life he found difficult, was given the simple exercise. At
first he forgot every other night and then tried to make up for lost time
by domg the exerase twice as many tunes in order to make boffi his mari-
mum and minimum as mstructed.

When he discovered diat such slip-shod methods did not work, he
settled down and stock to his exercise every night That was less than ax
weeks ago and he is doing better on his job He is not nearly as ready to
quit or pve up in die face of emergenaes

You have no test for this chapter, but mstead, are asked to try the test
of self reliance Prove for yourself the difference in thirty days But re-
member, every m^t you must do the exerdse, not once in a while. likejimmy you will soon see die reasons for regularity and will benefit from it



CHAPTER

HandHiifmg Reveals

the Famous
FAMOUS PRESIDENTS AND THEIR WIVES:

HERBERT HOOVER, GROVER CLEVELAND,

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT, THEODORE AND
FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT, JAMES A. GARFIELD.

MRS. THEODORE ROOSEVELT, FRANCES
CLEVELAND, MRS. HERBERT HOOVER, BESS

TRUMAN,MAMIEDOUDEISENHOWER. OTHERS,
INCLUDING EDWIN BOOTH, WENDELL PHIL

UPS, BEATRICE HARRADEN, THE AUTHOR OF

••CURFEW SHALL NOT RING TONIGHT*, FON-

TAINE FOX AND TOONERVILLE TROLLEY;

OTIS SKINNER, EMILE COUE, REV. CHARLES

COUGHUN, WHITTAKER CHAMBERS, AND

ANDREW CARNEGIE.

You hve every day of your life as part of *e greatest show in all

history. You wake up and hstai to long political speeches on your radio,

you hear the neighbors quairelmg m the neat apartment

making up the next You listen to evangelists who make every

rpublic speakere to stir your emouons, and you listen to and waUh (he

^'^***y^f*^ and countless other actors touch your hfe e^

miAt be changed if yon could only see how mcy

126
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their various emotional appeals Then you would know them^ and could

value or devaluate them accordmg to liie true man or woman who is back

of the decorative curtam

You can have this knowledge You CAN You have already had

numerous keys which will be worthless unless you use them You have

learned to deteimme the emotional nature of a wnter—and as you go

through life you will find many qieakers who seem to be highly emotional,

who sUr your own feelings, who are merely puttmg on a show, and are deep

witlun themselves cool, calculating

• GMPHO ANALYSIS HELPS YOU REALLY UNDERSTAND PEOPLE
When you know, you will not need to worry about what someone says

about someone else It may be someone in the pubhc eye, or it may be one

nei^bor talkmg about anotiier With grapho analysis you will know, and
knowing you will be safe m drawing your own conclusions, and making
your own plans You will be protected against phony sales appeals, regard-

less of whether they are rehgious, pohtical, or a matter of offermg you a
chance m a lifetime to buy somethmg that really has no value to you—but
which the sales promoter is glossmg over with appeals, while underneath
he is planning to take you

It will not be necessary for you to distrust someone because his hair
IS curly, or believe that the woman across the back fence is a thief just

because she was in your hvmg room a few minutes before your purse dis-

appeared from the coffee table If you have her handwntmg you will know
positively whether she can be a thief All day long you will have protection,
and much more important each day will be filled with a new appreciation
of the people with whom you come m contact, regardless of whether that
contact IS over radio, your telephone, in your own kitchen or office

In exactly the same way you can know your ancestors, and the people^
men and women, who have made history, m music, art, literature, pohtics
You can check back and understand the people who are gone, and who

teiindedJS^ o’* ood 0*. showuig
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PlATB 77 Gnwcr Oe«
liod Ai»J}US of liu ng-
nituic beiB out vint Ji»

toiy knows of his notiin

For example, short d stems

show his independence

by their activities have, in some way or another affected your daily living

today Grapho analysis malces all of this possible, and the more you leam,

and the more you use what you leam, the more quickly you can read an

old letter found in your atUc, and know the penonality of the wnter, or

examine a history b^ with the signature of some famous man or woman

and know something about the wnter as he lived, affected the lives of

others, even down to the present tone

Here, for instance, is the signature of Heibert Hoover, the man who

bore the brunt of the blame for the depression of the 30's Hus signature

gives a very interestmg picture of the man, not merely as the chief executive

of the Umted States government, but the man The tall plam capitals

shoiv a man wnthout fear, but one who would not cross the street to attrart

attention The well-rounded “o's" diow amazmg breadth of wew mr^
to other people and fheir nghts Although Mr Hoc^known to

^
Amencans as a member of the Quaker faith, he would eerily ^

prejudiced in regard to othei people’s religions or pohtics This is verified
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by the two well-rounded “e’s”, the first one in the last half of the “Herbert”,

and die second in the “Hoover’’. However, one of the “e’s” is closed, show-

ing that he was capable of having a closed mind on matters of a personal

nature When you take the three “e’s” you have the major evidence in

favor of broadmindedness He was something of a dreamer, and very much
a creator. You have already learned the value of the flat top Vs”, and

well rounded “n’s”, and Herbert Hoover had the flat topped Vs” of an

engmeer He was a simple, qmet man, confident rather than weal^ and

economists who are untinged by political prejudices admit today that

Hoover had nothing to do with the depression. No more than you or I,

and as an engineer he lacked the ability to do the dramatic thing to take

the minds of tiie people off their financial problems

Well before Hoover there was Grover Cleveland, with wide open “o’s”

and the open “d”, who ivas perfectly frank, and had the abihty to stir emo-
tions m others because he was personally a highly responsive emotional man
His short-stemmed “d” registered his complete indifference to what others

might think of what he did or said, while the very short points on the “n"
reveal that he was not a student Instead he formed surface opinions, based
on surface knowledge, and with such knowledge possessed the emotional

appeal to sdl Ins ideas to others

Plate 78 Compact sigaa-
hjre of Wilham Howard
Taft shows his cooserva-
tisro

William Howard Taft was a man who expected to rule The slant of
the final stroke m the capital “t”, and the last stroke in his signature both
show a detire to tell others what to do. His compact writing revealed his
ronservatism He was not a man to throw away a dollar, while the initial
ook Aat^occurs m the capital "W” shows a strong desire to possess The

small ‘m’ reveals an eager desue for knowledge, which, of course, was
by his appomtment to the Supreme Cour^ where he was for years

the Ciuef Justice

Tw Roosevelts served as President, and though Frankhn D held the
office for three full terms and was elected for a fourth, he did not havem more of an appeal to the voters than his distant cousm Theodore hadm ms day The only difference was that Theodore foUowed the precedent
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of only tvro teims for a President of die United States, and Franklin D
broke the precedent Both men loved to talk Their nei^bois could have

easily classed them as "mouthy”, both were hig^y emotional in their ap*

peal to the public, but here the difference began to show

Theodore was more of a waster dian Franklm D , whose handwntang

showed his very genume absence of generosity or freedom m regard to

Plate 79 This signitiue of Theodore Koosevelt wontd indicate that the wnter

of it was talkative and emotional

q«»ndine Cntics of Fiankhn D have pmnted out that though he spent

money lavishly m government operabon, he was not qiending his own

money His signature shows concludvcly that those critics were n^t

Franklin D. Roosevelt was not a generous man He was a dreamer, with a

vast amount of personal pnde that at times reached the point of near.vamty

On the other hand, Theodore did not give a contmental whether pec^le

liked what he did or not That short “d” in “Theodore” shows his complete

indifference to convention or customs

Franklm D possessed one trait that his hiographen have missed almort

completely Coimnentators, politicians, histonans smee hu death have all

commented on his unusual abdity to catch and follow

before others sensed it. Tb^ was natural Ei^im Je
letter

m lO’tS fehanter II. plate 10) when I made his grapho analysis

sense or the ability to feel what people were thinkmg before tb^^
consaous of their own thoughts or desires This made him a mm r p

Ccian, not super mtelhgent, because his handwriting Ates not r^l i

^
He was a weak-willed, actually purposeless

psyeS sense caught the drift of feelmg, and then he was determined

carrying ^ actions caught the public

Where Theodore id not cm
everything possible to focus

fancy. Franklm D ^ peculiarly selfish, but contrary to the

that light on hmm^ In to he wasp^W ^^ ^ ,t„b^

insistence of many of
^J^3er reason he would not adimt

He was opinionated, md
all history shows tot to

defeat He *'f;Sra stand, will not admit tot he «
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® ^ nun, was correct

(

™^e-^ce «a

“dytowt *^‘“*«<rfthe]wS '* 9«'feld. however,

*« the cap!^AT “ ““y *®«» WeW '™*

Roosevelts °»8anMer, a trait that was not
“^*®“8h not

Hesvasrait
of either of the

"othinginore •’'fii'ant man Th^ „„.

'^hose V’ and %>•
“ ®™panson to Wilham

prjrtr “S'
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Summing up this evidence as it was written by each man about him-

self, there is nothing to identify an unusually strong character, or man of

unusual ability so that the old joke about the average Ameiiom looking

forward to the time when his son may be president is not to be discouraged

Indeed, the average president has been just an average man, and as as

leader of the United States has been just as subject to mistakes as any man

in a lesser plane of mfluence With the exception of William Howard Taft

and Herbert Hoover, all of these men were strongly responsive to emotional

appeals, and so capable of appealmg through their own emotions to the

emotions of the great mass of voters

MHa.THBODOKB RooMKvnT

Piatb 82 Mb Thsodote

Roosenit Slitrp poinM
ts and wedgesnspri m*
Old n's mdiate bnllMiKe

KXICUTIVK MANtilON.

WABHINCTON .

^9 1 .

- w A

/SittA 0“^^

Plats 83 Xl»e hindwnting rf^ Giwer

n^ mind than that of ber husband

Clereland indicates that she had
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Their wives, too, are interesting not merely because they were wives of

presidents of the country, but because, as every wife is well aware, the wife

has an influence on her husband and what he does. Mrs Theodore Roose-

velt was a brilliant woman shown by her sharp pointed ‘¥s” and wedge

shaped “m’s” and ‘^V’. She was decisive, and just as independent as her

husband

Frances Cleveland possessed more of a learning mind dian her husband,

althou^ bis grasp of surface ideas was much quidcer than that of his wife

It was Mrs. Garfield, fliough, who had concentration as indicated by die

very small handwritii^. She could give her entire attention to one dung

at a time, and this litde spedmen of her writing shows that she was very

frank in all of her dealings with family, friends and even strangers

PUOB 84 Mts Junes A
Garfield's small hand-
vritmg indicates eottoeotta-

tion

You will find it interesting to compare the Hoover handwritings This

spedmen is part of an autograph, and reveals Mrs. Hoover’s high emodonal
response^ friendliness, warmth and brilliant mind. Study the m-points which
reveal her exploratory thinking, and the down-stroke showing determination.

85 Ion Heair Hoover (Jfa
Heibeit Hoover) reveals exploratorr
tmnfcmg m ber m-pomts and detenni-
nattoo in her dciwnstcokes
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PWTE 85 lotCtCStUtt SS'
lutoe of Ms Hsnv S
IhuDsn

^ Bess TVmnen and Mamie Dead EiKahonw mate an exceBent

teT^tT'**
chief office open to Americans BoftAow

explormgmm* a gename eagerness to leam, that has fitted them for
the tremendous work that is part of the job of being a Presidenfs wife

THK WHITK HOUtt

WASHINarON

Puts 87 Mis D. EiKsbower shows a sense of hooior m her bsni
wnang ss grren m tno signsture (Tharoqjb inslTsis is not poss^e fian s

sigasbue 00I7)

Mrs Eisenhoweris signature diows a stronger sense of humor Certunly

diere are few places in toetican life where sudi a trait js as valuable as it

is to the Furst Lady of the land

Presidents and thar wives aie> of course^ only a small part of our

Amencan hfe There have been bankets, doctors, busmess men, each of

whom has had a terrific impact on the country as a whole Each is worthy

of your study because after all each has had some infiuenoe on your Me

and the world in which you hve.

One of fire early finandal wzar* in America was Cfinton B Fisk,

v*o, according to this page, plate 88, was bo* a brdhant and a selfish man
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There are no generous strokes in this entne page, and the points indicating

keen coinprdienaon are kn^ and sharp.
^

Also he was an irritable individual, as well as a sarcastic one. The

irritabilit/ diows in the arrow-hke i-dots, the sarcasm is tiie knife blade-like

t-crosangs, but tiiere is something highly agnificant about these cross-ban

'fiSa. ^ ^\>S^x:sL.

OoSi ^6 Vik»4L (X

.W) CNvJL ^ uiStii \m. ^
.»dO V\|U5>WkjX».C^ ^

Plate 88 PiDuasl vnzsid, Qintaa B Fid^ shovs not one generous stroke in

this holograph Notace the amv-like i dots

Quite a good many of them are made like inverted basins Clinton B Fisk

was attemptmg to control his sarcasm, and so he bent his t-bars time and

again, just as you might attempt to bend a steel bar However, the Fidi

wiitmg does not show any real purpose in the t-bars They are light, so

tiiat you know, as you exanune the writing, that he was not a purposeful

man; rather he was selfish, brilliant, irritable, and naturally sarcastic, but

had made an effort, possibly only half-heartedly, to control tiie latter trait

One of the greatest of early American acton was Edwin Booth, brother

of Lincoln’s assassin As you examine his writing you will immediately re-

cogiuze the strong emotional response the man had for emotional situations

—a natural quality for a man who wsu to portray hi^ly emotional scenes

bade of the footlights The wnting does not reveal a bnlliant scholar, excqit

under pressure. Compare the sharp points of tiie "n*^* m "Edwin" with the

rest of the spedmen. The signature “n" shows remarkable comprehension,
but it is -tiie only place you will find it in this page note This is significant

Men who handle a tremendous amount of mental work frequently
reach the point where they skim over ordinary everyday activities, and do
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not cxerdse Aiar great mental capadhes However, when you find such

wiring, and other Imes of the same writing, or a signature that is as greatly

different as in this case you know diat the writer is merely skunming the

surface, and is actually exceedingly bnlliant It is a stnkmg fact that the

bnlhant individual will show fliat brilhance in any handvirriting that he

'Ll-

S mental make-up fct rejects

J j
somewhere in a page

e pubhc, and he will reveal lus ^ ^ ^ting seems

. needed to do so
that vou should in famess

This specimen is induded h^ to
evidence to draw

, the writing you will attempt to ^ ^en who had

0 honest condusion F« a J ^ys^ ^vould set ^em^vB up

sad a book of some kmd on
It cannot be d^

j analyze handwriting * , . ^le Edwm Booth signa^ 1^
ccunitdy For instance, if you had o^r me

^ the

- “
•rf i

xHnplete story, le, that ui
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was entirely indifferent, actually did not take the trouble to use his mind

on matters that he conadered unimportant

Wendell Phillips was an impassioned orator a hundred years He

was—but why discuss the man’s past^ You have his diaracter diown in

this five-line specimen, along widi his agnature. He, like Edwin Booth,

was capable of feeling and showing how he felt—and so capable of stirring

and Maying file fedings of others He was capable of mild enthuaasm.

The reason we know that his enthusiasm was not strong is because the long

t-bars are very h^t He could feel enthusiasm, but he had to d^end on

his emotional appeal to sbr his listeners

Plate 90 Wendell Phillips, famous ibiditiDmst, bad lopg t-bais but as tbey

ureR veiy light his enthusiasm was not strong

He lacked imaguiation, but he had a consistently eager mind when it

came to learning As he learned he had the abihty to take what he learned

and turn it into a message that was based on his capacity to stir the feehngs

of others He has three “e’s” made like the Greek “e”, showmg minor, but

not a dominant mterest in culture Combine this quahty, however, with the

frequent breaks between letters m words, and we know ffiat it was easy

for him to appreaate, and possibly write music or verse If you check the

man's history you will find that his speeches, and his life refiected both of
these traits, so that livmg now you can look back and understand the man
AS HE WAS while he was living, and making his part of lustory

• "SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIOHT”
When I was in the grades, many yean ago, our country sdiodl had

a hbrary of possibly a himdred volumes vriiich I read and re-read “Vanity
Fair", and the poems of Robert Burns, and many othen, but one volume
stood out in my memory, and though the book is long out of print, you may
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find it in an occasional Iibraiy. If you do, read “Ships that Pass m the

Night”, by Beatrice Hanaden It was a psychological not el, written long

before psychological not els ttcre thought abou^ and long ^ter reading

adulthood 1 offered rare book dealers $25 to get me a. copy The offer did

not bring results, but one day browsing in a Chicago book shop I found a

copy for forty cents, thereby saving twenty-four dollars and sxty cents

I\'hy did that story make such a lasting impression on my memory’

liOt us sec what the handwiiting of the author says about her Fust of all,

you will recognize the remarkable concentration This intengfies eveiy

t-v. yUyte ^

^
-WrC«-C. 3^- *»o

A .r

C,
tJuAw d» yr^ 6-^ tCL

ir trait shown, just as if you were usinga Mgh

ch of the
'-‘f8 Sm%mt Here and there

:
amount of wnimg that is

pagination never

will find a large but never ‘r^l5^a.JSe hkc te«ay

to its full use A high percatage o
Such writers ftequ®'*'

„ed figure B's. a sure sign of literary
drey

ucceed without any seernuig
py neks or dashes

e for weaving word patt^
but which reveal a consistent

collar onasprm^
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SnitiP of tbe “d’s” are looped, showing senntiveness, and of course the

concentration increases tiie aenativeness, but even the most liberal interpre-

tation of tire looped “d’s” will not give Beatrice Harraden more than a

jtuldly senative nature There is one trait that you have all the way tiirough

this writing tibat e9q[>l!uns the quiet calm of her story

There is an almost complete absence of emotionalism. The book left

a cool, qiuet, soothing effect. It told a story It did not have any message,

it was not an appeal to feelmg, but rather a story well told. That must

have been the reason that book made such an impression on the boy of

twelve who read it, re-read it and remembered it all through the years This

may be a free endorsement, for a book you may find entirely too late, but

if after a hard and distresdng day or weds, or longer penod in life, if you
can locate “Ships that Pass in the M^t”, it may give you relaxation that

you will not find in any book published in tiie lut half century

Another writer of the long ago who niade a name for herself in every
home m the land was Rose H. Hiorpe. Her name is not well remembered
But her “Curfew ShsU Not Rmg Tonight" was a favorite on public school
dosing days when Johnny or Mary stood before the room filled with parents
and loudly spoke a jnece—and that piece was the ballad that H
Thorpe wrote while still a school girl It was pubhshed in 1870 and from
a Detroit paper that used it the verses went all over America
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The slant shows emotional response, and appeal The letter structures

are dose together but ate evenly spaced, shovnng rhythm Your attention

is particularly to the way in which most of the ‘W and “d’s" are

Twaitp There is an upstroke, and then a downstroke that is well separated

from the upstroke When the two strokes are made as they are in this

XeW HtnJwnting at

dseet, the greet irtgi

ch gives jou e lenniK-

:
illustration <rfW

iinRftt cbancter ttwt

j Mk tKaf thp writer will not huffy $

specimen, you have positive evidm ^ j^tead,

JKates This d^ not
hurry The dant, the rhythm

Sar^i^Tprovide a basu for you

R. Wheder

Ella Wdc» was most
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popular romantic versifier m the early days of the 20th Century She was

read and admired all over the Western Hemisj^ere and in Europe. She

was extremely impulsive, a woman who humed all tiie time, who had a

bnlhant mmd, but never took time to relax Mis "Wilcox wrote me while

on shipboard bound for Germany “I deserve no credit for my success I

wnte because I must All her life my mother wanted to write verse Instead

die had the hard work of a Wisconsin housewife, with a family. She

worked, and I wnte because she wanted to do so People say that I am
wntmg sometlung that helps tiiem, that makes life happier for them, but

it IS my motiier who deserves the credit I do not
”

• PRACTICE REGULARLY TO GMN SKIU
You may find this spedmen mteresting, just to work it out for your-

sdf, and get your own analyses After all, you have had a great many
principles explamed to you and there is notfamg in tills writing that you
cannot handle. You can detemune how much of a learner Mrs Wilcox
was, you can tell whether she was sarcastic or domineering—and if so,

when You can detemune for yourself whether die was a frank, or inde-

pendent woman, and finally you settle for yourself whether her emotions
were deep or dioit-hved Do these tiungs for yourself, and you will gain
confidencem the rules you have studied

Your next two spectmens provide the work of two great artists, each
famous m his own field The first specimen is the writing of Landseer, the
great artist, whose wntii^ gives you a most remarkable illustration of one
particular character trait Study those cross-bars for tiic "Ys” ; long, sweep-
ing, the first exceedingly heavy, showing great force of will The second
h^ter, but each is made with a long bow-like stroke, which is proof of
great conscious self-control A professional analyst could take this page of
wnting and tell you exactly what the great artist was controlhng, but the
point of real value to you is that these two strokes illustrate m an effective
way how self-control is shown m cross-bars for the “ti’.

The second specimen is from my collection secured from one of the
great autogiaph dealers who have been locating qiecimens of rare hand-
wnting for me during the many years that grapho analysis has been de-
^oping The comic stnp artist, Fontame Fox is gone James Montgomery
Ftagg, who made tins drawng of Fox has been forgotten by all except our
oldsters, but the Fox handwnting still endures a permanent pcture of the
m&n, and how he thought and Marked

Give attention to the cross-bars of the ‘Vs". There are just two, and
toey reveal much that would have been unportant to anyone working with
the great ^ironist In case they did not understand the trait of
expressed by tiles? two t-bars, they might have run into trouble. Fontame
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Fox wanted what he wanted when he wanted it Both t-bais are written

well up on the stem, one of them almost at the top of the stem

The man was worldng toward a goal He was not exactly a dreamer

accordmg to the evidence m the last t-bar, but he was not a chap who sold

hunself short on what he could do As a result, he knew that he gomg some

place, and the wei^t of die t-bar is strong enough to show that he had a

very dear picture of where he was gomg When he wanted help he wanted

It Anyone worldng with him would have been better quahfied if he had

read Elbert Hubbard’s “Message to Garcia” with its terse message to the

young worker to get dungs done, and not stand around asking questions

These two t-bars within themselves giye^you a picture of an important

trait die artist had and which duecdy affected his associates, and those

around him Get it done Get it done now

Plate 95 Lone under-
scoting shows selr-iehsncem the signature of Otis
Shnner, great American
ector Tremendous capacity
for colorful expression
shown m this heavy wnt-
ing

r
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He may have been dommeenng, but he was also broad-minded, as his

well-rounded "e’s” show Both of die points on the two "s’s” are explora-

tory, showing an eagerness to learn, whidi the weight of the strokes in

"with” in partieular show a strong sense of color Keep in mind that m
using the word "color” the actual meaning is that he had a strong taste for

anything that appealed to the senses, colors, tones, odors, even the sense of

touch He would have preferred to touch something with a sensuous re-

action to picking up stones, but if die stones were bnlliant hued, he rmght

have found them interesting

The American theater never had a greater name than Ohs Skmner

You can find some of the reasons m this brief autograph Sometimes you

can get a great deal from only a few written words In other cases, because

there is not much in the writing, you need a full page or even pages to get

a clear picture of the wntcr's thir^ng and character

Ji

Smile Cone
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Otis Skinner was not afraid That long underscore shows his self-

rehance It is long, sweepmg, and grows heavier at the n^t of the long

stroke That indicates a man who was not only self-rehan^ but forceful,

overcoming obstacles The mcreasmg weight of the stroke has the same

value as Ihe long, sweeping t-bar &at grows heavier from left to n^t
There is increase of purpose, or force to overcome obstacles, or objection

Otb Skirmer's comprehension worked like a needle His i-dots show

imtabihty and his down-strokes reveal determination Otis Skinner was

self-reliant and the thmgs he started he would carry through because of his

determination

Right after World War I the western world was treated to a visit from

an eminent French psychologist whose books became household musts m
millions of homes His suggestion “Every day in every way I am getting

better and better” was repeated by hundreds of thousands of old and young
who beheved that the suggestion would set tiieir world n^t. This French
psychologist was Emile Cau£, whose handwritmg is excee^gly mteresting

because of his impact on the post war years in America As you examine
it you find that there is a preponderance of sharp upper points, and that the

base joinmgs between strokes are sharp wedges Actually Coud's writing

iwas largely a matter of Vs”, nghtside up and upside down You do not
need to read French to know that this man was brilliant, one who would do
endless research, who was not a dreamer, but a severe analyst of everythmg

Cordially yours

»

A-rt/ (uj y L.

Hsadwtiting of Falte Charles Coughlin, radio pnesl of the mid-

il" j
«nohonal scale this writing measures vertical to slightly tack-

hand, indicating a cool objectivity
’

he lewed Althou^ he was friendly, he was not an emotional extremist,
he Ad not plunge into any project impulsively nor rush headlong into any
oedsion It is interesting, isn’t it, to understand a man whose message youmy not be able to read, but whose picture of himself is so clearly defined
in Ills handwriting

Durmg the depression years of the 30’s there was no more vigorous

n 1
.°.

Clharles Goi^hlm, a Catholic pnest m a suburb of
xietroit His enemies called him a rabble rouser, his followers swore by him
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as a great man Let us see what his own signature reveals about bm First,

this writing is vertical, to slightly backhand Such wnters are cool, objective,

rather than impassioned And if they make high emotional appeids it is

because their judgment says it wiD be productive of results

Such wnters look after themselves, espeaally if there is no evidence of

generosity in the writing, and there is none in this signature The small “a”

and “o” are completely closed with ink The n-points are sharp, but they

arc exceedingly short The same sort of point is used for the V m
“Charles” The closed “e” in the first name is made mto a pomt, but it too

is relatively short, considering the height of the wntmg All of this evidence

shows that Charles Coughlin was a man whose information was gamed from

the surface rather than from scholarly research, and his messages were

studied appeals based on his own best interests He may have been an

advocate of many reforms, but this wntmg shows a man who was interested

in reforms for his own personal interest, not for the good of die world

After World War II most of the world was m a dither regardmg what

the Communists would or would not do Plate 98 is taken from a letter

wntten by a man who acted as a spy, turned reformer, and became one of

the most controversial figures in spy history of the 50’s The wn^ a

exccedmgly heavy Much of it is muddy Almost every circle is dosed.

Jl&M;

S'Jtjli b7««
«»«»«->«»»»**»““
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the water’s conduct He was too completely mdifferent to what others

might think and say to be hurt easily The vertical writing revealed a

writer who was ruled by self-mterest, who acted only in his own mterest

Hus would be true when he was a spy, and later when he confessed and

parddpated m an effort to reveal what he kneiv as a spy for Russia

Tius is the writing of Whittaker Chambers, one time a member of the

staff of TIME, the man involved most deeply in the Alger Hiss case that

has made spy history m a land where politicians, mimsters, teachers, and

busmess men ahke are subject to the stram of worry concerning a possible

next World War

You started this chapter with the study of a great engmeer, and now
you have the handwriting of a man responsible for scores of libraries across
the coun^—a man who was mighty in the steel mdustry m the early days,

r
accused of many bad traits by those who hated him, and

lauded by those who benefited by their deahngs with him You can make
your own discoveries about the man, and know him, not as his own age
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and generation loiew him, but as he was, and as he revealed himself in his

wnting almost a hundred years ago

It was the great British dramatist and author, Oscar Wilde, vho wrote,

"The one duty ive owe to history is to lewnte it" You will be redoing

history as you get an objective understandmg of Gam^e, one of the

svestem- world's first great milhonaires

First of all, he is not selfish, nor sdngy He was kindly, but not intense-

1) sympathetic He was not m any sense sbngy, nor selfish, but neither was

he generous His thmkmg was not diat of a great scholar, but a man who

skimmed the cream of mfonnation, and went ahead His wntiiig diows a

lery considerable development of imagmation that was never put to active

use He was broad-minded, with a highly developed sense of phUoscphy or

spintuahty He was exceedmgly diplomatic, and his tastes were simple If

given the food that he would lie he would have chosen plain far^ and bn

clothing and surroundings would have been in hne with his choice of food

His pnde was strong, sometimes almost reaching vamty He was frank,

talkative, rather than highly secretive

He was qmck to sec an opportunity and take advantage of it, but though

he rvas one of the world’s ridiest men, he was not nnpatient, domineermg,

nor sarcasuc His detennmaUon. once he started a venture was very strong,

but he was not strong-sviUed, nor capable of seeing a long distance pi«Tos^

and tvorking toward it Instead he had to see qpportnmty as it eiost^ take

advantage of it, and push forward rather than bong far-s^^ted mb^w
or social life In sunple language, he was somethmg of an opportunist, wno

did not hesitate to push fonvard when opportunity developed

This IS Andrew Carnegie’s story of himself, wntten mwe than si^r

vears ago It is a true picture because he created it as he wrote this n^

Lch^u have reproduced here So you see you can

history^ men, when you have their mm stones of therosdves as ftey p

those true pictures mto handwriting

exabiination for chapter 8

(Correct anstrersfor this exammatioriwiHbefoundmt^^^

^
In tins chapter you have had a great many rules Some of mm

^
W1 on fint readmg. yet^ is import and will make

n easier for you to undemtand
only to give

In prepanng these chapters it ^ handiwiting of

you ndes, but to present them as

history This has been done
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successful m handlmg a hi^y sensitive employee On the other hand, if

the employee whose “t’s” and “dV* are made with large loops is carrying

an unnecessary burden, he will suffer many times without reason.

Your own knowledge of grapho analysis as you gain it will be of little

use to you unless you can put it to use When you get a hand wntten letter,

go over it letter by letter and check it for everythmg you can find When
you do this you will be surprised many times how much the handwriting has

helped you understand the reasons back of the letter This is true because

people act and write as they dunk and you are gaining a key to under-

standing how they think Learn every rule and do not be satisfied with any-

thing less dian a perfect score on these questions

EXAMINATION
1 IFkat does the flat topped "r'’ mdUxOe in. connection with the

wnteri natund aptiutda?

a. Literahy abhitt.

b. Ckeative abiuty as im engineebinc

c. Analytical ability.

2 . , What voould you look for in a handvommg to determine if the

water had “hunches” or a “psychic sense”^

a. Lakoe writing.

b. Small wruinc.

c. Flat topped “r’s” and well bounded “m’s” and“n’s”
d. Connected writing

e Frequent breaks between letters of a word
3 . What letter structure reveals frankness?

a. Closed “a’s” and “o’s”.

b. Large lower loops.

c. Looped ‘Vs” and “d’s^’,

d. Wide open-mouthed circle letters
4 . . What reveals the ability to concentrate?

a. Wrihnc slanted far to the right.
b Large writing.

c Tall d-stems.

d. Small writinc
5 • What stroke reveals on effort to gain self-control^

a. Long sweeping t-bars.

b T-bars bent downward at each end.
<£ Dish shaped t-bars.

d Short t-bars.
6 • • What does a Greek "e" ngnify?

a. Musical ability.
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b. Stubbokmness

C COLTUBAL TENDENCIES.

d. Sensuautt.

Sensitiveness u shown tn what letters or letter^

a Large lower looped “c’s”.

b. Looped Vs” and Vs”.

c Retraced strokes for V*.

d Sharp POINTED “m’s” AND “N*rf’

How are t-bars that show sarcasm made^

a. ArROW-UKE STROKES, HEAVY AT THE START, THIN AT THE

FINISH

b. With blunt, club like ends.

c. Long, sweeping strokes

d Curved LUES A basin.



CHAPTER

Are You a Criminal Type?
A mw LOOK AT CRIMINALS AND WHAT
MAKES THEM. THE AUTHOR IS SWINDLED;
THE TRAIN ROBBER WHO REPEATED; THE
HOLDJUP MAN WHO LOST HIS HEAD—

A

HOTEL REGISTRATION CARD WARNING—THE
CHANGE IN A WOMAN MURDERESS—THE
‘•NICE>* MAN WHO KILLED.

You have heard the term “criminal type” You may even have used
It, and thought you knew what you were talking about Actually cranes
in the general sense are not committed by “types” but by people who pass
among their neighbors as good fellows, or swell girls, but who have some
weakness Then at an opportune time the weakness and the temptation
chance to comade and &ey commit a crane diat under other conditions
they might never have drought of committmg

Although research in what is now grapho analysis started m 1910, it

was not until fifteen years later that I had a really striking example of such
a comddence. In 1924 a detective magazine was bemg published in Chi-
cago They called on the writers' professional journals for manuscripts, and
the thought occurred to me that what I had been domg m the way of
Kseardi might fit mto that particular book The editor agreed I wrote the
nimuscnp^ and because neither of us expected any ternfic response, I
0 ered to analyze the handwriting of any reader who submitted a spedmen

Inside of a wedc after tiie magadne hit the news stands the triail carrier
carrymg huge bundles into the editor’s office The artide which had

en mtended for a smgle appearance had sparked a department. The pay-
artide is not important except ip relation to sometiiing

mat happened shortly after

151
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My new department had run for possibly two or three months when

an automobile struck me and I was in the hospital unable to wnte a cdlatnn,

or do any analyses Let me say here that m all my years of contributing

to ail sorts of magazines, and gettmg all sorts of chedo^ editors have been

uniformly honest, courteous and considerate A arcumstanoe over which

neither the editor nor myself had any control, had occurred, and the editor

was in a jam Any other editor would have published a box, but not dm
editor Ife continued the department that was cooked up out of hooks on

graphology He put a new name at the top, and when I wrote him I was

back in circulation he ignored the letter

A long time after when 1 was m Chicago I stopped by his office and

found a badly flustered editor When I remarked that he had a new wnter

who was hMdhng the department differently than I had planned, he

gnnned a sickly gnn, “Yes, you know 1 found a Paul Bunker out at the

UnivcKity of Chicago and he’s domg the column Sorry you could not

continue, but I had to have copy and he gets the mail all right”

His assistants looked at one and the other as much as to say fliat it was

the first they had heard of a Paul Bunker, but there was no use in statlu^

any argument The editor had found someone who would give hhn a b^-

wntog analysis department, made up of analyses, and nothing dse TO

analyses mi^t have fitted almost anyone, but as far as I was concerned

he mcidcnt was closed

t SIGNS OF BCOTISW AND VANITY

After the demand for grapho analysis instruction had become » strong

hat I had estabhshed a school, my advertismg manager

nd paid the publisher of the detective magazme a visit Then tte^
,f tlTdepartiLt came out It is this story that makes Jus

mtmg (pS^) so important It is taken from “!

, novd the editor of the magazme had written and which I had merely pm

nto my book shelves without openmg . hnnsdf

Vithout a contnbutor he made up ha own column ^ ^
t That was seemingly easy, so he ki^pt on vmMg

tj,e «,py to

bbto, to (tod to
todd to tod

: man

do
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Earlier you learned that very tall “dV and “is" show vanity. You

will notice that^ “d” m die agnature is very tall Also diat the capital

letters are all out of proportion to die small letters These exaggerated

capitals show egotism Finally, as you examine the handwriting you will

find imdal hoola diat show a desire for possession in the final stroke of the

capital “B”, in the 'h” in “compliments”, m the way the two small “sV

in “best wi^- Each of these begmning hooks rqiresents a

toeefliw .1

' ^ vanity, the desire for possesion, and egotism*“8«her and you have the mgiedients of a swindler

later when t
’^ ^ opportunity to swmdie, and did it Years

contn££rtf2h
modern PSYCHOLOGIST I asked him to

®'»lysis was ever published*^ H* T O" grapho
H' wetted it, but I did not use it Instead,

the files, and though he asked repeatedly for his mone\
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he was not paid However, the manuscnpt stuck to the story he had told

me, that he had found a I^ul Bunker who had developed the department

Up to his dying day he never learned that the treasurer of the pubbshuig

company had provided a complete record of how he had sold Ae manu-

scripts to the magaidne which he edited, rejnesentmg to the treasurer's office

that he was still paying me, aldiough I was not hving in Cbic^ at the time

Plats lot Can you tell from tlus hamhmting that tte man was a notonous

tram robber’ TTiere are clear jodications of dishonesty here

Plate 101 was wntten by another man who certainly had ^
ball mentally. He might have succeeded m any one of s.^
instead he made a record as a train robber He would l» caught,^
victed and sentenced, then he turned on his penonahty and

„

S«Lal mtelligence He won sympathy He «tw the

and if rivmTparole promised he would certainly become a S«»d

up He was a “cnminal type", lacking mteUigenre
sdS

eLtly why he was a repeater He was not d««tful, so

his good mtentions to^ ^ teed, he would go

of personality and may have bdieved ^ ^
straight But with his freedom he resented people, thmgs, an

strike back at soaety.

• «DES«e FOB POSSeSSlON" W®®**®,.
„h.ri«„gedintoit He
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would win a release and repeat because he was ruled by his feelings, not

master of diem Part of the reason was a desire for possession Others had,
and he wanted In this short note there ate diree clearly defined acquisitive

hooks, one at the start of die Capital “S", one b the "c” m die body of
“Smcerely”, and anodier starts the "y”

. Q‘'6<A

i^.,)Uyy\J A(f

p.e«T^b^“ ^ *“^’'"‘“>8 m tuoe It « dl spelled out m tb»

wont ZT^ T ^ rf fte

to *ow a strong

aZLetnr? -“‘tod to possess and he struck baS
K he had not had such strong resent-S loS^Zt T enough to turn iZ bto a^bber, but the two traits fitted hand b glove to lead

•huply hy young and old alike

•bSWren, and th^S^ ^ had a wife and
tonung ahUity b> bring ai a comf

®hows that he lacked the

‘hethemayhaZbZSTbmlZT.’f hnow

facedwiT^T I f
to leam a great deal

cleaning shop The vounf^T
he tried to hold up a dry
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and intelligence to face life and its financial problems he lacked the

to face the results of his cnininal attempt—so he cnmmitipJ

The wnting m plate 102 gives a very important warnmg of the /latiyr

of freeing the wnter You do not need to be an expert grapho analyst to

check the way in which the "t’s” are crossed Each t-bar is slanted at a

sharp angle down from left to right You have already learned that sudi a

slant made by a strong bar indicates a wnter who dommates and when

the bar is made hke an arrow, it shows dommeenng These t>bais vary

Some of them are dominant, others dommeenng Both such ban are indi-

cative of a writer who demands, who eiqiects others to comply widi his

wiriies
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Turn sudi a man loose wthout education, and his days will be very

rough. Society will not meet his demands He ivill not have sJl of the

tlimgs he wants, and there will be only one way for him to get them The
criminal way.

This writer grew up on a cotton farm As a lad he had nothing His

family hved on a hand-to-mouth basis Poor food, few clothes, and when
there was cotton to plant, chop, or pick, tiie family spent long back-breakmg

hours m the field The boy thd without things tiiat other boys had He
developed a corrodmg desire to have, not through reaching or to possess,

but through demanding As a result he was on a cnnunal road almost

before he would have been out of high school

Sociologists may say he never had a chance Possibly they are right,

but at least you will recognize why he found his way to tiie penitentiary

Soaety, the conditions that demed him education, decent food and clothmg^

and because his family could not eam them from a cotton patch, ei^lain

the whys Not that he was a “criminal type”, because under normal con-

ditions there is nothing here to ^ow tiiat he would not have been a
“normal” boy

This young man, Thomas Cochran, is qmte presentable m the full page
photograph You might even have mvited him mto your homi^ especially

if you had a daughter of high school age that you hoped might be a motion
picture find At least others who knew nothmg about grapho analysis did
just that when he went mto one of the major hotels in South Florida, where
he introduced himself as a motion picture scout Mothers courted him, they
encouraged their daughters to have dates with him, without knowmg that
Cochran had given warnmgs of his true nature m the signature on his
hotel registration card You vrill find it in plate 104, and have the expla-
nation First, the handwriting is backhand, which tiiows sdf-interest
Second, the last half of the name “Thomas” is not a blot made by accident,
but a blot made because of the sex appetites of the wnter

Cochran was convicted of murdermg one of his dates tiiat had rejected
his advances His handwriting gave the wammg Muddy handwriting is

always sex appetites, sex appetites out of normal proportion to the wnter’s
personahty. It is a warning that holds good every time

Your next specunen in this chapter, plate 105, is the wnting of one of
4c most notable women murderers m the last century Winme Ruth Judd
lived m Arizona She had two women fnends, who later ivere accused of
being lesbians Newspaper reporters made much of the whisper that Winnie
Ruth had become one of a triangle, and when things got hot, she killed the
two women.

After kilhng fliem she packed them in a truck, shipped them to the
west coast, and an express company employee mvesbgated, discovered the
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bodie<, .itid tndns ihn source of Uie trunk was just afxiut as simple as

(alm^ crnd/ assa> from a baby Winnie Ruth was accused, arrested, tned

and Convicted Hint is aii history, and her writing is included here » that

)ou ran rramine it Check it and you will find that the years the spent in

pnson helped her build a new character There is one other point you can

leam from tliis specimen \Sinn1e Ruth had a rather amaang record for

c<c3pcs After gaining her freedom ‘he had never made an effort to hide

She merely wanted out of prison

.Cchjlte^J

-e> Atbc/^

'Cr

7KU XT^^sS-lA-

^ ImJ ,~t- tr
*’

/
liC-esSJ* x«</* eZS^

PtAir lOJ Notice these uulal «|oVet-«r«8hJ^ •of'**’'-

^nent Winnie Roth Jtdd. notible worm Murderer

Y™ I»« te oTtouo. to *=“ Tm
.Mnl I» - . w™.
Stroke is straight, inflemblc Such mi

rtsentful She

Ruth went along for woks
gg^g put how to make

wanted out of prison and f wanted wa, out

her escape She was not planning to
Aat

When you find such repeal^ resen

It may be to get s'**/

the writer is suffenng an
or pm^onal hfe It

for a short time from pressing V wTter may not resent

„u,y be that life has >«r Sr«nts conditions

anyone near to him or her. Th

You will find such instances coming up m you
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ance I know of one that broke up a happy home because one member was

so imposed upon that he became beaten down, trod upon by diose who
demanded his services. A member of the family knew grapho analysis and

felt that die was being resented, and rejected Home life went from bad

to worse, and finally went on the rocks, not because there was any natural

lack of understanding, but because the one member was so imposed upon

by friends and clients that she developed a constant alertness against im-

position Bresdung up the home did not change matters; the home was

gone, but it did dnve the profesdonal member of the team to take drastic

steps to shed tiie imposition Then the writing changed The resentment

strokes disappeared—but too late

Flaie 106 ‘niete is eri-

denoe of sex desire shown
10 this handwnbQg of H.
Judd Gnqr, munktec

If you have someone whose writing shows these straight strokes, start-

ing at the base Ime of the wnting, and slanted up straight to the start of
the body of the letter, do not look for something to find fault about in them
Help the resentful person who is imposed upon to free himself from tiie

imposition You can do i^ and the strokes vnll disappear

H Judd Gray lolled his sweetheart’s husband Judd Gray had a good
job, he was respected, but he became enamoured of another man’s wife.
They became so mudi in love that reason or n^t had no part m the
picture of their lives She whispered to him He listened His handwriting,
houever, does not reveal a man who would plan a crime The only evidence
m his wnting, is shown by the sex desire in this signature It is not exceed-
mgly strong Judd Gray was not a sex mamac m any sense of the word
He merely became involved m an affair similar to affairs earned on by
®>untless other married men with mamed women Certamly Gray was
sexy” but only rmldly so. He would not have gone out to rape and kill

merely for the love of sexual satisfaction, yet he did not hesitate to hammer
a nan to dea&

The husband was an obstruction to Judd Gray’s desire, but Judd was
not graspmg If he had been, the tvoman with whom he was having the
affair would not get enough money from her husband’s death to make cash
or jewels a natural or strong temptation Judd Gray committed murder
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because he yielded to just one temptation^ and he gave up his life because

he impulsively did something that he had no natural inclination to do

Yet m all of these specimens there is a key to the weakness that led

to the crime The Cochran signature showed his over-se\ed nature Gregory

Sulhvan’s writing showed his lack of abihty to earn money, to handle wisely

what he did earn, and the probability diat he would go into debt over his

head It shows that he would yield to temptation because he lacked the

character to not do so Judd Gray’s signature shows great independence,

but It also shows digmty in his mdependence, yet he killed a man

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 9
You will not have any specific questions on this chapter because each

pomt has been so completely illustrated and eiqilamed that you cannot miss

any of the principles expired.

You can spend several evemngs studying these specunens, not only for

their value as covered in this chapter, but because they illustrate other

character traits and strokes which you have already studied

One has been dnven home to me by resident and home students

They read a lesson, or a book, get half clear ideas and then start tiying to

use principles that they have not studied sufiiaently to undeistand Tim

IS one reason that so many of the illustrations in this book arc large Each

gives you an illustration not only of a principle, but of many principles and

vou cannot have a better plan than to jot down vanous traiU as you rcc^-

niae them durmg your study of each individual plate When j^u do this,

voa mil be amazed at how much you discover about the individual

If, on the other hand, these principles were divided up info scTO

with olie for example, shosvmg ‘^azmess” and another. "Ambition you

would miss completely the application of the
j

called m-aluation, which “ “^ examine a handwntmg

rs:y
even^a dreamy who concen-

an excellent chan« m makmg
,pe’’.

In the same way. you «nnot say This wntm ^
because as m the case

turn all of his good points sour

mental qualities, but one little
q ^-ionty of “cnminal" tendenaes,



CHAPTER

HiCTe’s Hope for the

THE PARALYZED ARTIST; HAROLD WILKE
AND WHAT HE LEARNED; THE TEXAS BUSI-

NESS WOMAN; THE ARMLESS BILLY RICHARD,
A MUSICIAN. BESSIE BLOUNT WHO WANTED
TO HELP.

Whersvbr there u a functioning mmd there may be wnting, and no
matter how it is wntten it will reveal the wnter's mental habits For ex-
ample, for many years a Canadian named Andrew A Gawley traveled
wA Ripley’s “Beheve It Or Not” shows This was the fint of many studies
Hiaw made of handless people who wnte widi steel limbs Smce World

w V
j”* hundreds of-veterans who have been eqmpped with

steel hani and who wnte just as they did before losmg their aims or hands
Ja chapto. however, you have an entirely different approach to

In
“ handicapped person’s writmg will reveal about him.^ '“veied here

you b... .taa,

to 1«.™, ton ouduuuy

many heavy stfoE^lp f^’
“ There are a great

had been7a.Jid bvtoho (TT ^ ^

as you can see

“n’s” and the^ Vs" ^sltT “ htoad-topped “m’s”--

loner loops, and a highly developed Sunni'*
“ nns^Uon m thesmy oeveioped spintual sense shoivn in the upper loops
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ira.-.^irHnT
her 'vork will be

0

Q^jlaX/ f

—

^ UN*-iAV.

Plate to? Ailtm Littin lus ao uie of her lunilr ind irnu but ii « luccersful

AHMl Ibii hindnniini; tells )ou that her work is imafiinatiie

There is poise, secrecy, enthusiasm and determination, in plate 108,

sshich IS tlie wnting of Harold Wickes He wrote me 'T wnte sviA the toes

of my left foot, with the paper on the floor, when I sit; or I wnte sitting

on my desk, also

"W'hen I was nine months old, so goes the tale, I giaqied a penal

betsveen the toes of my nglit foot, transfened it to the left and started the

hieroglyphics It seems I had little difiiculty learning how to wnte
”

You ssill find scnsitnencss shown in Harold’s "d’s" but not his t’s’,

which arc, more often than not, made as straight or retraced strokes Time

and again he tics his strokes showing his pcisistcnce, which to a man with

full use of his arms seems to be an important character trait
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In addition to leaming vniting, Harold Wickes became a complete

master of dressmg himsdf, and performing ordinary daily functions without

difiSculty. He learned even to tie bis neditie, althoi]^ some of tiie problems

of dressing called for imusual phytical dexterity However, the size of the

vniting in tiiis plate shows tiiat when he was leaming to do anything, even

as a diild he centered his fid! efforts on it

Most surely young men of Harold's age, and young women in thdr

early twenties can get a vast amount of encouragement from his accomplish-

ments, and tiiose of Thelma May (plate 109), a Teicas girl, who operates

her own business, drives her own car, and writes with the pen staff held

between her teeth. Her emotional slant shows a friendly and warm-hearted
nature that responds readily to emotional situations In a full page of her
writing you vrill find evidence of some self-consdousness, a hjghly developed

philosophical nature, and considerable diplomacy. At the tb« qiecimen'
was written she had just completed a very difficult contest in which
she had proved to be the wiimer by a nice margm. She did not win because

tir
7

.«« of His ,eft foot
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PlATE 110 Billy

done 'Will toes

Ridintd, bom Tntbont M»s. tweals trsils tteough srotmg
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^ did not have anns, but because she worked She worked because she

would not admit defeat.

It IS interestmg to look back at hundreds of thousands of handwnting

specimens that have gone across my desk during the years, among them

scores written by phyncally handicapped men and women, boys and girls

Almost every handicapped wnter has ^own persistence, the spirit that will

not adrmt defeat, whereas this is one trait that is not common even among

men and women with all of their phyacal powers They are the ones who
admit defeat and cry quits, when the going gets rough Not the handi-

capped folks who fight through and -wm

Thelma May is more sensitive than Wilke, but neither lets the sensitive-

ness hurt him too badly if we are to take the evidence here, and this is final

What people may diink has nothing to do with it These two handwriting

pictures are correct They tell the truth

Cuefully dotted I's and flat Mops say the same things when writtenmth toes as when written with the hand Billy Richard's holo^ph
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ever seen was Billy
l>andicapped lad I’ve

»»! hb »«= „*,L eta trre,t" “

long low® loops interesting, showing as they do love of travel chanS aSH. to =,ce»J
lent You might expect a boy without arms to feel fli^ has not had

Se h - S«at deal of pnde,while his IS arc carefully dotted showmg close attenbon to details

^

You will find plate 112 very unlike the others, because it » from a
different writer who thinks differently, acts hke hmiself, not like others whomay or nmy not be handicapped This wnbng shows first of all concentra-
tion, the habit of centenng his efforts on one thing at a tune When he

Plate 112 A umveiatv pte-Uw student levab a lot about himself in his d s

t s, a'a o's Grapfao analysis enables you to undentand this young mao mthout
even roeetiijB him It is not necessary to know whether or not this student ts

handicappetT

wrote this he was a second year pre-law student m Kentucky Umveiaity,

and domg very well His “d’s" and "t’s" show pnd^ and though he is

generous he is not e\travagant There are many wide open ’^’s" and "o’s”

showmg that he is capable of talking easily, frankly But there are other

aides that are closed so that m the sum, he will be sbll or secretive when

he should not talk, and will talk readily when conversation is in order

In several sentences of wnbng there are a good many long cross-bars

for his “t’s”, and some are wntten high on the stem, and others low This

shows by evaluabon that he builds a good many long distance plans, or sets
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a goal a long way ahead, but diat when it comes down to everyday hfe

he is very much mchned to take one step at a time This is important

A wnter who has a long distance goal, a place m.life, he hopes to

on^nally fill, or purpose that he beheves he can finally accomphsh is really

a very nch individual At the same tune if he has this abihty, and is also

capable of looking at short range purposes, he will work out the goal that

is most easily achieved, and then go on from there If his purposes in life

iveie all short range, if he contmually sold himself short on himsdf, he

would lack the powerful force that a long distance goal gives an mdmdual
So if some of your own t-bars are lower down on the stem, and others are

at or near the t^, do not become discouraged You are far better off than

if all of your t>bars are low. If they are low you should do somethmg

about it—very quiddy Do not be satisfied with merely shootmg at a short

range goal m hfe Set it ahead Work toward it, and your t-bars will climb

slowly and steadily upward.

In a letter Ellis PhiUips svntes, “My fingers are paralyzed, and I, can-

not grip a pencil to write However, I manage to hold a pencil between

my thumbs and first fingers ” As a result you have a clear picture of his

thinking in this specimen He possesses remarkable creatnte ability as shown
by his ‘Vs” His pride is highly developed, but as all of his lower letters

are high, he does not show vamty, but pride Elis “e‘s" are well rounded,

registering a braad-riunded or generous outlook in regard to others, while

his down strokes are strong, or heavy At the tune he wrote this specimen
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(plate 1 13) he had juU started his own business, and was doing well He
docs a vast amount of wntmg, and reading, and you will not be suipnsed

at the latter because his “mV and “nV* arc all made like upside down Vs”
Ellis Phillips docs not merely read, instead he reads to get the ansivers, to

find out, to learn

Your final specimen for study is not tlic ivork of a handicapped writer

Instead it is the writing of Bessie Blount, who has developed the abihty to

write w’lth the instrument held between her toes, and also between her

teeth Bessie Blount did not need to acquire this skill, but she did it to

pras'c a point to her parents who had lost tlicir arms, Icg^ and were other-

wise handicapped Miss Blount writes equally well snth either hand, or

ss'ith the writing instrument held between her toes as shown by her three

signatures

wntins tells IS the same no mstter ho# she chooses to do it

Bessie IS an Osccedingly generous person, ready

““'T

-rest "**
and so help him os-crcomc weaknesses ^

A, you study to ^ethmg importance to ym

-"S N. ."S i-s. 1” »>««”
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gain inspiration from the accomplishments of these writers ivho have had

every excuse for not learning to write Billy Richard is an accomplished

musician Thelma May and Elhs Phillips each own a business and make

It pay Jim Lyons was attendmg college, planning to be a laivyer

Each of them may be handicapped physically but not mentally, and

because their mmds are active they adapt their bodily eqiupment to meet

the demands of dieir mmds Bessie Blount is a natural giver, one who
simply had to share svith others, and mspired by this mner desire, she saw

an opportunity She learned to do the very things that she wanted her

patients to do So she learned to use her toes so she can not only wnte but

sew vnth them She learned to put a penal or fountain pen between her

teeth, and wnte with it She learned to wnte rapidly and easily with either

hand She did all these thmgs in order to help others who have lost arms

and legs, and whom she felt would be encouraged by what she did, not

merely by what she told them to do Undoubtedly scores, possibly hundreds

of men and women who have lost an aim or both arms, have found in

Bessie’s demonstrations new hope

She did it not, as she says, “because I had a college education, because
I haven’t I had to dig what leammg I have, but these folks needed help,

and just telhng the man who had lost a nght arm, diat he could learn to

dress himself, or wnte, or do a lot of other thmgs with his left, was not
enough I did it, he could see that he could do it

’’

Besse shows by her long finals that what she has said is just the way
she flunks She wants to help She wants to give and this is her way of
giving

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 10
(Correct answers for this examination will be found in the back of the book

)

Review is necessary You cannot master graphn analysis, indeed, can-
not even gmn a passable working knowledge of it from the first reading
Every grapho analyst has reviewed There is no other way. There is just
too much to learn, not only about the saence itself, but about human nature
Each mdividual is entirely an mdividual—no tivo like You many find two
writings that look alike on first exammabon, but when you carefully rheefc
each stroke you will find that there are differences that frequently affect
the conduct of each mdividual m a scry pronounced way

Because review is necessary, your questions on this chapter are review
qurahOTs more than based on what you have learned here This chapter w’as
mckded to give you proof that handwntmg, even when wntten by some
odd means, still reveals the mental forces back of the strokes

There is one point which should be emphasized m this connection The
truths revealed by handwntmg are not judiaal, and you have no nght to
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judge others All you analyze handwnhng for is to get the truth Just as
® '^“ers m this chapter, each individualrcga^tes of age, ,s affected by surroundings and conditions To say that

f
“ extravagantly genemus for example, is

I f 2, /
not cnticize Summed up, my advice to you wer ahfetoe of research and analyzing handwnhng is simply this Do not

cnticize or condemn Get the tru*. and stop nght there

<0j, - l»^U.
^

JL. .aS^UL,
,

Speqmen N

examination
1 • Does the above specimen reveal a man who will approach proj-

ects and problems in life coaly and tmthout emouontd tantrums^

Yes No.

2 . Does this wntmg show a deeply emotional nature, or one that

has a severe experience and forgets about itma few weeks^

a Deeply EMonoNAL b Fobcets about it

3 . Does this writer possess concentration^

Yes No
4 Is his determination strong^

Yes No

5 . Does he sell himself short on his own abilities^

Yes No

6 Is there temper in this writing^

Yes No

7 Is he positive m making decisions^

Yes No

8 JFould he prefer nch foods and'fine fabrics for his clothing^

Yes No

9 . Does he have a keen, inquiring mind^

Yes No

10

Is he satisfied with surface knowledge^

Yes No

Is he a keen analyst^

Yes ' No
11
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12 . Is he agressive?

Yes No

13 . Is there any enthusiasm shown?

Yes No
14 . . Does he show executive ability?

Yes No
15 . Is there any extravagance shown^

Yes No
16 . Are any of the circles muddy^

Yes No

17

. . Does this reveal anything about hu taste for foods, odors and
tones as in music?

Yes No

18

.. Is there anything to indicate that he likes to attract attention?

Yes No.



CHAPTER 11

Are Beautiful Penmai Good?
TAMBLYN^ WHOSE WRITING TOLD HISTORY-
RANSO^rS GENEROSITY

; BEDINGER’S SENSI-
TIVE INDEPENDENCE AND SELF RELIANCE:
THE OKLAHOMA BANKER; TWO GREAT PRO-
FESSIONALS WERE NOT ALIKE; THE PROFES-
SIONAL EGOTIST.

In the early days of grapho analysis one of the most interesting aigu-
ments against it was based on the idea that when a youngster learned
muscular movement in school his handwriting pattern was set for life

School children learned to make their ovals and push and pull exercises in

order to cam a Palmer Proficiency Certificate, or a Zancr & Bloser certifi-

cate of penmanship skill, and a great many people believed that those school

days settled the matter It did not The handwriting of the best profes-

sionals proved it You can see it for yourself when you examine the plates

in this chapter

The first IS the handwriting of F W Tamblyn, a man whose adver-

tising was earned for years in vanous magaancs F W. Tamblyn began

teaching penmanship by mail early m the century He began his school

while he was teaching for the old Brown’s Business College m Kansas City,

but as his student body grew, he established the Tamblyn School of Pen-

manship Plate 115 IS a reproduction of a copybook specimen from his

textbook, that was provided home study customers as well as to pupils in

schools where the Tamblyn system of penmanship was taug^it Study this

carefully, especially the way in which the “n's” and “m’s” are retraced

Next, compare the Tamblyn plate with the larger specimen of the writing

of Platt R Spencer (plate 116), one of the lint experts in Amenta Where

the Tamblyn writing retraces the "m’s" and Vs", the Spencer wnting

divides at the base line, making a clear though nanow V' between the

sections of the letters This is just one difference, and it is important

172
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Plate 113 Haodwiiting of piofessioMl penman F
to appieoate giapho andysis

ramblyn who leamed

It was inevitable that Tamblyn and I should meet, but we were never

close fnends In die first place, I had studied handwriting with Charles

Ransom and Tamhlyn told me once that Ransom had not told him the

truth, all of whidi is another story.

Tamblyn did not believe in giapho analysis He would smile and say

nothing when the subject was brou^t up even indirectly m our visits,

until one day it seemed to me that his Doubting Thomas attitude had gone

far enough Up to that time I had never voluntarily exammed his hand-

wnting You will find, as I have, that after you have been usmg the prin-

ciples in this book until they are familiar to you, you will be able to read

pages upon pages of wntmg without lookmg for the grapho analytis values

except when you want to know about tiie writer’s character and personahty

When Tamblyn handed me the specimen which he wrote at his desk.

It was dear why he had been skeptical about analyzing handwriting His

wdl-rounded *'m” and “n” curves, even the well-rounded first part of his

"s’s”, all showed that he had to take time to think out a decision As we
covered tiie various pomts, mduding his lack of entiiusiasm in the tiiort

cross-bars of the “t’s”, his strong sense of spintual and philosophical matters

revealed by his upper loops, his face relaxed, and he settled back in his chair

Plate 116 Beautiful penmanship of Platt R Spencer, one of the early untinc
experts m America The beauty of the writing has nothing to ilo siith the
character and peisonalit) traits mealed
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Fmally, I came to his conservatism shown by the broad curves of his ihree

letters Then he chuckled "You mean I'm just plain tight”, he said There
was just one answer to make, “you arc ultra conservative” After diat

Tamblyn was satisfied that grapho analysis was not a racket, and on one

or two occasions before he retired he called on me to make examinations

of employees in his school Indeed one young man who was a skillful pen-

man was let out because of certam traits shown m his professional pen-

manship

Plate 115 of the Tamblyn writing was prepared ro 1923,

change As they change their handwriting chwiges too In 1943 I lo(^

over my own handwnting certificates, diplamas fran great sch<^ M«i

at my own almost legible pnntmg Suddenly I knew I wm^ a

certificate Also, I wanted to see if I could practice and bimg

old smooth flowing lines of my earlier penmanship *«*^ ^*’’

need several houis. and it seemed that it might be possib^ ^
rs -

-
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was much looser with strolces well spread one from another. Where Tamblyn
made modest flourishes, Ransom made showy ones There was no reason for

the two men to be dose fnends, either professionally or otherwise because

they were so much different that their mterests could never meet

Compare the writing of Bedinger with either of the others and you
will find a distinctly different stage of letter formation, and an equally

different personality.

Mr Bedmger’s large looped “d’s" shows his sensitiveness, while the

cross-bar for his "t’s" showed great enthuaasm Bedmger was like Ransom
in that he was generous and willing to qiend time or money easily. You
\vill find one otiier interesting trait in his signature His self-reliance.
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Young D E Garter who was teadung penmanship m a business schod

when he was fifteen went on to be an Oklahoma banker His handwnbqg

remained fluent but it was diffeimit Where Tamblyn, who had been a

teacher, retraced his “m’s” and Vs” because he was tti^ty, Carter made

a marked separation, and also his wnting was very much smaller, showing

concentration Also, like Ransom, rather than his teacher, he put long

finals on his words, reveahng the same willmgness to give to others—to

share with them that started my research mto why 1 put sudh finals on my

own words, an investigation that led to the pnnciples of grapho analysis

PtATB 120 Penmanship twcher D H Carter went on to become «

Read his handwntmg to know why

For a half century Acre were two principal puhbshen

anuali^ner & Bloser, and the A N Palmer Bo*^
ere wi^used. htemlly milhons of school childi^ ^ed ^^"L were prepared to guide their

^
nkmg similant.es

ich made long cross-bars for his fs- ,
incucaung

2a„er'a

.ccess was rooted in “"*^7 fcarefol comparison

nting was smaller ^ is *at *ere were differ-

ill give you many minor ^ B
mdividual peisonalitiw that

enerations
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f, »^-«t-*->«--<

FukTB 121 Hie hmdwntuig of one of the fonndets of Zum & BloSer Pubbsh-
iiw Company 'whose exeiase books guided the pennumshsp habits of millions

of school duldcen bade a few yeais ago

^5^— —25
^^

«&>we'e^ ..^ <2 C2

15^*ilLi*»? !““1 vmtmg appnned by A N Palmer who
emitted that each child s indnidnal penonality eventually showed thioiieh his
fundwntiiig no ma^r how be was taught
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size of this plate to fit this page

Then: w one very important point in relation to their

^e^Jt you shLd Lgniae They

nade their living by adhering to w at ey

,„ys and girls in gn.de and common school,
the

luals did not become P"
youngsters gamed a certara amom

thousand stuck by what

hey did not become good penm^ ^ director of

had practiced m school ^S aot expect the

the A N Palmer Company once "
We style of exe-

children to do so “We try to help
individual

cution, but after they are out **'**’^^ ^ the individual wnter
"

personaTites. and their
f^n the nonnal or

Even the best penmen reveal^ th
^ pen.

common letter formation.
,nd«d, Mr IVuittpro-

manship writer who was
and you can see why he did >t

claimed himself the “world best pe
deviation, m fact Such a

^ pi.« . «w .*
disolav in the handwnting of a

.W^ff, the ostentaUous

penmanship teadiet m ^ ^^ed m the over

built that way, and the leeirag

of his handwriting
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Plate 124 Dating those days Trhen ornate penmanship was the envy of erety
school boy, Madaiasz, whose handwriting appears in this plate, was at the
pinnacle of his fame Notice the snap of his shading He was equally famous
as a teacher and his books of reproduced specimens are now in demand as
collectors' items

You will find a number of other plates in this chapter, merely as ex-

pressions of the personahties and the difference in personality that identified

one from another. Great penmanship is almost a matter of history Here
and there you will find someone who still does magnificent flourished birds,

and writes an ornate or decorative hand in his own particular style, so that
these plates will proride you with not only comparison material m order
to apply your prindples of grapho analysis, but represent a choice collection
of some of the work of die great penmen who mfluenced our fathers and
mothers and their fathers and mothers before them They are worth study
for they are some of the strongest proof any skeptic can have of the truth
that skill does not lessen the individuality of the writing
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S M Blue

C £ Doner

Plats 12$ Each of these

sigoAtiucs IS the \rotk of a
great penman of the early

part this century llie

'wntuig of eadi man identi-

fies him jnst as surely as his

fiogeiptinb indentiiy him

EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 11

(Correct answers for this examination will be found in the back of thebook )

In this diapter you have had striking proof that no matter how mud
a man may try to follow the path laid down by another, it is not possible

Most of the &ie penmanship developed dunng the early part of the 20t]

Century stemmed from the influence of two men Zaner and Palmer, ye

they did not write alike, and none of thdr followeis wrote like either thei:

teadiers or one another

It 15 true that many of them gained an easy flowing hand, and ease o

execution, but those who were conservative placed their letters dose togethe

and those who were less thnfty, spaced them further impart. They madi

small loops instead of large loops, or straight strokes where, according ti

the copybook, there should have been a loop

Further, as you gain expenence, as you come up against the rough am
tumble of daily life, you will develop traits that wull diange your hand
wnung. So radically will your handwnting change in some cases, that i

casual observer would say that your older writing could not have beei

C C Lister
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CNCcutcd by you. In exactly the same way, handwnbng that dunved strong

character traits may not necessarily continue to do so Some terrific emo-

tional uphcavcl occurs in the life of some persons so that they become

weaker rather than stronger

Handwriting will show a change that is taking place before the actions

of the writer show that cliangc Because this is true, a thorough knowledge

of the rales may sometimes help you save a life Not in the sense of keeping

a man or woman from committing suicide, because there are no "death

strokes’’ in a writing any more than there arc strokes that show the smter

will become nch Such ideas arc groundless, but when you see danger signs

you can make suggestions that will help the wntcr overcome traits that for

him might be disastrous.

EXAMINATION
1

2

3

4

5

Does mugcular movement penmanship matmally change the per-

manent tenting habits of the individual^

Yes No

In the Tumble n tenting, tehat shoieed conservatism^

a. Rounded “m’s" and “nV
^ ^

b. CAtitruixY BETBAcrn downstbokfs of “m’s” and “n's"

IFhor character traits toere prominent in the wnting of Bedmger

and Ransom^

a TaniFT

b FniENDEY EMOTIONAL RESPONSE

c. GF,NEiiosrrT

d. SlIOWMANSIUP

IVhat traits of character are shown m Cartel's tenting that gave

him natural abibt}' to Keep records and become an active business

man^
a. Generosity

b Showmanship

c Concentration

d. Frienduness

fp-fiat irait did you find m one or more of these spenmens

shoieed a desire to attract attention or showmanship

that

a Forward slant

b Large wKHiNC

c Flourished writing

cJ:

TBrr -p--



CHAPTER

Are Homosexuals

Criminals?
HANDWRITING REVEALS STARTLING TRUTHS
ABOUT AN AGE OLD PRACTICE. ARE HOMO-
SEXUALS SICK, OR CRIMINALS? CASE HISTO-

RIES STUDIED FROM HANDWRITING. OSCAR
WILDE AND LORD ALFRED DOUGLAS; JERRY
AND HIS CAREER; LARRY, WHO “TOOP* HIS

LOVERS.

A very famous woman medical doctor, with yeais of teaching m a

famous medical college has this to say about sex when she was asked this

question. “Why is it that there can never be a discussion of sex with an

impersonal slant^” Her comment which follows is the finest bnef concept

of sex relationships I have ever heard from a speaker's platform

.

,“Widi love the sex act is a sacrament. Without love, it

is as exhilarating as spitting and g^ves relief in the same

fashion ”

Sex IS everywhere You and I would not be here if it were not for it

Handwnting reveals sex appetites and desires the same at it reveals whether
the writer u a potential thief, or a domineenng, acid-tongpied individual

It IS this fact that caused me to answer a question badly a good many
^«ars ago In a class m Hollywood, attended by people from all walks m
life, including a pnest who had traveled some 3,000 miles to take the week’s
work, some one m the audience put up a hand “Can you tell from hand-
writing if a man or woman is a deviate?”

• the homosexual and handwriting
What tile questioner meant was whether handwnting revealed homo-

183
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sexuality My answer was a poativc “yes” rather than an evasion of the

question After that in various sdiools held from coast to coast it mvanably

happened that some man or woman, or several of them would come up

after a class closed, hand me a shp of paper, and in a strictly hush4iush

tone adi “Is he^” or Is she?” If I assumed ignorance diey stammered and

stuttered and ended up by sa^ng “you know what I mean ” Certainly I

knew what they meant, but as sex is rather prnnaiy to life it did not seem

to me to be necessary to whisper the question, nor the answer

However, I should have made my answer to the first question mote

complete Handwriting shows homosexuality in some cases and m some it

docs not If the writer is conscious diat he or she is a homosexual, and is

fonppmpit about It, It will show m the handwriting But if the wnter

recognizes the situaUon, and is not bothered by it, or is not worned by

what others thmk, it will not show It is the mental attitude that show^

not the actual practice of homrsexuality

There are, for instance, thousands of men and women whose hand-

writing shows latent sexuality that is classified as “abnormal" who are los^

tcG.

7^

P..TC127



are homosexuals CRIMINALS’

wandeimg through life In such cases the handwriting will show the e^t-

ence rfhomoseaial desires, even thou^ the vmter does not recogi^^
he or she is one of a minonty On die other hand, you have as y^
illustration in this chapter the handwriting of Oscar Wilde (plate \27), who

served time m a British prison for homosexual acbwties, “d there is notog

in his writing to show any unusual sex interest Oscar Wilde was a homo-

A-

44-2,, X-i. ^
£2-:

t c*. r 4.
^

^"2

^,^4—— ^

Plate 128 Lord Alfred Douglas was a homosncnal with a subconsaous feeling

of guilt which showed up m his handwrituig

sexual It did not bother hrni It was not a burden to him He accepted

the fact, and let it go at that

Lord Alfred Douglas was a homosexual with a subconscious feelmg of

guilt, and It IS tiie fear or guilt feelmg in his mind that created the evidence

in his wnting (plate 128). Hoivever, there is one mdicaUon that shows a

possibihty of the eidstence of homosexuality. When lower loops are made

as square urcles, very small, the wnter may be married, and have a half

dozen duldren, but the basic mchnation was present, and has never been

aroused

There is one truth that handwriting reveals not only about se\ in

general but about homosexuality Sex crimes are committed by over-sexed,

or under-sexed mdividuals, but they are not committed by homosexuals

because they are homosexuals They are committed because tiie wnter was

batically a criminal, and also a homosexual There is one other truth that

I have proved smoe the first sex research in grapho analysis was started

in 1919 Up to that time no attention to sex appetites had been given me
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research Then a fan who had rcad one of my books and whom I uas

considering making an assistant on a magazme I was editing at the

told me he was a homosemial, though he used a different word Actually he

was a little tramp sexually However, m our conversations I learned enough

about him to determine that if sex variants showed their differences in

handwriting I would find it The ample rule illustrated above is the only

smgle rule that applies, and it is an mdication only

• DIGGING our A SECRET
However, a professional grapho analyst, usmg evaluation, can make

the discovery In this regard, a case that developed prior to World War II

illustrates the truth of this Our organization was short of help Particularly

AaS/m 9 • a UUL'"

1&2. VUJL U5-elil - ^
-V 3 'UjLa.Jt Jifiru-A. I

0^1 (TulcJL-

vaHJU?

UiLf "f"

Ptate 129 -n-se dl-staped «.a almcst fonniess Id.«

of Ihe writer s mental ability
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short of young men as office boys, and to operate office machinery We
advertised extensively, and one day a young fellow fairly danced into the

office. He had traveled some five hundred miles to get a job, and he fully

intended to be hired However, we did not need him “Come down and

let me buy you a Coke,” he said. As we sat across the drug store table, he

gnnned and said, “You know I think you have a tremendous ladcet, but

if you make money, it is all right with me—and I want a job
”

It may have been bsut At least it worked As a result he followed my
suggestion and wrote a half dozen hnes and handed it across to me After

you have become thoroughly familiar with the prmciples of grapho analysis

your imnd sorts out evidence very rapidly. The professional evaluates a
full page m a few mmutes even though it may take several hours to work
out a complete survey of the finding and be sure of absolute accuracy

He nodded as I pomted out certain characteristics, agredng without

reservation Then I added “your writing shows you are a homosexual”
He blew his top. He wm not a homosexual, and he was insulted However,
when I pomted out that if he had agreed with all of the other traits that

had been identified he must fit into die category where his handvmtmg
showed he belonged

Several weeks later we put him on as office boy Withm three monflis
he had mamed a girl m the film® department, but ffiey did not live happily
everafter'’. Instead, they existed, and she clung to him m spite of the fact

that he would leave her for weeks without funds, and would return and tell

her just anything he thought she might believe Before too long he quit,
and it was not until years later that I' heard my named called He was
standmg back of me m a hotel lobby “Come on upstairs,” he said, "I’ve
a confession to make—one that you vnll be glad to hear because it shows
dtat grapho aiuJyns is correct

”

• GRAPHO ANALYSIS SUBSTANTIATED
He had bummed around over the country. He had been m veterans’

ospitab and in pubhc mstitutioiis. He had been kept by two different
tor^ and had left each of them on the spur of the moment Finally,

w
^

he was in a great western hospital the doctor hand contacted a state
^itd m the young fellow’s home state and they had transferred him
TO for psychiatric treatment It took the psychiatnst several months

ad
***«

j
ffiat the fellow was a homosexual The patient had never

to lumself while he was bmng kqit that he was anydimg but
niOT young man in a tight spot fiimndally, and making use of sex to
s y not his own desires but as a means of makmg a livelihood

one f

***” there are many such actual cases. Jerry was
o em His family was completely without morals His father and
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two brothers, though normal sexually were cmmnals, and hu sisters were

prostitutes Therefore, when he ran away from school and the two dumsl

rooms where the family hved, he knew diat men wanted small boys and

young men He put himself m a spot wdiere he could be approached, and

became accustomed to homosexual activities, but with notlung but great

disgust for his customers who he made a point of “rollmg”, just as bis sisters

did with theirs

You will recognize as you examine dus plate of Jerry's wntmg diat

his mental abibty, fais capaaty to learn was very low He had never com-

pleted the sixth grade, and then only because he had stayed in the room

HAn 130 Cnimnsl tendenaes show up m tlus hsndwnting. Iwt no homo-

sexnaii^

long enough that his teacher had to do something with hmi

»

on to thVnext grade These ill-shaped letters, actually almost
.
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There is one other point that should be faced m dealing wth homo-

sexuahty and what handwriting says about the condition Older hnin^

sexuals do not lead younger girls and boys into homosexuality Not m one

case in a thousand Checking handwriting after handwnting one fact has

stood out clearly It is not uncommon for an older homosexu^ to introduce

a young person mto homsexuality, but the handwriting of the younger one

showed the tendencies toward homosexuality long before

Vucn 131 TJus wntio* spea-nen illust^tJie signs

pmve) homosexuality Notice particuliriy the tmr squired loops and the en«

of the downstnilres in g,y$*ai I

This ends the correction to the statement I made so many years ago

Handwnting does reveal a homosexual nature but only under oerton con-

ditions All homosexuals do reveal the homosexuality m Aeir h^wnong

when the handwntmg n m the hand, of a professional amil^t It d^

to i. <i« ).>««, ^
squared loop at the ends of down strokes in g* , y ,

and J

Xtmg si^. not conclusive proof, and when you find it. "ot r^

"nd S^rt that So-and-So is a homosexual for, rf y» ^
^/get yo««elf embroiled m legal drfficulties out of which it may be

sle'rf^ greatest men and women in Instory have been

fied as ‘‘normal The report says, * ‘whom a

examination because

Sex IS the basis
desires

he is animal, is pnmanly sexual or possessed
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It u also one of the most misundertood subjects, possibly, with which

man has to cope Children grow up and leam from other duldten because

the parents very often lack sufiSaent knowledge of sex

In this diapter you have studied the handwntmg of a large number

of people, indudmg abzens of die Umted States, Canada, and elsewhere

in the world. Homosexuality was encouraged under the Hitler regime in

Germany, while many other parts of the world handle it as a criminal

offense, something of which to be ashamed Many reformers have a blmd
but honest belief that homosexuals are actually criminals This is as far

from the truth as it can possibly be Some of our greatest musicians, artists,

engineers, even some of our greatest athletes have lived out their lives as

homosexuals

The researdi back of dus chapter has proved concludvely that a man’s
handwntmg need not diow homosexual tendencies or actual practice And
you have learned when the homosexual is most likely to reveal this quirk

You should be able to answer each of the following examination ques-

tions correcdy

EXAMINATION
1 What u the most prominent evidence of strong sex desires?

a. VKiracAi. wnmNC
b. WbITING StAMTED FAR TO THE RIGHT
c Wurnwc with circles closed with ink and mdddt edges

ON LINES

d Vert heavt writing, without mud
e Backhand writinc

2 Which combination of traits represents the most signs of danger^
ous sex explosions^

a. Heavy, muddy writing crampel
b Muddy writing with strong purpose and determination
c Secrecy, muddy writing and letters cramped together
d Secrecy, heavy rut clean writing, and letters cramped

together
S • In additum to sex desires, what does clean, heavy writing indt-

a. Laziness

b Love for colors, odors, tones, luxurious suRROUNmNGS
c Deep emotions, expressed or unexpressed, depending on

SLANT OR LACK OF IT.

Would the combination of heavy muddy domineering and com-
pressed writing be dangerous?

Yer No



CHAPTEK 13
You Can Know People

SOMERSET MAUGHAM, CORDELL HULL, HON.
FRANCES P. BOLTON, MAXWELL PARRISH,
CARRIE NATION, DOROTHY DIX, STRICKLAND
GILLILAN, HORACE GREELEY, SIR ARTHUR
CONAN DOYLE, JUUA WARD HOWE, VICTOR
HERBERT, VIDOCQ, CHARLES SPURGEON, DR.

MARCUS BACH, EDGAR WALLACE.
Grapro analysis has given me one reward that cannot he measured

in dollars and cents, or for that matter, in any other way I can descnbe

It has given me the ability to fenow people All kinds of people Theie

have been famous religious leaders like Stephen S Wise, the great Jewidi

Rabbi, and Hal Walhs, the famous motion picture producer Great artists,

some of the world’s great poets, and singei^ motion picture stars, and some

that society describes as "rats" Thme has been a lot of good in many of

them, but none of them has been quite as good or nearly as bad as the pubbe

gave them credit for bemg Not necessarily the public, but very often their

close associates, even their families

' • KNOWING PEOPLE THROUGH THEIR HANDWRITING

Many of these people I have never met, aldiou^ very often we have

and because I knew the individual from handwntmg, we managed to find

a mutual mectmg on interests There is one of the greatest of die old time

motion picture stars still playing m Hollywood We have never met, al-

though we have tned hard enough, but I know her and she knows that I

do, for this IS what she had to say about the analysis of her handwnU^

“Grapho analysis revealed me to myself as I never fliought it vwW

It even uncovered traits of character that I knew subconsciously that I Jiatl,

and when faced with them had to admit"

192
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In Ifais connection 1 am teminded of the first time I met Charlie

Ransom, whose ornate handwriting you studied m an earher chapter (plate

118] Ransom was tall, and I was short He put out his hand, looked

down at me, and said, “From the letters you write I figured you were as

big as I am.” Charlie merely read what I had written, and in 1911 I did

not know enough about handwnting and what it reveals to have any idea

whatever about him Years later when we were to vrork on questioned

documents together, that little incident would come to mind, and I would

smile, but I never mentioned it However, in those later days I knew
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J^ /Ut/ifmfit, Cg€ntH**t Cl>9vh^

hU^ UCdmlU Ch*^. ^
^^^4* *(€4'%40ftQ

?yHit€j 4M Astt. 4W Atitf€^A 9h^4tX,

/T'^Um 0n duUif^, J h^tk

(xAr*ft n0m^ 'C'ktfHn^ p
t%ffu,0m Mut f^u. ‘(•4m (mtmJ

JiUrL ht4t4, H"‘%im>ty Ay<

.

//^/pbUY^4m^

Plate 133 The Jetler "f" nade sonieEiiing like a figore 8 shews » htewjr

(en^<7 Also discetmble a W Somerset Miugbtm's love of (wor

Charlie better than he ever knew me even thou^ he studied some grapho

analysis

When "The Moon and Six Pence" by Somermt Maugham ajipearei it

was sent to me by the publisheis for review It was a great book,m l

said so, but it was not until years later when Maugham sent roe !m ban -

wnting that I understood his appeal to that vast audiena ™
stories for their word tones, as well as for dieir message Study this pl^

and you wdl find the figure 8 "g’s” that show litera^ t^denciro, but to

greatest dung in the whole page is his love of color So, though he

pictures he painted in words that reached ten thousand times as great an

audience as ifhe had been a Raphael

You will have the same experience very hkely wi* ^
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make both the writer and the book much nearer to you—because you too

will know the author This is true whether your favonte author is alive or

“out of pnnt”, physically as well as in the book market There was, for

instance, Augusta J Evans Wilson, whose St Elmo was a popular parlor

stand title right alongside the Bible and a mail order catalog fifty years ago

Lookmg back it is possible to take this stately bit of her writing, and undei^

stand the dignity, even the staff formahty of her greatest sdler. And it

Allhovgh you iMjr ne»er ha^e faeud of AngosU J Evans, the
aouior, ffiis speaiam of handvmtmg -mil nveal tfaiQgs to you that even the
readers of her well known books never knew about her

IS Just as easy to take the signature of Edgar Rice Burroughs, author of
me Taizan Tales, and understand how he stuck to his behef in Tarzan of
the Apes, even though he walked the streets of Chicago with holes in the
soles of his shoes, doing his best to peddle die book He had deteiminataon
He had written a book, and he was going to sell it, which he did, opening
up a brand new market for a long string of titles •

A good many years ago one of the major pohtacal parties engaged

^ to prepare analyses of some of the most popular Umted States Senators
ey were eaeh famous, but die analyses were never published. The reason

^ very sunple Some of them were not quite what they seemed to be
to their devoted folloivers When I turned the analyses in to the man who
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have kqit people around me for years after analyzmg thdr handwriting,

letting tune prove the accuracy of what that writing had revealed This

has apphed to both men and women, without regard to age, and as a

pioneer it has meant financial loss, personal emotional agony, but always in

the end grapho analysis has proved to be correct, and because this is true,

the expenences I have had need not be repeated in your case You have

protection when you use the science that began to be developed back m
1910 when I set out to find why I put long finals on my worih

«ty •Inoexely youxs.

All of this IS far apart, however, from the people I have known who
are or have been in the limelight The public names have been prommen^
and many of the writers have been well worth knowing. Take the hand-
wntmg of Cordell Hull, for example He was, first of all, a Senator for
many years, then he was Secretary of State at a time when conditions were

senous He was criticized, condemned and praised, but let us see what
lus signature says about him as a man First of aU, there is a huge loop

ij
^ illustrated here) showing supersensitiveness, which

" ^“®**""* trait if It were not that his vmtmg ranged from

W aWi K
The lack of slant, the up and downness of it, shows

Tn fc-*

atticism and even a^se without too strong a reaction

his
**”8 criticism That was natural, but

^ to meet it without an emotional upset His

fliat other ^
bs broad-mmdedness, the roahzation

alnhty to keeo
showed her remarkable comprehension, her

makm the^« ,n d? *e way m which she

fed ftuU hi ! “f
fe" « * complete circle, and when you

Jace.andS!SlX "P a clam, keep a pZryo aJJtiay without revealing an important secret When
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If you appreciate art you will find this autograph by Maxwell Parrish

interestmg and certainly it proves that he simply had to be an artist You

have heavy writing r^btering color. The flat-topped ‘Vs” show high de-

velopment of creative talent lEs short d-stem reveals that he would think

and act for himself. Fmally the most prominent trait shown in fliis signa-

ture is his remarkable sense of hne values, or die effect of lines. His capital

“M” IS ornate, but not ostentatious. His capital ‘‘F’ is unique, but tiie

flounsh IS graceful, while the stem of tiie “F* is equally so

)- Jdit. hut HtM. -I

^ o£ia«—.»<*—/•-

-v—eA.

JV-tAUA- V ft,

C— . .. S &4~. ^

A*JU S /tatfCvtA-\fiXt !»-. S /tatfCvtA- if ^
yeu- Si^A. "/t—- kx

^ Jif* ^ OCp>^i^r- ^ a— , C f '

4. >96***«a^7 /r Xjla. /t*

rV*
(^3C^

r /U6

5 "S

X. y
ryxf'U'^Ct.

M. jr A
» -'Vr-* •«.

Puts 138 t^me Nation's open a's and o’s are most revealing Notice the
to stem, indicatmg temper, and to straight down strokes on

her ys denoting lack of imagination

In the early 20th century days two umque women came onto the
scene at about the same time One of them hit tiie front pages of news-
papers from coast to coast witii huge black headlines, a hlaring trail of
dtttaction and reform, that was to affect a new approach to a situation
which ^e ^sidered outrageous That was the dumpy, direct, and storming
Game Nation of “hatchet” fame who was feared by bartenders and liquor
men all over the country The other was the woman who, just starting
became ^enca’s most read and most famous newspaper woman, a quiet.
wassiMng. but briUiant woman, Dorothy Dix Carrie’s handwriting in-
tngued me and provided a new hght on the woman who gamed such an
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army of followers among diurch people and was so reviled and hated by

the liquor interests

You mil be interested in the number of tunes she made her t-ban

ahead of the stem As you will recognize this diowed her temper She

was not a bnlliant woman, but die did like to talk, as her qpen-moudied

“a’s” and Vs" show She was no^ however, hi^ly unpulsive Instead, die

'7 ^ ^ JL

‘zr-i

Plate 139 At om
DorotlyDBWtf^^aj
most ftmous

{etd ntwspspen™"}”

in's start luB® •"‘I

downward, which P''2J^
denee of

IS also gcnei^^ “
teimioanon shown » tn»

honrlwntiaie
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had a friendly, nei^borly emotional warmth, but her crusades were not

die result of impulse The down-strokes on her ‘ys” and other letters

providing an opportumty to use them, are straight, smd firm, but she was

completdy without imagination We know this because she made no lower

loops, and her upper ones were so narrow diat we know she had httie

inwginafinn m the field of spmtual matters Instead, Carrie Nation was a

realist, she looked at life through very narrow lens, and when she became

comdnced that liquor was a national liabihty she merely picked up a hatchet

and did tile thmg tiiat she knew would deal with the problem

On tile other hiuid, Dorothy Dix was a brilliant and a modest woman

Just starting her newspaper career that was to lead to her place as the

hipest paid newspaper woman in America, she was sent to mterview and

Plate i40 Striddud Gdldsn was a successful newspaper writer In your
analysis of this writing you will readily see that the dant is that of a non-
emotional personality The e's indicate a literary tendency

report on Game Nation’s activities How she handled it is something you
can determine for yourself by a study of this letter that Miss Dix wrote me
after receivmg her own analyris (^re attention to the way she makes her
"m’s”. They start laige and slope downward to the right, without losing

formation. This is evidence of diplomacy She had determination that never
turns back, and there is much generosity m this page Therefore, no matter
what die thought of Carrie Nation and her campaign, it is sure that Carrie
would get generous and kindly treatment. We know the kindly treatment
was sure because tiie slant of the Dix writing is vwsll to the right At times
she was very enthusiastic, and hke so many newspaper people who have
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won top honors she had the ability to pick off the top of any subject just

what ste needed, rather dian esqjloring it to the end

Undoubtedly Dorothy Dix won her permanence in American news-

paperdom through the coidbination of these traits. During her lifetime she

was tempted many times to give up her newspaper writmg, but she never

did She went straight on through, alffiough at times the battle between

doing die ]ob and fulfillmg what she may have thought were other duties,

took courage.

One of tiie most interesting and fnendliest men I have ever know

without actually meeting him, was Strickland Gilhlan, the man whose verse,

“Off agin, on agin, Finiugin” portrayed the problem of the foreman of

a railroad section crew When C^Uilan wrote his famous poem, lailioads

^vere not what they are today. The section crew labored to get their handcar

over the tracks, a back-brealdng job However, Gilhlan gave Firmigan a

personahty that went out and did the job, getting his trains bade on the

track and certainly and dependably as an dght day dock. As you will

discover by studying his handwriting, Gillilan was not a thrifty man Value

slipped through his fingers like water, aIthou{^ his judgment was cool, and

his emotional response was almost completely lacking. Instead, he went

through life with a srmle, never getting riled up, and completely free from

emotional storms You will find his small "e’s” made like capitals, indicating

his hterary indmations, and though the individual letters are wisdy sepa-

rated, they are wdl balanced, showing sense of rhythm. As a newqiaper

man Stnckland Gilhlan could pick the top off the news, but be was not a
digger He never made a name for himself as a newqiaper man who dug
deep for his stories His handwriting shows that he would not

Another newspaper writer who won great fame was Horace Gredey.
At that time tiie idea of preparing newspaper copy with a typewriter was
an unheard of thing, and Greeley wrote his editorials in longhand, to the

annoyance of the printers, who had to read &nd set what they thought he
said There were countless stones of times when they set the wrong word
because they could not read his writing You mil find it mteresting al-

tiioug^ you may disagree with the cribdsni of its illegibility. His t-bars will

no doubt interest you, shovnng as they do his sharp sarcastic nature. He
was highly responave to emotional situations, and when he was emotionally
stirred he could use his sharp sarcasm with remarkable effect. He was
another of the nevrapaper men who picked the surface. There is nothing
in this wnting to indicate a schdar. Sharp penetrating points are rar^ and
in most cases flie letters that might have revealed a brilliant scholar are
almost formless
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Teachers who read this book will probably smile when they conpare

Horace Greeley’s wnting with diat of some of dieir young folks After aO,

there may have been somethmg very valuable m Ihe push and pull exercises

of muscular movement At least it represented disaplme, whidi is im-

portant in any field

Where Greeley’s wntmg was not copybook style by any means, diat of
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A 'Conan Doyl^ the creator of Sherlock Holmes, was almost copper plate

You need merely glance at the Doyle letter to see the concentration ;
small

letters that always indicate concentrated effort on the part of the writer.

When he does something he does it with all his heart, centering his efforts

on one project at a time You are famihar ivilh the down-strokes revealing

itetwmitiatioTi, the retraced “d’s” showing pnde and digmty. They are both

present m the Doyle writing Many of the circle letters are open, and there

IS one trait that is lughly importiuit Take the top hne of the note. There

are five distinct breaks between letters, registering a strong sense of the

mtuitive, the musical interpretative sense, the capacity to have hunches

'GCls-

I’LATE 143 Senator Saltoostall's handwriting shows capaatf for making prompt,

definite decisions

These breaks repeated over and over agam reveal a psychic sense, and m the

case of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle they lead to a very active mterest in that

age old problem of whether the dead can communicate with the living

The sharp points on his “m’s” and "n’s” are not pronounced but when
you add the mfluence of concentration you have more results that you

would not have if the writing were much larger. There is imtabihty here,

shown by the t-bars that are wntten ahead of the t-stems time and agam.

According to this evidence the famous author who began his professional

hfe as a physidan, and ended it as a leader in spiritualistic investigation,

while havmg accumulated a permanent place m hterature, could be a very

testy gentleman

• SENATOR SALTONSTALL
One of the most mteresting phases of human nature has been the re-

action of able men to analyses that said what they considered comph-
mentary things When I analyzed the wnting he submitted to me I gave
him the truth as his wnting showed it His wnting showed frankness, per-

sistence, and mquinng mind, great determination, judgment, a reasonable
amount of concentration, and capadty for definite decisions The large

upper loops revealed a man with a strong sense of philosophy, and his

t-bars were strong enough to reveal a man with a clear purpose You can
find all of these trdts for younelf, using the rules you know. However,
Senatop Saltonstall promptly questioned the analysis because he thought it

flattered him You can see for yourself whether it did
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PtAH 144 Julia Ward H«we wrote the words to "Hie battle Hpro rf fe

Republic" Hus nearly illegible bandwriting is interesting in what it reveals to

a grapbo analyst
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The shortness of the d-stems, as you know, reveal the independence,

and her haUt of retracing die stems revealed the dignity. She possessed

great determination at times, and at other times her detenninabon faded

like the morning dew. You very often find such seemit^ contradictions,

and we might follow through and determme exactly under what conditions

Mrs. Howe would have been detenmned, but her writing is too dim Too

c7" li As.

4^ Otft-Cul.

T^ve. 'Sxt—.. «3^/*<»

'
I"—

PlATE tii HudwntuB of the greet Victor Heibert shons a musical inter-
pretative sense and a flair for showmanship.

many of the strokes have faded with tiie years However, keep m mind
tiiat when the writing is not faded it is possible with grapho analysis to
handle such contradictions, and come up witii the truth t

• .
handwriting, but one tiiat is very clear and revealing,

M ^1 excerpt from a letter wntten by the great Victor Herbert The way
e row the pen at the paper to make his i-dots leaves a permanent record

of Im imtabihty that at times reached the point of oploaon The fiounshes
at me fimsh of words, like in "named”, show the flair for showmanship, and

^ tied t*s" in “flatter” tell us even now that what he started he finished
the bre^ between letters in a word give us evidence of his musical in-
‘“Pietahve sense, while the heavy ink as it occurs time and agam reveals
Hie sensuousness that helped to make him a great mi.nrian
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on ‘W* P" to full aa. as his lower loopon m/ show ^ not bemg completed He was very definite, very dec3he teamed the point of making such a stand. HoweverrSie weie
'* ip5«»natically. But when Victor

Herbert said "no” he meant “NO”.

Plate U6 Reading tnits in haodrabng—analyiing it—has notluiig to do

with being able to lead the wmds You can aoaljrae this Fiencb wnting of

Vid^, one time head of the Fieoch police system, as easily as you can aoalya

JEnglilm

The age of the wnting does not matter The style of it does not matter

for all handwnting is made up of strokes, and strokes are combmed to make

letters, but it is the strokes ftat count The wnbng may be in a language

you do not understand Take, for mstance, this page from a letter wntten

by Vidocq, one time head of die French police system Vidocq started as

a cnmmal and when he joined die surety he knew almost every criminal in

France and nearby countries He was a great success, and re^ed a

of world wide fame This wntoig shows a man who was ruled by his feel-
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we know that the leligion he preached was not merely a philosophy but

apphed to life. You will be able to go on from this point, and really

know the man as he was in the days of our grandparents

The other great religionist with whose name you may be familiar is

the very widdy read Dr. Marcus Bach of the Iowa Umversity Sdiool of

Religion No smgle author has contnbuted as much to the study of religions

as Dr Bach, with his explorations mto individual groups from Umty to'

Fsyduana

There are just eight different letters m this signature, but they are re-

vealing. The open-mouthed “a" shows his frankness, while the second “a”

shows that he can keep still when it is wise to do so Neither of these circle

letters, however, shows even the shghtest inclination toward deceit He is

generous but not extravagantly so His upper loop on the “h” is tall and
generous in dze. His mterest in philosophy, in a better way of life, is

genuine His two capital letters reveal, by their dze in relation to the small

letters, that he is not afrtud

His Iowa neighbors probably say of him “he hasn’t a tight bone in his

body”
, which is very true when we consider the hberal ^acirtg between the

letters You have Imd two other rules that apply to Dr. Badi’s wntmg and
wMch you should have remembered clearly enough to detenxune what
stroke shows his willmgness to accept responsibihty You will also find from
nodung mo^e than a glance ffiat no matter how self-possessed he may be
on the speaking platform there is sometlung of the self-consciousness that

he had as a small boy

Dr Bach’s truly monumental studies of religions were introduced to

we by a grapho analyst whose handwriting I had analzed I bought an
autographed copy of one of his books, and made an analysis simply because
I liked the book There was not much writing to go on, but here is his
letter of comment *

“The truth of the matter is that I have been cau^t in flying trips to
Canady to the American Southeast and elsewhere with such unmterrupted
r^idarity Aat I feel like a flying saucer' This eiqilains, I hope, my un-
forgivable ingratitude and my failure to reply earber to your special analysis
You may say for me in any pubhdty you may wish to use that your report
i^eeply penetrating, eloquently done and packed with uncaimy revelationsTm is an unsolicited endorsement of your eiqiert diagnods of personahty
ttwgh penmanship, and I want to thank you for it very much

' k^^^
continued success and find many blessings m your

Edg» Wallace, die famous Enghsh author of who-dun-its did not hunt
or cnminals He created them, so that readers sitting m their easy chairs
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halfway round the world could follow their explcnts His bit of wnting here

IS certainly not as legible as it m^ht be, but vdien you examine it very

dosely you find out a great deal about the man. Notice how he brings the

last stroke in “regards” down bluntly He does the same widi the last stroke

in “Wallace”, as well as in “kindest” and the final “h” m “with”. All

blunt strokes and all showing the positiveness of his thinkmg. If you ivill
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turn back to die Mau^am writing you will find that the two men had one

thing in common They had the color sense to paint word pictures

Maugham’s wntmg shows more clearly defined literary talent, but if you

examine these two hnes of the Wallace wntmg you will ^d it here too You

have had enough eiqpenence now that you should really become well ac-

quainted with the man It will be mteresbng

• CRLE STANtEY GARDNER
You may find it interesting to compare Edgar Wallace’s two lines widi

another two hnes, wntten by Amenca’s most famous producer of who-dun-

its, Erie Stanley Gardner Gardner, vdio is now engaged in one of the most

remarkable efforts ever made in Amenca to assist those who have been

imprisoned through manufactured or other questionable evidence, produces

books, string of Aem. Every one is readably with an easy fasanation that

holds die reader He might give all of his time to the Court of Last Resort,

but it is merely anodier activity, because Erie Stanley Gardner is as restless

as an eel His handwriting shows i^ revealing a well developed sense of

philosophy m rqjaid to hving by his large upper loops. If he has cntics

who say he lacb literary talent, tiiey get a sharp rebuff from his hand-

wntmg, where his small “e” m ‘Tiest” « die Greek "e" that was accep^

by even the graphologists long before grapho analysis was deroloped

flourishes reveal his resdess eneigy, his natural ability to do things u» a big

way, and his final flounsh, like the center one in my own agnature m

Chapter 7, where the "k” is made like a huge hump m the center of the

last name, reveals his indifference to cnticism, if and when it occun.

examination for chapter 13

Yo^r knowledge of grapho analysis will be valuable only m 7““

, depend on it The only way to learn that youm o"
^ Ij

rhenever and wherever you have any dealmgs with people ^ ,

ou wiH find that you are getting facts that you know are true

r this IS true, you will get the truth from a handwriting where you maym

LS^it^dTYou Zy be convinced that the facts about «« ^
«,ve learned through your use of gmpho

contact

ind in the wnting of soigne *Lc weaknesses

Actually, no one is perfect. You ^ Y^r nends^^^

ind you are not using grapho analysis to
j the truth

LW ton V». nn.
P>S«“

rhis gives you protection In my
of the individual was

not a nice one However, wo were
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em to be any reason for breaking up a friendship As a result, the writer

hose writing had given away secrets did not know that I had made tihe

lalysi^ or that I had protected myself by knowing what to eiqiect in thdr

:tions Just because you find the handwriting of a friend shows he has

le possibility of stealmg from you does not mean that you need to drop

le acquamtance You merely protect yourself against his taking anything

om you by not proidding the temptation You know die truth and die

uth protects you Use your knowledge every day Deqiend on it sis you
nd that you can

EXAMINATION
1 Check the two or more traits that are prominently revealed in

the t>hars of this specimen,

a Enthusiasm
h. Lack of purpose
C ViSIONAKT

d Conscious self-control
e. Strong purpose
f Sarcasm

2 . Does the writing show generosity?
Yes No

3 WM^e icmer be Idiely to have strong prejudices?
lES No

4 . fPAat vs the ham for your conclusion?
a. Heavy t-bars
h Slant of writinc
c Weight of writing
d Frequent v-bases

3
. this writing show imtttbility?

IBS No



CHAPTER 14
How it Works

CASE HISTORIES SHOW HOW OTHERS VSE

GRAPHO ANALYSIS AS A CAREER, A SOURCE

OF INCOME, PRESTIGE AND A HELP TO

OTHERS WHO ARE CONFUSED OR LOST JOB-

WISE. HOW TO USE YOUR KNOWLEDGE IN

THE FAMILY AND IN BUSINESS AND PROFES-

SIONAL LIFE.

Ip you have learned enough about grapho analyns to protect yourself

even in a small way, it has been worth while In case you have gained

knowledge that will help you understand youiself, your friends, people ywi

do not know, then something has been added to the sum total of happiness,

and that is worth the tune

You see, I did not undertake the practice of grapho analysis because i

had chosen grapho analyas as a career I merely set out to answr my own

questions, and ended up by looking at handwriting, finding how people

thought, and telling them the truth when they asked me The i^cy «

what thar individual handwntmgs revealed startled them, a^ laid t»e

demand for instruction I did not want to teach grapho analysis 1 nw

not cs’cn want to wnte about it

• HAO ro WHITE TEXTBOOKS FOR NEW COURSE

However, those early analyses set intelli^t

heels demanding that I teach them .That was don^diout^J^J
wthout a teaching organizauon Writing the l»t bro ”

. f

had gained, and m the cariy days I fmW
J ^ caUed for fre-

have done in giving the stud^t the help
die student

quent revisions of text material
with each student, and

did not understand, it was necessary to work closely witn

216
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veiy often to set him right in nurinterpietations where my own acquaint-

ance with a pnnaple, through having developed that principle, was dear

to me but not to the student

Thirty years ago the very idea that analyaing handwritmg was any-

thing else but an adjunct to fortune telling was not even thought of. Books

on psychology scoffed at die idea of a handwriting specimen revealing any-

thing about a wnter, other than whedter he or she could write le^bly. So
the going was roughi and if there had not been actual accomplishment on
the part of students here and there it would certainly have been so dis-

couraging that I might have gpven it up It was not profitable finandally

And it was a heart-breaking undertakmg to handle the multiple details of
oiganaation, teaching, wntmg and financing The latter was really the
greatest problem, and yet because editors were kind, it was solved by long
hours at my typewriter Editors paid well, not for material on grapho
analysis espeddly, but for almost everything I could grind out of my
madune.

There were only a few students m die early days, but an amazing thing
happened One woman in a neighborhood who found she could actually
tell die trudi about an mdmdual from a handwndng specimen told odiers.
A business man who possibly scoffed at the start, found that grapho analysis

nun infoimation about credit apphcations, or personnel applicants, and
he told other business men.

So die tedimque and science of grapho analysis has grown until today
* ‘’“y housewife called me late at night She

Z complamt was that she had banked only $25 that

on
^ and that she had called

agmfiZf
“ ' twenty-five dollars did not «iem so m-

* WOMAN MAKES GRAPHO ANALYSIS PAY
blind magicTmdlltt rho”^**

***

l«lped to undeBind^tl,?^
lea^g to divorce This ivoman was

he annoyed her because she
* ° *»"sl>and’s disposition, and of how

““>oymg him by ath^*”^'’' ^^ meticulous Also, she was
or hi, tmuaas.ZST® " up his magazines

It
'ras her client, or the woman'. 1, i,

woman whoHK woman s husband, her findings took on great value.
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They were objective, not fault finding. She looked at a handwnbng, found

the answers and told her client what she had found

• GKAPHO ANALYSIS AS A PROFtSSIONAL smUNK
A credit manager told me an interesting story about his expenence that

will show you how the part time grapho analyst renders a service, although

he may have studied solely for h» own use Thu particular man who passes

on thoussuids of applicants for credit, had added public talks on grapho

analysut as a matter of public relations between his ccsnpany and the area

m which they worked After one particuiar talk, for whi^ he received

a handsome fee, a man took him aside, and evplamed that he and hb wfe

were considering sending a young son to a military school or tunung him

over to the state to be sent to an institution supported at public expense

“Wc can't do anythmg with him He’s not the least cooperative and flioiigh

we think he u capable of doing well m school he^s failing n|^t along After

heanng you today, it has occurred to me that you may be aWe to help us

get him straightened out”

The credit manager saw an opportunity to help, not only the parents

but the boy, and asked for the youngster’s handwriting which was funuihed

to him fay mad He studied it carefuUy Then he telephoned die parwle

and asked for the handwntings of each of them The diree handwnUngs

gave him the answer, and he made an appomtment for a personal visit

He had found that the blame did not he wifli die boy, but wtb the

patents who had forgotten m thar exceedingly busy hves dmt dieir ^
was not somethmg to be merely fed, clothed, and given

The boy wanted to build something, and after that mterview heh^
chance An empty budding m the backyard was turned into a shopM
^simply givingL spending money, the father ^
m the lad’s activities The mother mused some

^ J^ho
took an interest in her «n The result was tt^-fold ^
had undertaken to dean up a probto out of

good

human sympathy, got a fat died, and the boy was headed toward goo

One of my earhest eiqienences with juvende pwb ^^
a lad in a southwestern state He

jugh school but

not study He would leave hi^c m the m
g^
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away, and why he was not studying while m school He fdt he was being

imposed upon, because he wanted a shop of his own He wanted to tinker

He wanted to use his hands, not his head, and he did not want to study

to be a doctor, even if his father had been one The writing showed very

real sdentific and eng^eenng possibilities, but not the Idnd that would

be basic with a medical man The analysis recommended that he be per-

mitted to withdraw from school, and be given enough money to eqmp a
small home laboratory, where he could mix things

Fortunately the judge knew that his own analyris had been accurate,

and he consented The next fall the boy was back in school and making
top grades He had found for himself that he needed more knowledge, and
that the way to get that knowledge was to attend school regularly. He was
not a delinquent m die ordinary sense of the word He was simply the victim
of circumstances that were provmg too big for him When he had a diance
to adjust himself, he was all nght, and his handwritmg and what it had
revealed about him was the means by which he was set on the road to a
happy and successful hfe

• VOCAnONAL APTITUDE AND GMPHO ANALYSIS
We hear much of juvenile delinquents today You can help meet this

situation if you will, hke the credit manager above Use the knowledge
you have gamed from this volume to help youngsters find themselves In
many c^ you unU not know enough, but use what you do know WhenyM &d fliat your own knowledge is lacking, you have two choices : eitheraM to your knowledge, or contact a professional grapho analyst In either

buT
not only the difficult problem,

handwntmir a
^ grapho analysis that the truth as revealed m thehandwtag IS the only truth or veision to be given the chent

Hence

their knowledge of grai’^^^l mg^r
president, is dmng a f

corporation of which he is

huthegSrtC o
® was very enthusiastic,

they both asked me\ f ‘‘ However,
Too to you too-, aW hund^tmg Mr B’s sample read

'ommon trait in their handwntin**^*!i'*
Fortunately I noted at once a

nutted the truth of w£!^the^Sd“l^‘’T‘^
“ They ad-

‘ttrred up enthusiasm on fte fiaix 01 ivxr B and before he realized it he
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was asking me to analyze Ihe wnting of two of his men whom he W
couldn’t figure out’.”

’

* /0«fri«£S CUSTOMBK WITH MUSK/U.
nnOWLSDGE
Case 11948—“All credit applications pass over my desk A brand-new

customer unknown to me or to anyone in the department was given' credit

while I was at lunch When I returned and looked over his signature I tdd
the man who waited on the stranger that the fellow was very musical Our
man was amazed and said that while they were talkmg the new customer

had told him of his love for and mterest m music and that he led a chorus

of 30 voices

"

• DETECTS FOHGEFIES
Case 11995—"I recently received a iqily to a letter I wrote to a

magazine concernmg handwiitmg qpecunens appearing m the pages of a

recent issue The specimens were aecompamed by pictures of women staS

members modeling dresses The specimens slanted from upr^'ht to far-

forward, ivere heavy and light, fancy and plain, but die analyses all had

a marked similarity I became convmced they were all written by the same

person I wrote the editor ezplaimng my interest m giapho analysis and

told of my findings My letter m reply admitted that the wntmg was all

done by the same person, which the editor, too, was suipnsed to discover

ITie writer of the specimens was a professional penman who was able to

change the appearance of the different signatures, but could ^ot free him-

self from his own pen-picture of himself 1 know now that grapho analysis

has great value in recogmzmg forgeries
”

Case 11032—"I just recenUy had proof of the accuracy of grapho

analysis in such an outstandmg and funny way that I have told many irf

my fnends about it A new tenant handed me a check My wife said

‘analyze it* I knew the man was an art teacher, but I was nmnediaWy

unprewed by the strokes revealmg literary tendencies I told him to rf he

wasn’t a wnter, he should be Tbe man ^ a very forceful laugh, and he

howled ‘Tve written four books,’ he said”

Case 13442—"I was talkmg grapho analysis to our

one day and he offered me a signature just to sre what I ^^
first thing I noticed was the strong resentment of possible i^osm^

“to It He started laughing, to told me to die wnter l«ui

Wacked the eyes of one of his neighbors only the day before
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Also I screen all applicants pnor to tlieir taking examinations for the Police

Department

“On one occasion I had a fnend visiting who had had his writing

analyzed by a professional grapho analyst, and in order to get a comparison

he requested that I analyze his writing. I was more than glad to comply

aldiough at the time I had no idea what he was domg At the completion

of the analysis he told me that both my analysis and the other were the

same He wanted to know if I was acquainted widi the profesaonal, but we
had never met This gives all of the proof of die accuracy of grapho

analysis that I can ask
”

Case 11730—“I got qmte a test of what I know about grapho analysis

at a fraternity alumni meeting Some of those who were there were com-
plete strangers to me Qmte naturally they wanted me to look 3t their

handwntmg and tell them what 1 found 1 did one for a man who seemed
to be well known, and when I remarked that he was very self-consaous

everyone laughed and said I had certainly missed However, tiie evidence

was so strong that I was sure I was nght, so asked tiiem to put the question

up to him They did and he readily confirmed my statement Those who
had laughed were certainly surprised and I am sure tiiey went away from
that meeting convinced that grapho analytis reveals the truth

”

• DEAUNQ WITH CIUMINMS
Case 12987—“As an mves^;ator for the detective division of the Pohce

Department of our aty, I have used my knowledge as much as possible m
the fidd where I work I have found that where a look at the handwntmg
of a suspected criminal is possible before talkmg to him, it has ^ven me
ideas on how to deal with the incfividual, man or woman This gives me
confidence in dealmg with the suspect, and I am sure that I get a much
more factual statement simply because I know how to approach him ”

Case 13580—“I refused to take a check from a stranger who offered
it m our place of busmess Later I found from the Credit Bureau in this

county that he had been givmg worthless checks
"

Case 11133 ^“A fnend recently asked me to look over an application
*at he said he had received legardmg a position as secretary I studied
the application and told him what I had found He then informed me that
he had played a practical joke by giving me the handwntmg of his secretary
who had been with him for several years The point worth while was he
said my analytis was absolutely correct m every statement that I

"

Case 10865— recently analyzed a man’s handwnting and was very
much surprised to find that he had a lot of natural musical abihty. So
much so that as he was a stranger, and I did not want to make a fool of
myself, I hesitated to menUon it Ima^e my satisfaction when I found
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Aat I really knew more than I was willnig to admit to myself. He has

five musical instruments in his home and plays all of diem.”

• GMfiHO ANALYSIS SIMPUFIES ••GETTING ACQVAINTEO"
Case 10682

—
“Going into a new ho^ital as a Medical Director is far

from easy. I studied the handwriting of the business manager, the nursing

supervisor, and the chatge nurses. The knowledge I gained of their indi-

vidual mclinadons, and capabilities has proven invaluable m knowing how

to handle these people Now diat I am workmg with them and have been

here long enough to know my way around I am amaaed and grateful for

my knowledge of grapho analysis I find dut the' strangers were not

strangers at all, that I knew them, and am able to work with diem as diough

we had worked together for a long, long time
"

Case 11630—"I learned that the language m which the wnteig is done

has nothing to do with what is learned frmn that wndng. A friend handed

me a letter written m French I examined it and analysed it for him, only

to Icam diat it was his own wnting, because he can write equally well m

German, French and English He had merely put me to a test to see if I

was depending on what I read or what I analysed. You see I do not spe^

one word of French, so I had to stand entirely on what I found in the

handwriting Now I know that language has no bearing on what the wncng

reveals'*

A iiaMDWIIITIIVG AS A HCLf* JOB ANALYSES

Case 10027—“An outstanding placement that we made^ ® ^ f

thought she wanted a job as a receptionist When
^ ^

wriSg I could not find the peisonaUty requirements that^ "

such I job. but she had unusual natural abihty for

almost nrecise I placed her on a bookkeepmg job, al^gb
carefuly alniost p ^ a j i iitttj tfou soc xnv knowledge

was reluctant to take it Now she is
also toe

of vronho analysis helped me make a satisfactory placemrot.^
i«#5 »w

• LAWYER PRAISES MAPRO ^ it a pomt to obtain

Case 7357—“In handling my law practii* I^ ^

not only specimens
already have toe wnting of their

wntmg of 'the other «de> and ^ judge who „ to hear toe

counsel H ^f

^

case. With these handwntmgs
j how each party

S^„y, who may or may not
that matter, I ev^

will act under certam
witnesses so that I know which wto te

gather the handwritmg ^ one may be mclmed to slm&

^dse and accurate m hu tes^
tnformaW b Evaluable, and has

the truth or even lie AU or ww
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enabled me to win many cases where lack of this knowledge would have

ended up the other way ”

• HOW A DOCTOR USES GRAPHO ANALYSIS
Case 11330—^"My receptionist hands each new patient a scratch pad,

giving the data which she will later transfer to the patient’s record card

However, this page of writing comes to me before I see the patient. With

this advance information it is much easier to understand how to deal with

each patient Also, althou^ we have a reqmcement that all bills be paid

promptly, every doctor knows this rule is not always workable My re-

ceptionist, who also knows grapho analysis, knows who will be trustworthy,

and who will not pay a bill unless forced to do it As a result of grapho

analysis and this team work I help more people, and we save more money
by having fewer losses My knowledge of grapho analysis is worth every

hour I spent studymg it, and I have spent a good many hours ”

Case 13311—^“There are so many surprises when one can analyze hand-

writing An acquamtance of mine, a digmiied, white-haired iady, whose
breedmg and manners were of the lavender and old lace school, gave me
her ivnting Her p-loops were very prominent, but it is not easy to picture

such a person participating m physical activities the way her “p’s" indicated

she wanted to do I steered the conversation around to sporty and what
do you suppose she saidi* ‘All my bfe I’ve wanted to be an acrobat but
when I was a gjirl that was undunkable I still want to be one, but die

old jomts and muscles will not stand it now ’ This proves what we have
been taught, that it is the mental desire; not always the fulfillment, that

shows m a person’s handwriting”

• THIS GRAPHO ANALYST WINS A BET
Case 6703—"Grapho analysis is not only valuable to me in all of my

busmess relations, but it even gives me a bit of odd fun now and then I
have a 'Doubting Thomas’ fnend wiio has always insisted that I have a
sixth sense At any rate, be brought me the handwriting of two brothers,
and put up a mce little sum as a wager that I could not pick the one
brother who has muncal talent The writing was very siriular, but it was
hte pie and ice cream to win the bet m less than five minutes, and was my
friend red m the face'* Surely, Fve used grapho analysis so long that
skepticism on the part of others seems very foolish, and these httle incidents
givemeatemfickick’’

You may say to yourself that such incidents may be for others but
not for you Each of these wnters acquired the same knowledge presented
to you in the preceding chapters The incidents were not reported by super-
men, who were especially “gifted” Some of them svere made by those with
high professional traimng in accountancy, and law or medicine Others
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r«£,SS3r--
niimwlf

"'“ ^y S«Pho analysis is a profession for an mcnasmir

r T'^
““ theyfC J

t
"“***' execntivirdoctoB, and

tenchets who have made ^pho analysis a part or full tunc profession
Tli^ have attended resident classes, and have done sroris ;nst as in any other

There is an association of grapho analysts representing thousands of
men and women trained professionally They live in small toivn^ and laige
ones from the southern most tip of Africa, over into South Amenca, back to
the cnent, in Australia, and all through North Amenca Starting m 1939
the first summer school was held, tuition free to all home students of this

association Canada and several states were represented
, but it was just a

small group.

Then came World War II and a cessation of summer activities, but

these svcrc revived in 19S0 Now professional analyst students travel across

oceans, the provinces of Canada, and the states, all with one purposeMo
go back home and render a bigger service to those who consult tiiem on

matters of every conceivable nature, e.\cept the future There are love

atlairs, family problems, juvenile problems that may be presented by either

the teacher, the parents, and occasionally by the courts

Professional grapho analysts deal with human nature in the raw, and

their records of accomplisments provide a tremendous backlog of support

for the sacncc which started when my curiosity got the best of me, and I

bdgan tracking down the cause for my long finals It has been a lot of fun,

Itjng days of punishment when finances were so bmited that meals were few

and far between But the physical and financial problems have never been

great enough to overshadow an enthusiastic letter from a husband who fells

how the truth as revealed to him and his wife reunited their happy home

Actually such results are naturally to be expected Ninety-five percent

of all our troubles stem from a lack of knowledge of human nature This

could be a mKundcistandmg of ourselves or of others
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You should have gamed a lot from this volume The more you use

what you have learned the more you will depend on your Imowledge This

15 so basically true that the money you paid for this book, and the time you

have spent readmg it becomes at least m a small way, an insurance policy

covenng your happmess and your success in the years ahead One phase of

giapho analysis has been purposely omitted Your writing defines your

natural capabihbes m regard to the ivork you do m hfe However, this is

not a job for a neophyte A writer may, for instance, show artistic talent,

but he may possess weaknesses diat completely overshadow his natural

abihty Therefore, m making a vocational determination it is necessary to

completely evaluate all of the evidence m, not a few lines of writing, but in

pages From such evidence the analyst can draw a fine picture, although

it is not possible to say to a man whose writing shows, as Hoover’s did,

natural engmeermg abihty or talent, that he will build bndges The analyst

must take mto consideration whether the added evidence gained from other

strokes shows a tendency toward research engmeermg, or the actual creation

of a project Each writer is an individual Each has great strength and also

powerful weaknesses that check his upward climb It takes hours to evaluate

all of such evidence

Gtapho analysis has grown Much of its growth has been accomplished

without adverbsmg It is only m the last few years that magazine space

has been used in hberal quantities However, the reason for the growth is

that men and women who have studied have found they can depend on it

They have interested their friends, so that as this book is written it is not
difiicult to look ahead and envidon a resident school It may be a huge
clinic where problem children may be taken by their parents for complete
understandmg And under the guidance of experts changes in wntmg habits
will make a change m personality, svith strong points bemg encouraged and
weaker ones discouraged

So It has been worth while You will be making it even more svorth
while as you memorize and use these rules, and benefit by doing so After
all, life IS worth while—when you understand yourself, and others This
knowle^ will pve us peace, and prosperity, both finanaal and spiritual
Our minds, freed from the limitations of quarrels and bickering will grow,
and each of us will become a better citizen, a better homemaker, and a
better individual within ourselves Giapho analysis will give you this knowl-
^gc, and it will also give you freedom, with all that freedom means without
hcense
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EXAMINATION FOR CHAPTER 14
You have covered a great deal of ground ance you pidced up this bocA

and started on Chapter 1 Actually, you do not know iim much you have

done But now you will have an opportumty to prove to yourself that you

have learned and can use grapho analysis Howe^, you will find it neces*

sary to go back and restudy some of the chapten

If you cannot be sure on some points in this final tes^ do not become

too worried Go back and hunt tor die answer You have had very large

plates used for iliustrationt so that you can get a general picture of the

writer’s character Actually, most of the illustrations provide plenty of

material for you to use pr^tably all you have learned. Therefore, a full

page handwriting plate is not mduded just to illustrate one or two points,

but to provide you with some of the most fascinating laboratory matmal in

die world ; the writing of people, some of diem famous, others not so

famous All, however, people, and all widi some good or valuable traits

and all with some weaknesses.

With dill approach, you are ready to examine the final handwnbng

study You should be able to check at least fifty percent without reviewing

If you to review you diould check out with oght out of ten correct

identifications of traits.

Sfeqmen P

examination
j

the most famous men m Amenca m ^
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lialf of them This may be true because no man must have all the traits

listed

C3ieck down through the questions one by one. Start with the first

and try your best to answer each one where the writing provides a defi-

mte answer. If you ddp around you are almost certain to make a low

rating Do your best to make a good grade. You have had the prin-

ciples, now is your chance to use them.

1 . JThat UMU this varUet^s reaction to emotionai sttuations?

a. Very strong

b. Strong

C Dm HOT EXACT

d Medtom reaction

2 . , Did the weight of the writing influence hts reactions?

Yes No

3 . ^ouU he be friendly, warm hearted and sympaihedc?

Yes No
4 , . ^os he generous^

Yes No
5 . . Do you find any evidence of hts ability to make definite dear

sions^

Yes No
6 . . IFas he enthusiastic?

Yes No
^ . Is there evidence of a strong purpose?

Yes No
8 . . Check below the traits to be found in this writing

a Timidity

b. Aggressiveness

c Initiaitve

9 Do you find any mud in tlus wntmg?
Yes No

10 . . Does the writing show depth of entotton enough to show an ap-
preciation of teords and how they sound?

Yes No
11 . . /* there any tmaginotion revealed in this writing?

Yes No
12 . . Was the writer a Frank or b Secretive?
13 .. Is there any etndence of diplomacy?

Yes No





Answers

ANSWERS TO THE CHAPTER EXAMINATIONS

Chapter 1—No Teat

Chapter 2

—

1. Yes 2. No 3. Yes 4 No 5 Yes 6 No 7. No 8 Yes 9. No
10 Yes 11. Yes 12 No 13 d 14 d 15 Yes 16. c

Chapter 3

—

L Yes 2a 3a 4h 5b 6c 7 Yes 8 b 9. b 10 c

Chapter 4—
1 No 2. a 3. a, b, c 4. b 5 Yes 6 b, e

Chapter 5

—

la No lb. Yes Ic. Yes Id. No le Yes If. Yes Ig No
Ih No li Yes Ij. Yes Ifc. No IL Yes lin. No In. Yes
2 No 3 c

Chapter 6

—

1. Yes 2 b, c 3. No 4 b 5. a 6 fa, d, f 7 c

Chapter 7—No Teat

Chapter 8

—

1. b2. e3. d 4d5.b6c7. b8a
Chapter 9—No Teat

Chapter 10

—

1. No 2 a 3. Yes 4 Yes 5 Yes 6 No 7. Yes 8 Yes
9. No 10. Yes 11. No 12. Yes 13. No 14. No 15. No
16. Yes 17. Yes 18. Yes

Chapter 11

—

1. No 2. b 3. c, d 4 c, d 5 c 6. c, d, f

229
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Chapter 12

—

1 c 2. c 3 b, c 4. Yes

Chapter 13

—

1, c, d, e, f 2. No 3. Yes 4 b, c S. Yes

Chapter 14

—

1, b 2. Yes 3 No 4 No 5 Yes 6. Yes

9. Yes 10. Yes 11. No 12. a 13 Yes

7 Yes 8. b, c



Dictionary of

Grapho Analysis
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A
ncquisUhe Initial hooln^ The volume of the desire
indicated by the size of the hook. May occur at the
beginning' ot a word, hut retains its value wherever
louno as an initial stroke

adaptable Mental alertness indicated by ability to
undentand without inflexibility of thought.

adolescent Lack ot deflniteness. Calendar years do
not determine the mental growth of the individual,

hence many writers who are grown physically are

mentally adolescent

aggreaslvcneaa Last stroke of Tp",
"j" "y” and "p”

earned forward wifli a strong and vigorous swing
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analytical A v-sliaped formation at the base line.

This may occur between any two strokes, one writ-
ten downward at any slan^ and the other written
upward. The deeper the troneh of the v-formation
the greater the analytical ability.

antagonistie Inflexible initial strokes. Usually com-
bined with highly developed analytical sense.

artistic May involve many quahties mcluding line
values, creative abihty, and color sense

C
caustic T-bars made like arrows This applies re-
gardless of location of the bar.

change (and variety) Long lower loops running into
Imes below.
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ejiinnisli Shatp inverted loop nt end of "y”. "j". and"g” lower sterna

cold Vertical writing, lacking warmth or emotional
depth, and sympathetic traits as generosity

See CREATIVJS for stroke formation

color sense Determined entirely by the heaviness of
the wntmg

comprehension Abdi^ to understand or eomprdiend
IS determined by the formabon of "m”, "n”, "r", and
the last half of the "h”. The more pomted, the

greater the mental speed or ability to probe into

nie matter under consideration

X, ^

concentration Small wntmg The smaller the wnt-

ing the greater the concentration This trait mten-

BiSes all o^er traits found m a wntmg

•L da.
•J

*** iweA vmL I
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cieatiTe aUhty Flat top “r’s”, broad or vell-

ronnded ‘Wa", ‘Va", and last half of *
51” and broad

'V’.

enriodj^ Sharp pointed inrerted v^strolres on “m”,
"n”, “n”, or "r”, Cnnoaitp is investigativenesB lack-
ing the pnipose of the latter trait.

D

decdt-deoeption Indicated by repeated initial baU or
complete loops at the beginning of the circle in "a”,
"o", “d", "gr, or "q", and by a loop occnmng at
the same time in the ending of the ‘V’ or "o”. De-
ceit most be intentional m order to qnali^ under
this heading. Many who are charged with lying do
so because of lack of attmitaon to details, virid
imagination and talhatayeness. Persistent imtial
loops as indicated, conpled with wide open circle
strokes would indicate dec^t based in part on volu-
bility.
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dedsive Final atrolcea on lelters at the end of vorde
firm, ending abnip^ at or near the base: may be
broader at the finish in whidi ease the degree of

deeiaireneea mil be increased.

r
definite Firm letter formations; finn endings for

final strokes in words.

defabe ate Upper stems made double. Unst be “f' m
"d” b t eviMnce may also be found m capitals

«W”, *• or "N”.

depressed Writmg that turns down sharply at or

near end line.
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diplomacy Stcolces that taper eillier at the end of a
word or within the word jtself. Strokes must taper
rather than fade.

discouragement Downward slant of lines Sharp
drop at end of Ime mdieates occasional severe pen*
ods of discouragement Should not be mistaken for
emotional depression or disgust Pessimism.

domineenng Cross-bars of *‘t’’ slanted downward,
atrow-like

E
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cmph«tie«ffipliut8 Firm down strokes thst teach
the hase line, or by thehr location nve evidence that

they should he completed at the base line. Strokes

may end in a blob of ink which inereases the «n-
denee of bluntness or defimteness

enthusiasm Sweeping left to right cross strokes, the

longer the stroke the greater the individuiu enthu-

siosm The heavier the stroke the greater the force

of that trait

extravagant Extreme finals to wor^, letters widdy

separated rather than close together.

frankness Open-mouthed -ViW V' ^
well rounded Vs". The wider the opening Oie

greater the talkativeness.
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6
Kenerons liOng finals in body of writing.

genlns Dependnw entirely on some outstanding
tiaits of a eons&netiTe natnre, tlsnally erratic in
an outstanding way, but not possible of illnstration
any more than genius is possible of conformity,

graceful This rqiresenis a sense of line values and
IS registered by graceful lower loops

H
homosexuality May be determmed by too mudl
color, utter absence of color or other combinations
that do not show balance. Usually accompanied by
extreme dannisbness, but this trait murt be con-
sidered more as a contributing element rather than
final evidence This trait cannot be definitriy illus-

trated because homosexuality jiresents an endless
variety of elements.

humor Flourished strobe as shown before any letter.

Usually "M", *'N”, or “W”, but may occur in small
letters

I

independence Short d-stems
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ima^aation Inflated lower loops, biflated upper
loops add the mfloence of imaglnatioii to philoso*

ptuttl or vistoiiary habits of thought The greater

the inflation of the loops, the greater the imagina-

tion

initiative Last stroke of "g", “j". “f’, ««
ned formurd

Interpretative See PSYCHIC.

intuition Frequent breaks between letters Not

breaks in the letters themselves.

inventive

but many tunes the creative abihty is lac^
investigative Inverted v-strokes fw^ r j ^.,.2,’

and •x’ Siae of letter does not effect the determi-

nation regarding invesbgativeness ^
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irritable Broken or fine arrow-bice "i" dote.

J

Jealousy Inverted inifaal loops. Hnst be small and
swung sharply from point of origin backward or
to the l^t

'ikM.3
Judgment Poise, emotional balance; affected by
other traite.

Judidal Poise, provides the basis of this quali^;
affected by other traits.

K
IdndUncse Expressive, genoosity. Absence of sar-
casm or similar hurtful teaits.

L
languid Evidence of deliberateness with possible
procrastinatian

f'l/wOAJt/

lecherous Frequent and heavy blotches. Corrugated
strokes.
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line Talnee Loops, either lower or upper. The longer

and more elenaer the greater the understanding or

appreciafaon of line valnes.

loyaltf Small and well rounded dot for "i”, Locatien

does not detemune loyalty;

H
materialistic Lacking upper s^kes for "£"} w^ly
low cross-bars on t-stem All upper loops short

N
normal There is no such TOtmg. Tal^
\t Will be an absence of stnlans qaelitieB. Dr Ikhiis

C. Bisch says that normal peoSe are common^ce,

and this may apply to the writing
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base Ime in^catea sboit-lived and imbealtfay opti-

miam.

organiaalion ability Well balanced “f”. Upper and
lower loopa the same

oatentation Showy, over-decorated writing.

P
paasnmate Very heavy writing, likely to have eorm-
gated edges on principle atrokes, blotted or blurred,
either extremely ezpreaaive or ladsing expression.
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peaceful Letter «p« Made with ahaip upper point.

persistent Tie stroke regardless of location

pessimism Downward slant to lines of wnting.
See DISCOURAGEMENT This specimen shows the
downward Slant of marked pessimism, Hie pessimist
however slontincr the entire line downward instead
of starting: each word on the line

&e tinder positive. This is also an excellent illustra*
tion of poise in spite of the deep emotions also
expressed

philosophic High "1", "t", 'T" and "h" stems

phrsieal-mmdedness A love or desire for ph3>8ieal
activity expressed by lower-loops for "p”. Where
loops are long and slender the physical activity will

be expressed gracefully; when enlarged the physi>

eal expression will be more vigorons A pnse ngnter
can win great success without love of physicd ac*
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tivity, depending npon inihative, aggressiveness

and other izaits.^ (T"'’
pidse Well balanced.

positive All strokes made with a firm hand, and
final strokes reaching or tetended to reach the base
line are firm and strong.

practical Organization abihty; t-bars written not
above the point of the t^tem. Degree of practicality
determmed by the location of the cross-bar. When
written well down on the stem the writing indicates
a nature that lades ambition, satisfied with the
primary requirements of life; le- food, shelter,

and dothing.

pride Tall d-stems, t-stems, not verbesL

JLa/^ /yn/otrei)

procrastination T-bars preceding the stem. Empha-
sized by i-dots also preceding &e i-stem, when the
t-bar evidence is present.
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psyelile Frequent bteaia between letters.

R

repressed Strokes written dose together. However,

then must be some definite trait expressed in the

writing, and whieh may be repressed.

/yyyow

\
rcsentful-mcnt See antagonism-antagonistic

reserved Backhand writing without ostentation}

frequently compact.

s

sarcasm Arrow cross-bars fra ‘W’. Strota inw be

long or shorti the sarcasm Wng
v^fl-edae ending of the stroke. A short, vw
axrra^e stem will BW B»et sarcasm; a Wger

sfaroke registering modified sarcasm
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secretive Circle strokes tied.

otA^ oaJ'

seleetive Narrow lower loops on “s”, “g”, "j”, and
“a” See CLANNISH whira is estreme empnasis
01 the sdeetive indmatton.

c£s(/^ cLay.

sdLconsaoiisnesB Last third of “M" or "m”, and
last half of "N” or “n” made higher than previous
strokes

self-interest Writing vertical or near vertical Ab-
sence of generosity.

\i^jSSI 1^Su.eju.

self-reliance Strong stroke under signature Strong
signature, somewhat larger than body of wnting.

sensitive Looped "d” and “t" stems. The larger the
loop in proportion to height the greater the sensi-
tiveness. Snort stems may be looped, the heights
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of the stem having nothing to do with iSe endenee
of sensitivetiess.

setunal Heav^i blotched wtitmg, conagated strokes.

sensuons Heavy, clean ent vmting and smooth

heavy strokes

shallow Weak writing

See SUFBBFICIAL
epiritaal See psychic and philosophical These traits

combined m marked development

ffWngloMB Finebed writing without finals to words

or ttfter letter formatioiis

superficial ShaHow or dish-like t-bars, usually light
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lines and accompanied by ernibe stroke combins'

tions. Frequently weak or unformed writing.

suppressed Abnormally close writing, with evidence

of some outstanding trait

sympathetic Expressive and generous.

T
talkative Wide open "a”, “o”, “d", "q”« **>4 ”8”

T''
temper Two distinct strokes, both or either of which

« may be found

^ ylrJf

tenadty Final books; may occur at end of wor^,
or at the end of any stroke combination or stroke

when standing alone
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V

vain High d-stems, vertical or near-vertaeal

vanaUe An emotional eondifaon, wntmg slanting

first one vmy and tiien another Variable in interests

u the result of desire for change.

virtnous This represents a combination of qoalibes

and cannot be determined by any single stroke

Virtue IS a mental rather than physical condition

from the standpoint of Grapho-Analybcal study

Therefore, people of known virtue may lack this

quality and reveal the lack in writing.

visionary Cross-bars wntten above t-stems If some

"t's” are crossed, and others Wve the cross-barwrit-

ten above the stem, the influence of the visionary

will be determined by the proportion of visionary

strokes. Light strokes do not increase the visionary

nature, but they determine the permanency or

weight of the visions
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Broad-topped m's and n’s, 53
Brown, Joe E , 46-48

Bunker, M N
, signature, 1 18

Bums, Albert G
,
6

Burroughs, Edgar Rice, 195

Business talent. 111

Butler, Ellis Parker, 27

C

Calm personality, handwriting of, 88

Carnegie, Andrew, 147

Carter, D E, 176

Case histones, 216

Chambers, Whittaker, 146

Changes in handwnting, 93

Character, change of, 117

Character traits, 13, 35

Circle letters, closed, 103

Circle letters, meanings of, 101

Cleseland, Grover, 128-129

Cleveland, Mrs Grosrer, 132

Cochran, Thomas, 156-157

Color in writing, 29

Color, love of, 93

Complexes, 35

Comprehension, 39

Concentrated attention, 109

Concentration, how shown, 87

Conformity indicated by d-stem, 86

Conservatism, small wnting, 129

Contradictions in wnting, 76

Cook, Fredenck A ,
76-78

Correspondence clubs, 9

251
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Coughlin, Father Charles, 145

Court of Last Resort, 71

Courtney, Francis B, 180

Courtship, 27

Couc, Emile, 144-145

Credit applications, 217

Credit manager uses

grapho analysis, 8

Crime on impulse, 74

Cnminals and grapho analysis, 123

Criminals and homosexuals, 183

Criminal tendencies, 188

Cnminal types, 151

Cross bars, 62

Cruikshank, Gcotge, 70-71

Culture, interest m, 137

“Curfew Shall Not Ring

Tonight,” 139

Customers analyzed, 8

D

Davis, Bette, 43-44

Deceit IS good or bad, 5

Deliberation, 140

Del Rio, Dolores, 51

Dempsey, Jack, 110-111

Depth of feeling, 29, 45

Desire for possession, 153

Desire, mental, 223

Details, attention to, 106

Detectives, 220

Determination, 68

Deviates, 183

Dickens, Charles, 99

Dignity, 84

Diplomacy, 148

Disaster, overcoming, 182

Disaphnc, 204

Dishonesty, 154

Di\, Dorothy, 199

Tr.. Thomas, 32-33

INDEX

Doctor and grapho analysis, 196

Domination, 77

Dou^as, Lord Alfred, 185

Down-strokes, heavy, 105

Doyl^ A Conan, 20^205

E

Eagerness to learn, 134

Edison, Thomas A
,
55

Eisenhower, Mamie Doud, 134

Emotional explosion, 189

Emotional Expression chart, 16-17

Emotionalism, 130

Emotional response, 83

Emotions, 15

Employment applications, 217

Energy, 214

Enthusiasm, signs of, 68

Exploratory strokes, 90

Exploratory wnting, 46

Evaluation, 44, 160

F

Family problem solved, 8

Fear, 125

Fear, freedom from, 5

Feelings, sensitive, 15

Finals, 168

Fisk, Clmton B , 134

Flagg, James Montgomery, 141

Flounshes, flO

Fluent handwnung, 176

Forcefulness, 145

Forgeries, detecting, 220

Formless letters, 188

Fox, Fontaine, 141-142

Frankness, 148

Fnendlinessi 113



INDEX

Future, giapho analysis does not

foretell, 88

G

g's made like figure 8, 138

g shows flmdity of thought, 99

Gardner, Erie Stanley, 55, 72, 214

Gardner, Roy, 154

Garfield, James A , 131

Garfield, Mrs James A, 133

Garland, Hamlm, 21

Gawley, Andrew A , 161

Generosity, 86, 167

Gillilan, Stnddand, 201

Gossip must be avoided, 7

Grapho analysis, not fortune

tellmg, 122

Grapho analysis, ongm of, 9

Grapho analysis, piofesaon of, 217

Grapho analysis, a saence, 115

Gray, H Judd, 159

Greek e’s, meanmg of, 137

Greeley, Horace, 202

H

Handicapped, wnting of the, 161

Handless wntmg, 161

Handwntmg, changing of, 122

Handy, W. C ,
49-51

Harraden, Beatnce, 138

Heat'y wntmg, 25

Herbert, Victor, 207
Hiss, Alger, 146

Holmes, Sherlock, 204-205

Homosexuals and cnminals, 183
Homosexuals and handwriting, 183
Hoover, Herbert, 128-129

Hoover, Lou Henry, 133
Howe, Julia Ward, 206

Hubbard, Elbert, 143

Hull, Cordell, 197

Humor, sense of, 134

I

i-dots, meanings of, 83

Impassioned wntmg, 146

Impulsiveness, 21

Indian writing, 93

Independence, dgns of, 64

Indifference, shown by grapho

analysis, 123

Individuality shows through, 177

Initial hooks, 153

Initial strokes, 158

Imbative, shown by small

letter p, 103

Ink-clogged wntmg, 103

Introvert, 24

Inverted “V", 46

Imtabihty, 135

Irritability, signs of, 70

J

Jefferson, Joseph, 26

Jowett, George F ,
106-8

Judd, Wmnie Ruth, 45-46, 157

K

Keeler, Harry Stephen, 28-29

Keeler, Hazel Goodwin, 46

Klansman, 33

Klein, Siegmund, 108-109

Knowledge, desire for, 129

L

“Ladylike hand," 82

Landseer, 141
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Large wnting, 51

Lattjn, Ailccn, 162

Law and grapho analysis, 222

Laziness, 160

Letters, analyzed, 12

Life, adjustment to, 189

Life changed by handwriting

change, 13

Light writing, 26

Literary talents, signs of, 138

Looped letters, measuring, 19

Loops, what they reveal, 64

Love letters, 9

Love, revealed by handwriting, 8

Lower loops, 166

Lyons, Jim, 169

Lytton, Lord, 78-79

M
M, capital, 199

Madarasz, 179

Manners, David, 51

Marlowe, Julia, 69

“Masculine hand," 82

Masefield, John, 70

Massimo, Clevio, 111-112

Maugham, W Somerset, 193-194

May, Thelma, 163

McKinley, Wilham, 131

Medical men, writing of, 46

Medicine and grapho analysis, 223

Memorizing rules, 225

Mental habits, change of, 56

Mental habits, revealed

in wnting, 161

Meredith, Owen, 78-79

“Message to Garcia,” 143

Modesty, 24

Moss, Staff Sergeant, 104

Mr America, 113

Muddy handwntmg, 156

Murder, could have been

averted, 102

Murderer, handwntmg of, 138

Music and handwntmg, 221

N

Nation, Came, 199

Natural ability, 225

Needle points, what they mean, 84

Needle-point wnting, 40

Negative qualities, 35

Nervous system and

handwntmg, 123-124

Non-thinker, how to identify, 55

O

Oppenheim, E Phillips, 53-55

O’s, well rounded, 128

Over-sensitive wnters, 65

P

P, capital, 199

P-Ioops, large

Palmer method penmanship, 176

Palmer Proficiency Certificate, 172

Pamsh, Maxfield, 198

Penetrating thinkers, 40

Penman, professional, 178

People, how to know them, 192

People, study of, 224

People who helped author, 12

Persistence, 162

Personality, change of, 1 17

Personahty defects, predicted, 93

Phillips, Ellis, 167

Philhps, Wendell, 137

Pointed m’s and n’s, 105

Poise, 197

Poker-face, ability to keep a, la/



INDEX

Police and grapho analysis, 220

Positive qualities, 35

Practical use of grapho analyds, 196

Precision in writing, 84

Prejudices, 29, 128

Procrasdnation illustrated, 78

Professional writing, 90

Profits from handwriting

analysis 221

Prostitutes, 187

Protection, 127

Protection, by knowing people, 3

Proud writer, 94

Psychic sense, 89, 130

Psychology, 28

Psychology books, 217

Public relations, 218

Purpose, shown in handwriting, 70

Q
Quick-tcmpcr identified, 101

R

R’s with flat tops, 129

Ransom, Charlie, 118

Rape of church member, 5

Realism, 201

Rejection, 159

Reporting the analysis, 58
Resentment strokes, 93

Responsive, emotionally, 16

Retracing n’s and m’s, 86, 176

Review, necessity of, 169

Rice, Grantland, 41

Richard, Billy, 165-166

Robber, 154

Roosevelt, Franklin D

,

29-30, 129-130

Roosevelt, Mrs Theodore, 132
Roosevelt, Theodore, 129-130

255

S

Saltonstall, Senator, 205

Sarcasm identified, 76

Self-consciousness cured by

grapho analysis, 7

Self-control, 75

Self-esteem, increasing of, 121

Selfishness, 137

Self-knowledge, 5

Self-possesdon shown m writing, 16

Sclf-rehance, buildmg up, 118

Self-reliance illustrated, 108

Sensitiveness, 64

Sex and handwriting, 123

Sex, cannot identify from

handwriting, 82

Sex crime foreseen, 5

Sex desire revealed in

handwntmg, 101

Sex drive, uncontrolled, 102

Sex-mad wolf, 103

Sharp penetrating points, 203

Sharp thinker, 89

Shearer, Norma, 42-43

“Ships that Pass in the Night,” 138

Shorthand and grapho analysis, 9

Shorthand systems, 10

Showmanship, 109

Shyness, helped by grapho analysis, 5

Skill from practice, 141

Skinner, Oti^ 143-144

Slant of handwriting, 79

Slow thinkers, 39

Slow thinking, 108

Small t, importance of, 62

^neer, Platt R, 172

Sportsmen, vmdng
characteristics, 104

Spurgeon, Charles H , 209

St Elmo, 195

Stccgjer, Harry, 72-73
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Stephan, Alan, 113'114

Stinginess, 92

Stokes, Rose Pastor, 70

Strength of purpose, 77

Strokes, 70

Strokes, foundation of

grapho analysis, 11

Strong appetities, 100

U

Unafraid personality, 143

Underlinmg, meaning of, 121

Understanding people, 127

Unknown, fear of, 5

Upright wntmg, 16

V
Strongmen, professional, 105

Subconscious guilt, 183

Suicide, 156

Sullivan, Gregory, 160

Supcr-sensitiveness, 65

Swindler and grapho analysis, 153

T

t-bar, what it reveals, 67

Van Dine, S S , 53

Vanity, 152

Vanity, signs of, 63

Variants, IBS

Vertical wnttng, 16

Vidocq, 208

Vigorous thinking, 107

Vocational aptitude and grapho

analysis, 219

Vocational determination, 225

t-stem, rvhat it reveals, 63 Vbt

Taft, Wilham Howard, 129

Talents, 35 ^
Talents, identiScd by handwnting, 7 W i

Tamblyn.F W, 172 Wal

Tarzan, 195 Wal

Teachers, how they use Wal

giapho analysis, 34 Wo
Teeth, holding pen between, 162 ai

Temper shown in handwriting, 71 Wa
Temper, shown by t-bars, 200 Wcl

Temptation, 151

Testbooks created, 216 Wie

Theft proves grapho

Thinkers, three

Thinking speed,

Thomas, Lowell,
ftftiV'? fi 7.

Thorpe, Rose
Kv L*”

Thought process,

Thrifty svntcr,

Tildcn, Bill, 24-25\; f

Toes, holding pen betw4»B;4p2---- ^
Truitt,? F, 178

Tiuman, Bess,

Votaw, Dr Robert, 196

W
iting, 7 W with initial hook, 129

Wallace, Edgar, 211

Wallace, Glenn, 18

Wallis, Hal, 192

Weaknesses, revealed by grapho

62 analysis, 131

5,
71 ’ Wedges, 46

Wellman, Piul, 75

Wengert, Emma Jo, 71-72

Wickcs, Harold, 162

4~-.».^,^Wilcox, Ella Wheeler, 23

'^’’'??^ldc, Oscar, 148, 185
X

,

Zaner & Bloser Certificate, 172

Zaner and Bloser penmanship,
In




